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the doctrine of djdivinebvmtvme embodiment
restoration judeofudeo christian and

philosophical perspectives

david L paulsen

when the savior shall appear we shall see him as he is we shall see
that he is a man like ourselves the father has a body of flesh and
bones as tangible as mans the son also but the holy ghost has not a
body of flesh and bones but is a personage of spirit dacd&c 1301 221

so joseph smith definitively declared on april 2 18431845 the doc-
trine that god the father and god the son are embodied persons
humanlike in form has rich implications for both philosophical
anthropology and theology 2 and it is one of the most distinctive
teachings of the restoration while believers find the doctrine
elevating and inspiring critics have challenged it as being non
christian and philosophically incoherent I1 believe the critics are
mistaken on both counts

section 130 is a composite of instructions given by joseph smith on sun-
day april 2 1843 in ramus illinois the first seventeen verses were given after
the prophet heard orson hyde preach in the morning meeting robert J wood-
ford the7 be historical development of the doctrine and covenants 3 vols ph D
diss brigham young university 1974 31710 in the morning sermon orson
had said it is our privilege to have the father and son dwelling in our hearts
apparently joseph wanted to make sure that orsonsoarsons statement would not be
misunderstood he thus distinguished the latter day saint understanding of god
which held god to be embodied in humanlike form and hence unable to dwell lit-
erally in ones heart dacd&c 1303 from the god of the classical creeds who
being immaterial could dwell anywhere and everywhere joseph smith jr his-
tory of the church ofjesusof fesusjesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed
rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1964 5323245323 24

2foriforor instance belief in an embodied god is interconnected in mormon
thought with many of its most paradigmatic ideas including such basic LDSIDSins
teachings as the divine nature and destiny of human beings as gods children the

BbyustudiesBYUYU studies 35 no 4 1995 96 7
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in this paper I1 trace the restoration of the doctrine of divine
embodiment showing that the doctrine was clearly articulated
from the beginning of the restoration then I1 argue that the earli-
est christians widely believed that god is embodied 3 and finally I1

examine major philosophical objections to the idea of god having
a body of any kind showing them to be uncompelling 41

throughout this discussion it is important to keep certain
usages in mind in the western theistic tradition spirit is primarily
equated with immateriality As I1 show in this paper however in allanaliail
LDS discourse as well as in early judaic and christian sources
spirits are not understood to be immaterial but rather to be com-
posed of refined matter 5 and thus they are bodies see ether 316
accordingly I1 use the term corporeal to mean having a body of
any kind including those comprised of spirit matter as wellwenweliweil as
flesh and bone likewise I1 use the term embodied to mean having
any sort of body whether spirit mortal or exalted conversely I1

use the terms incorporeal immaterial and unembodied to sig-
nify being without a body of any kind although the term anthro-
pomorphismpomorphism is often used to refer to any ascription of humanlike
characteristics to god for example passions I1 use it primarily in
reference to god having a body humanlike in form

purpose of mortal life the eternal worth of the body and the physical resurrec-
tion within christian theology generally the LDS doctrine also makes possible a
coherent understanding of the incarnation the affirmation that god the son was
numerically identical with jesus of nazareth christian theologians have often
subscribed to an idea of god as transcendent in every way having no properties
in common with man god is qualitatively different from man in the extreme
there is no greater divide in the ontology of the bible than that between creator
and creature this idea has led many such theologians to reject the incarnation
as being a logical and metaphysical impossibility thomas V morris the logic of
god incarnate ithaca NY cornellcomen university press 1986 18 19

optionsortionsortionslons of this part of this article were previously published as early
christian beliefs in a corporeal deity origen and augustine as reluctant wit-
nesses harvard theological review 83 1990 105 16 and as reply to kim
paffenrothsPaffenroths comment harvard theological review 86 1993 235 39
reprinted by permission

muchuch of the material in this part was previously published as must god be
incorporeal faith and philosophy 6 1989 76 87 reprinted by permission

joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1972 207 301 2 hereafter cited as TPJS see

also dac 9333
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restoration of the doctrine of divine embodiment

one of the most distinctive insights consistently
taught by the prophetjosepbprophet joseph smith is that the
members of the godhead are embodiedpersonsembodied persons

the understanding that the father and the son are fully
embodied persons was clearly stated by the prophet joseph smith
in his 1843 declaration of that doctrine this declaration was first
included in doctrine and covenants 130 in 1876 and it was part of
the 1880 edition which was officially accepted by church mem-
bers in the october 1880 general conference as revelation from
god and binding upon us as a people and as a church 6 on these
points there is consensus but what joseph smith and fellow
church members believed about divine embodiment in the 1830s
is a matter that requires close examination in this section I1 trace
the origin and development of the doctrine of divine embodiment
in the revelations and reflections ofjosephofjoseph smith showing that the
doctrine was both explicit and implicit in these and other data
from the beginning of his ministry only the doctrinal clarification
that the fathers humanlike body is composed of exalted flesh and
bones cannot be clearly shown to have been understood prior to
the nauvoo period I1 draw my evidence primarily from the book
of mormon josephs inspired revision of the bible his several
accounts of the first vision and the lectures on faith with brief
mention of some of the external evidence and the historical context

my reading of the evidence leads me to reject two propositions
1 that the doctrine of divine embodiment was articulated for the

first time in 1838 and 2 that prior to 1838 latter day saints under-
stood god to be an immaterial being I1 call the first conjecture the
late development theory and the second the immaterialist theory

although LDS historians have not spoken in exactly these
terms some of their statements may be understood as espousing
one or both of these theories three factors drive this understand-
ing or possible misunderstanding

woodford historical development 19192191 92
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first some writers have tended to diminish any differences
between LDS teachings and other christian doctrines in the 1830s
for example james B alienallenailen asks

what did the mormonscormons believe about the nature and character of
god in the 1830s perhaps the most significant observation to
be made about the pre nauvoo concept of god held by ordinary
mormonscormons is that it was not radically different from some other chris-
tian perceptions 7

in what respects were LDS and other christian teachings not rad-
ically different alienallenailen explains

many ordinary christians probably thought of god and christ as
separate entities though they may not have thought of the father
as having corporeal existence ie a tangible body of flesh some at
least emphasized the idea that god was apersonpersonaberson though this did
not imply physical shape form or place 8

this does not mean that alienallenailen understood early mormon ideas to
be identical to these christian teachings especially to those that
denied that god had a body of any kind he is silent on that point

second authors have not been careful to define clearly what
they mean by such terms as spirit absolute spirit material mate-
rialisticrialistic corporeal body person personage or personal being
alienallenailen for instance states that the fifth lecture on faith

specifically separated the persons of the father and the son though
in terms that did not impute corporeality to the father the lecture
implied quite the opposite the distinction between the father as
a personage of spirit and the son as a personage of tabernacle
certainly suggests that the father was not thought of as having a
physical material body 9

but then alienallenailen does not clarify whether the early saints thought of
god as being an immaterial person having no body at all or as hav-
ing a nonphysical body albeit still material without careful defini-
tion of the critical terms alienallenailen may be easily construed as espousing
the immaterialist theory

7jamesajamesames B alienallenailen emergence of a fundamental the expanding role of
joseph smiths first vision in mormon religious thoughtfbought journal of mormon
history 7 1980 47

auen emergence of a fundamental 48 italics in the original
allenailenaliengauenganen emergence of a fundamental 49
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third some writers affirm the late development theory quite
explicitly apparently overlooking contrary data for instance the
claim that the first printed description in mormon sources of an
anthropomorphic corporeal god10 appeared in 1838 apparently
overlooks the fact that the idea of divine embodiment was already
present in many respects in the book of mormon

these three factors surface particularly in thomas G alex-
anders article the reconstruction of mormon doctrine
which states

the doctrine of god preached and believed in the LDS church
before 1835 was essentially trinitarian the lectures on faith
did not define a materialistic tritheistic godhead methodists
disciples of christ and latter day saints at that time believed in an
absolute spiritual father certain ideas which developed between
1832 and 1844 were internalized after 1835 and accepted by the lat
ter day saints this was particularly true of the material anthropo-
morphism of god and jesus christ

such statements allow little room for an early LDS belief in an
embodied god of any kind

that the immaterialist and late development theories have
enjoyed some currency is evidenced in grant underwoods review
of milton backmansbackmannBackmans the heavens resound

those who have kept abreast of developments in the field of doctri-
nal history will wonder for example why backman retains the older
view that kirtland saints understood god the father to have a ma-
terial body when james alienallenailen thomas alexander and others have

allenailenalienloaren emergence of a fundamental 50 referring to pratt who wrote
we worship a god who has both body and parts who has eyes mouth and ears

parley P pratt mormonism unveiled zions watchman unmasked and its
editor mr la roy sunderland exposed truth vindicated the devil mad and
priestcraft in danger new york parley P pratt 1838 29 alienallenailen recognizes that
while there was still no creedal statement on divine corporeality at that time it is
likely that many mormonscormons held an anthropomorphic view

thomas G alexander the reconstruction of mormon doctrine from
joseph smith to progressive theology sunstone 10 may 1985 9 11 this is a
reprint of the article that appeared in sunstone 5 july august 1980 24 33

others apparently asserting the late development and immaterialist theories
include dan vogel the earliest mormon concept of god in line upon line
essaessaysYs on mormon doctrine ed gary james bergera salt lake city signature
books 1989 17 33 see alsoaisoalsojeraldjerald and sandra tanner mormonism shadow or
reality 4thath ed rev salt lake city utah lighthouse ministry 1982 169
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persuasively demonstrated that they certainly regarded god as a per-
sonage of spirit 12

similarly underwood takes another historian david brion davis
to task for not thinking that the saints in the 1830s held views of
the godhead much closer to those of their neighbors 13

yet what evidence is there for the late development and imma-
terialistterialist theories surprisingly given the weight these theories have
been accorded I1 find not one piece of direct evidence that the
prophet joseph smith ever asserted that god is nonembodiedembodiednon
from the literature I1 have been able to extract only two arguments
which I1 call a the argument from god as spirit and b the argu-
ment from creedal terminology the first argument starts with the
premise that joseph and his LDS contemporaries referred to god
or at least to god the father as a spirit if so they must have

understood him to be an immaterial or unembodied being 14 the
second argument is a much broader version of argument a it
begins with the premise that until at least 18551835 mormonscormons often
referred to god or at least god the father in language reminiscent
of classical christian creeds therefore they must have understood
him to be an immaterial or unembodied being 15

12 grant underwood sounding brass or tinkling cymbal sunstone 10
no 9 1985 43 backman p 232 states that the lectures on faith implied that
the father and son are material beings in a form like created man and that joseph
smith undoubtedly understood in the 1830s that spirit is matter

13 grant underwood the new england origins of mormonism revisited
journal ofmormonof mormon history 15 1989 16 17

alexander cites two sources for the claim that early mormonscormons referred to
god as an absolute personage of spirit 1 the book of mormon with abinadisAbinadis
sermon in mosiah chapters 13 and 14 being a good example and 2 the lec-
tures on faith discussed below alexander reconstruction of mormon doc-
trine 1985 8 99.19191gi 1 find no such reference in mosiah 13 or 14 in mosiah 1515151 5
abinadi gives different names to two aspects of christs existence identifying
christs sonship with his flesh his incarnation and christs fatherhood with his
spirit but the contrast here is between spirit and flesh not between spirit and
body book of mormon writers explicitly equate being a spirit with being embod-
ied in humanlike form as is discussed below

15asAs evidence for the second premise alexander cites 1 an 1832 article in
the evening and the morning slanstarstan god is infinite and eternal from everlasting
to everlasting the same unchangeable god the framer of heaven and earth and
all things which are in them 2 a letter by warren A cowdery published in an
1834 issue of the messenger and advocate god is a great first cause prime
mover self existent independent and all wise being immutable in his purposes
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before proceeding furtherfarther it will be worthwhile to clarify the
logic of these arguments first construed as deductive arguments
both are nonsequiturs their conclusions do not follow logically
from their respective premises second understood as inductive
arguments a and b are weak and both depend on a third argu-
ment c which is only implicit it asserts that in the first several
years of the restoration there is no record that joseph taught or
mormonscormons believed that god is embodied therefore no such
teaching or belief existed this argument which is an argument
from silence is critical to the claim that before 1838 church mem-
bers believed god to be immaterial only if there were no or maybe
very scant direct evidence of early belief in an embodied god
would a weak inductive inference to a belief in nonembodimentembodimentnon
have any credibility conversely if there were considerable direct
evidence for early mormon belief especially on the part of
joseph smith in an embodied deity the arguments from godasgod as
spirit from creedal terminology and from silence would all be
refuted 16 what then does the record show

the book of mormon

the book of mormon translated bybyjosephjoseph smith in 1829 and
first published in 1830 provides early revelatory data affirming
divine embodiment 17 while some 283 passages in the book of

and unchangeable in his nature and 3 numbers 5 and 6 of the lectures on
faith the father is the only supreme governor an independent being in whom
all fulnessfalness and perfection dwells who is omnipotent omnipresent and omni-
scient without beginning of days or end of life alexander reconstruction of
mormon doctrine 1985 9 the analogical inference from a some early mor
mons in some respects apparently held views of god similar to those of classical
christians to b therefore like classical christians generally they also believed
god to be nonembodiedembodiednon is weak

16in challenging the late development and immaterialist theories I1 am not
questioning the general thesis that josephs and latter day saint understanding
of god was enlarged over time indeed in this article I1 suggest that we do not
know before the nauvoo period how much joseph understood concerning the
fathers humanlike body consisting of flesh and bones

17ahAU book of mormon scriptures quoted in this subsection have been
checked against and found consistent with the original manuscript or where
necessary the printers manuscript royal skousen ed book of mormon criti-
cal text project department of english brigham young university
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mormon text refer directly to either gods body or his body parts 18

three passages recording divine appearances are especially
explicit the first two confirm that god the son or jesus christ
was embodied in humanlike form in both his premortal and his
postmortal resurrected states and the third apparently affirms
that the holy ghost is also embodied the book of mormon is

seemingly silent on whether god the father is also embodied 19

1 the account in 3 nephi 11 of the visit of the resurrected
christ to the nephite and lamanite survivors in bountiful shows
the postmortal lord to be a humanlike embodied being his first
appearance was announced by god the father behold my
beloved son in whom I1 am well pleased in whom I1 have glorified
my name hear ye him 53 ne 117 in response to the fathers
announcement the survivors

cast their eyes up toward heaven and saw a man descending
out of heaven and he was clothed in a white robe and he came
down and stood in the midst of them and he stretched forth
his hand and spoke unto the people saying behold I1 am jesus

see susan ward easton black book of mormon nature of god har-
old B lee library brigham young university provo utah

19thisiqliisiuliis conclusion is based on a social trinitarian reading of the book of the
mormon social trinitarianism holds that the godhead consists of three separate
and distinct persons or centers of consciousness who together constitute one
perfectly harmonious social unit this I1 understand to be LDSIDSins doctrine however
some writers such as dan vogel deny that the book of mormon reflects a social
trinitarian notion of god rather they take the book of mormon writers as well as
the earliest mormonscormonsMormons to have a modalistic view of god see vogel concept of
god 242524 25 modalism is the view that god is one individual person who appears
in three different modes father son and holy spirit but such a modalist inter-
pretationpretation of the book of mormon would also imply that god the father is embod-
ied in humanlike form qua father god is embodied as a premortal personage of
spirit and qua son he is embodied as a personage of flesh and bones A full dis-
cussion of modalism in the early church is outside the scope of this paper but I1

believe vogels claim is mistaken As vogel himself acknowledges modalism is
seemingly inconsistent with much data 24 for example with josephs 1830
revision of genesis 12627126 27 and I1 god said to mine only begotten let us make
man and the fathers introduction of his beloved son to the bountiful survivors
3 ne 11 1I believe that the social trinitarianism model of the godhead as set out

in the 1916 first presidency declaration on the father and the son more compre-
hensivelyhensively and illuminatingly coheres with all the book of mormon references to
god and the godhead satisfactorily accommodating the apparently modalistic
passages of course this discussion by no means implies that joseph and his con-
temporaries understood the relevant passages the same way
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christ whom the prophets testified shall come into the world
come forth unto me that ye may thrust your hands into my side and
also that ye may feel the prints of the nails in my hands and in my
feet and the multitude went forth and thrust their hands into
his side and did feel the prints of the nails in his hands and in his
feet 3 ne 118 10 14 151520

A popular though unorthodox christian notion exists that
christ was resurrected with a body of flesh and bones which is
certainly the clear witness of the new testament recordrecord2121 but dis-

embodied himself when he ascended into heaven after his forty
day ministry 22 the book of mormon however affirms that the
postascensionpostascension christ has a body and it came to pass that in
the ending of the thirty and fourth year after the ascension
of christ into heaven he did truly manifest himself unto them
showing his body unto them and ministering unto them 3 ne
10101818 19 2313 the book of mormon thus shows that god the son is
embodied even after his ascension

2 the book of ether tells of the appearance of the lord in his
spirit body to the brother of jared long before the incarnation

see also 3 nephi 1018lois10 18 and 2812
see luke 2436 48 and john 2019 28

22on the ascension of christ see luke 2450 51 acts 19 11 and ephe-
sians 48 10 the new testament writers did not deduce from the ascension that
christ transcended his body see J G davies he ascended into heaven
A study in the history of doctrine new york association press 1958 6060 68
the orthodox catholic and mainline protestant teaching is that christ is in
heaven with his resurrected body today

since13since christ was and is commonly understood to have lived thirty three
years the phrase in the ending of the thirty and fourth year augments the post
ascension dating of the american visitation for a discussion of the dating see
S kent brown and john A tvedtnes when Didid jesusdjesus appear to the nephitesNephites in
bountiful provo utah FARMS 1989 and john W welch the senonsermon at the
temple and the sermon on the mount salt lake city deseret book 1990
29 33 christ ended his first visit to the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites by ascending into
heaven 3 ne 1838 39 however when he visited them again the next day he
still had a body in each of his subsequent visits christ was still embodied mor-
mon writes and after that he did show himself unto them oft and did break
bread oft and bless it and give it unto them 3 ne 2613 therefore the book
of mormon indicates thatiesusthatiesthat jesusus christ continued to have a body furthermore the
nature of christs ascension in the book of mormon is different from the ortho-
dox view of the new testament ascension in the book of mormon christ
returned or ascended to heaven several times and rather than transcending phys-
ical limits visits locations in time and space
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ether 36 18 the brother ofofjaredjared presented the lord with
several stones and asked him to make them luminous ether 5131 4
in response

the lord stretched forth his hand and touched the stones one by one
with his finger and the veil was taken from off the eyes of the
brother of jared and he saw the finger of the lord and it was as
the finger of a man like unto flesh and blood ether 36

indeed so striking was the fingers resemblance to flesh and blood
that the brother ofofjaredjared mistook it for the same the lord then
revealed himself more fully to the brother of jared specifically
identifying himself as jesus christ ether 314 he declared

seest thou that ye are created after mine own image yea even all
men were created in the beginning after mine own image behold
this body which ye now behold is the body of my spirit and man
have I1 created after the body of my spirit and even as I1 appear unto
thee to be in the spirit will I1 appear unto my people in the flesh
ether 315 16

moroni editorially commented that jesus showed himself unto
this man in the spirit even after the manner and in the likeness of
the same body even as he showed himself unto the nephitesNephites
ether 317

from this text the following points seem evident 1 jesus
christ is god ether 318 2 as a spirit prior to his incarnation
he was nonetheless embodied 3 his body though not yet com-
posed of flesh and bones was strikingly similar in both form and
appearance to a human body and 4 our bodies of flesh and bones
are created in the very image of his premortal spirit body which is
thus humanlike in form from these points a very significant con-
clusion can be drawn both moroni anciently and presumably
joseph smith in 1829 as the translator of moronis account under-
stood a spirit to be an embodied person humanlike in form even
if less tangible than one of flesh and bones this understanding
also finds support in josephs cultural context as will be shown
below thus one would be mistaken to infer that early on joseph
and his LDS contemporaries must have believed that god is a

nonembodiedembodiednon being simply because they referred to him as a spirit
unlike classical christians generally latter day saints did not
equate spirit with immateriality
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3 in a third notable passage the book of mormon tells of
nephis encounter with the spirit of the lord and explicitly
describes the spirit as being embodied in humanlike form thus
further refuting argument as equation of spirit with non
embodiment in early mormon doctrine somewhat problematic
however is the question of referent whom does the phrase the
spirit of the lord denote while it might refer to the premortal
christ24Christ24 or a spirit messenger from the lord sidney sperry has
argued that it refers to the holy ghost 25 in considering sperrysSperrys
arguments let us first note the context in which the reported
encounter is set the encounter ensued when nephi sought per-
sonal confirmation of his fathers spiritual manifestations

I1 was desirous also that I1 might see and hear and know of these
things by the power of the holy ghost As I1 sat pondering in
mine heart I1 was caught away into an exceedingly high moun-
tain and the spirit said unto me BeliBefibeilbebibebbbelievestbefievestevest thou that thy father
saw the tree of which he hath spoken and I1 said yea thou knowest
that I1 believe all the words of my father and when I1 had spoken
these words the spirit cried with a loud voice saying hosanna to
the lord the most high god and blessed art thou nephi
because thou believestbelievest in the son of the most high god and
thou shalt also behold a man descending out of heaven and him shall
ye witness and after ye have witnessed him ye shall bear record that
it is the son of god 1lneIinene 10101717 1111141 4 7

observe that the spirit shouts hosanna to the most high god
and commands nephi to witness and to bear record of the son of
the most high god referring in the third person to each of these
members of the godhead

when the spirit showed nephi the tree of life nephi asked

to know the interpretation thereof for I1 spake unto him as a man
speakethspeaketh for I1 beheld that hebe was in theiformtheformthe form of a man yet never-
thelesstheless I1 knew that it was the spirit of the lord and he spake unto
me as a man speakethspeaketh with another 1 ne 111111iiii11 italics added

nephi reports that while the spirit of the lord was in the form
of a man he was a divine being and therefore not a mere man

if the spirit of the lord who appeared to nephi is the premortal christ
then this text augments the book of mormon teaching that even as a spirit he has
a body humanlike in form

25sidney25sidney B sperry book of mormon compendium salt lake city
bookcraft 1968 116 18
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that he was in the form of a man indicates that the spirit of the
lord was embodied thus it seems that nephi saw the spirit body
of the holy ghost just as the brother ofofjaredjared had seen the spirit
body of christ

to support his conclusion that the spirit of the lord who
appeared to nephi is the holy ghost sperry gives four argu-
ments all of which are internal to the text first nephi specifi-
cally sought personal confirmation of lehisgehis manifestation by the
power of the holy ghost 1I1 ne 1017 he seemed to have medi-
tated upon the powers and functions of the holy ghost at con-
siderablesiderable length before the desired manifestation was given him
1I1 ne 1017 22 second nephi said he was caught away in the
spirit of the lord 1 I1 ne iii11ili1111 the same expression with the phrase
of the lord deleted is used in the chapter in relation to mary and

to the twelve apostles 2621 in both instances the references to the
spirit seem obviously to point to the holy ghost not to the pre-
mortal christ compare 1 ne 1119 with matt 118 third the
phrase spirit of the lord occurs some forty times in the book of
mormon and in no passage where it occurs does it clearly repre-
sent the premortal christ instead of the holy ghost on the other
hand many occurrences seem to refer only to the holy ghost 2717

fourth whenever nephi unquestionably refers to the premortal

and it came to pass that I1 nephi beheld that she mary was carried
away in the spirit 1 ne 111119ilig19 and I1 also beheld twelve others following him
and it came to pass that they were carried away in the spirit from before my face
and I1 saw them not 1 ne 1129

27for example in no instance where the phrase was written down after the
appearance of the resurrected christ on this continent does it refer to his pre-
mortal person the spirit of the lord did not abide in us mormmonn 226 the
spirit of the lord hath already ceased to strive with their fathers mormmonn 516
and 1I fear lest the spirit of the lord hath ceased striving with them moro 94
similarly consider nephis vision of gentiles evidently columbus and others
coming to america and I1 beheld the spirit of the lord that it was upon the gen-
tiles G1 ne 1315 certainly the spirit of the lord does not refer to the pre-
mortal christ because in this context nephi envisioned a time long after christs
resurrection also the phrase is used in passages where it clearly refers to the
functions of the holy ghost rather than the power that emanates from deity
the spirit of the lord came upon them and they were filled with joy mosi-

ah 43 and the spirit of the lord did no more preserve them yea it had with-
drawn from them because the spirit of the lord doth not dwell in unholy
temples hel 424 compare rom 89 11 and 1 cor 316
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christ he never calls him the spirit of the lord 28 sperry con-
cludes that inasmuch as there is no single instance in the book of
mormon where the term spirit of the lord can be unequivocally
equated with the preexistentpre existent christ we may reasonably believe
that it refers to the holy ghost 2919 if sperry is correct then written
revelatory data from as early as 1829 suggests the embodiment of
the holy ghost 3031 but however this matter is resolved the book
of mormon apparently affirms that the holy ghost has a body and
unequivocally affirms that god the son is an embodied being in
both his preincarnationalpreincarnational and postascensionalpostascensional states

joseph smiths inspired revision of the bible

that joseph understood the doctrine of divine embodiment
at least as early as 1830 is strongly corroborated by passages from
his inspired revision of the bible the joseph smith translation
hereafter JST 31 work on the revision was underway in june 18301850

28forfor example when nephi had his first visitation from the lord he said
1 I did cry unto the lord and behold he did visit me 1 I1 ne 216 subsequently
when referring to the prophet isaiah nephi said he verily saw my redeemer
even as I1 have seen him 2 ne 112 in other verses of the same chapter he
refers to the coming redeemer as the christ

29sperry29sperry book ofmormonof mormon compendium 118 Eldeidelderjameseldereider erjamesjames E talmage and
president marion G romney also taught that the spirit of the lord who
appeared to nephi was the holy ghost see marion G romney the holy
ghost ensign 4 may 1974 90

this31this data also suggests that the holy ghost is a person distinct from
the father and the son of course from the fact that joseph smith translated
this text it does not follow that he immediately understood all of its theologi-
cal implications on the other hand in june 1844 joseph himself claimed that
he had distinguished three separate persons in the godhead from the begin-
nings of the restoration

I1 wish to declare I1 have allwaysalaways & in all congregatscongregatescongregats when I1 have
preached it has been the plurality of gods it has been preached 15

years I1 have always declddecad god to be a distinct personage JC a
sep & distinct pers from god the far the HG was a distinct per-
sonage & or sp & these 3 constitconstatconstit 3 distinct personages & 3 gods
andrew ehat and lyndon cook eds the words of ofjosephjoseph smith
salt lake city religious studies center brigham young university

1980 378 hereafter cited as wisWJSI

31seesee robert J matthews joseph smiths translation of the bible A his-
tory and commentary provo utah brigham young university press 1975
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when joseph recorded the visions of moses which now constitute
moses chapter 1 in the pearl of great price josephs report of moses
visions begins

the words of god which he spake unto moses at a time when moses
was caught up into an exceedingly high mountain and he saw god
face to face and he talked with him and the glory of god was upon
moses therefore moses could endure his presence moses 1111 232

in his revision of genesis chapter 1 completed between june and
october 1830 33 joseph changed the king james translation here-
after KJV of genesis 126 27 to read

and 1I god said unto mine only begotten which was with me from
the beginning let us make man in our image after our likeness and
it was so and I1 god created man in mine own image in the
image of mine only begotten created I1 him male and female created
I1 them moses 226 2734

two important points the second dependent on the first emerge
from josephs revision first while the KJV also indicates a plural-
ity of creators the JST identifies who they are god the father
and god the son 35 second the JST discloses that man was created
in the image and likeness of god the father as well as that of god
the son thus implying that the father is also an embodied being
humanlike in form

one could object of course that biblical passages telling of
moses seeing god face to face and of mans being created in

except3except for minor punctuation and bracketed changes this text and the
following passages from moses read the same as joseph smiths translation of
the bible old testament manuscript 2 in RLDS library archives reorganized
church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints p 1 lines 2 5 italics added thanks to
robert J matthews whose photographs and typescript of old testament manu-
script 2 were used to check the passages

33matthewsmatthewsjosephjoseph smiths translation 26 27
31 old testament manuscript 2 p 4 lines 26 33
35this datum which discloses two divine individuals god and his only

begotten contradicts vogels hypothesis that at this stage the prophet under-
stood the godhead to consist of only one individual or person who appears in
three different modes modalism other changes in the joseph smith translation
JST may suggest modalism but when changes such as the one just quoted are
taken into account the issue is less than clear based on an analysis of book of
mormon passages van hale also cautions against too quickly asserting that the
early mormon concept of god was modalistic van hale demmidefiningling the contem-
porary mormon concept of god in bergera line upon line 13
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gods own image have long been construed so as to avoid any
implication of divine embodiment As discussed below for exam-
ple origen argued that it is not our body but only our inner man
or spirit that is created in gods image and that biblical references
to gods body must all be understood metaphorically joseph
smith repudiated these de anthropomorphizing biblical construc-
tions however in his very significant emendation of genesis 51 2

which was completed on november 30 1830 in these verses
moses says in the day that god created man in the likeness of
god made he him in the image of his own body male and female
created he them moses 68 9 italics added 36 evidently joseph
added the clarifying phrase of his own body to distinguish his
understanding of the text from any incorporealist construction
from josephs revision of these biblical texts it appears clear that
in 1830 he understood that both the father and son are embodied
and that mans body was made in their image moreover josephs
revisions cohere tightly with the passages from the book of mor-
mon already discussed taken together they show that joseph
understood the doctrine of divine embodiment at least as early as

1830 he may well have learned it some ten years earlier when the
father and the son appeared to him in the grove near palmyra
new york the starting point of the restoration

the first vision

joseph smiths account of the appearance of god the father
and jesus christ to him in the spring of 1820 near palmyra new
york the first vision has long been understood as initially ground-
ing his belief that both the father and the son are embodied 37

oidold testament manuscript 2 p 11 lines 16 18
37forfor instance after retelling josephs account of the first vision elder

david B haight stated joseph now knew god is in the form of a man he has a
voice he speaks he is kind he answers prayers his son is like the father but
a separate and distinct person david B haight joseph smith the prophet
ensign 19 november 1979 23 similarly in 1883 first presidency member
george Q cannon said joseph saw that the father had a form that he had a

head that he had arms that he had limbs that he had feet that he had a face
and a tongue with which to express his thoughts discourse by president
george Q cannon in brigham young and othersothersjournaljournal ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols
liverpool F D richards 1855 86 24372 september 2 1883 but alienallenailen argues



first vision by gary E smith 1942 oil on canvas 24 x 30 1979
courtesy blaineblamebiame T hudson

smiths depiction of the visit of god the father and god the son to
the prophet joseph smith treats the resurrected beings corporeality matter
of factly neither under nor overemphasizing it
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indeed josephs official account of the visitation first dictated in
1838 38 makes that understanding very plausible

just at this moment of great alarm I1 saw a pillar of light exactly over
my head above the brightness of the sun which descended gradually
until it fell upon me when the light rested upon me I1 saw two
personages whose brightness and glory defy all description standing
above me in the air one of them spake unto me calling me by name
and said pointing to the other this is my beloved son hear him
JS H 116 17

joseph saw two personages the father and the son standing
above him in the air for one accepting on faith both josephs
veracity as a witness and the reliability of his memory of such an
epochal event perhaps no more is needed

but some have challenged the historicity of this account
claiming it to be inconsistent with josephs earlier accounts and
nothing more than a pragmatic reconstruction deliberate or other-
wise designed to serve josephs ever enlarging theological
views 39 whatever credence might be given to such a conjecture it
is irrelevant here on the issue of divine embodiment of separate
deities there would be no need for reconstruction for as already
shown this doctrine is clearly evidenced in 1829 and 1830 any
ambiguities in documents later than 1830 should then reasonably
be resolved in light of these earlier statements

according to josephs 1838 account he saw the father and the
son in 1820 though he reportedly told some of his acquaintances
of the vision soon after it occurred 40 no contemporaneous record
exists of the descriptions he gave indeed alienallenailen argues that the

it was not until the 1840s that the first vision was seen to have these implica-
tions alienallenailen emergence of a fundamental 54 61

31thehe account was part of josephs history of the church which was pub-
lished serially in times and seasons beginning march 1 1842

39seesee jerald tanner and sandra tanner the case against mormonism
3 vols salt lake city modem microfilm company 1967 1128 and vogel
concept of god 27

40 some few days after this vision joseph smith told a methodist min-
ister joseph smith history of the church alA l1 3 4 joseph smith papers
archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city quoted in dean CCJjesseeessee the early accounts ofofjosephjoseph
smiths first vision BYU studies 9 spring 1969 290 see also joseph smith
history 12122121 22 joseph may also have told his mother he did tell her 1I have
learned for myself that presbyterianism is not true jessee first vision
290 94 see also joseph smith history 120
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vision was not widely known until after it was reported in several
publications in the 1840s 4111 nonetheless josephs two known pre
18581838 accounts of the vision while not so explicit or detailed as the
official version do reflect his understanding that god is embodied

the earliest known account was written in 18321852 by joseph
smith 42 the other is a journal style entry in josephs history the
entry written by warren A cowdery bears the date of monday
november 9 18551835 43 these accounts differ somewhat in the details
they mention but both are compatible as partial descriptions of
the same event the 18521832 account with original spellings but not
typographical sigla reads

A pillar of light above the brightness of the sun at noon day come
down from above and rested upon me and I1 was filled with the spirit
of god and the lord opened the heavens upon me and I1 saw the
lord and hebe spake unto me saying joseph my son thy sins are for-
given thee go thy way walk in my statutes and keep my command
mants behold I1 am the lord of glory I1 was crucifyedcrucifycrucifieded for the world 44

while this account does not explicitly assert the lords spatiality or
embodiment both are reasonably implied for joseph saw the
lord apparently within a pillar of lightfight and the lord spake to
him though traditional exegetesexegeses have long construed similar bib-
lical passages figuratively 45 there is no reason to think that joseph
meant them other than literally for in 18321852 he already understood
the father and the son to be embodied

josephs 18551835 account of the first vision reads

A pillar of fire appeared above my head which presently rested down
upon me and filled me with unspeakable joy A personage appeared
in the midst of this pillar of flame which was spread all around and
yet nothing consumed another personage soon appeared like unto
the first he said unto me thy sins are forgiven thee 46

41ailenalienallenAIlenalien emergence of a fundamental 43 5533
41thethe dating and authorship are established in dean C jessee ed the

papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 2 vols salt lake city deseret book 1989 13 here-
after cited as PJS see also jessee first vision 27778277 78

43lesseejessee first vision 283 and PJS 11124124
quoted in milton V backmanjosephBackmanbackmnn joseph smiths first vision idetheibe first vision

in its historical context salt lake city bookcraft 1971 157 italics added
45see point 4 of the section on origen as witness
46joseph smith history of the church A 1 p 121 reproduced and

quoted in jessee first vision 284 85 and PJS 11127127
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although in this report joseph does not explicitly identify the two
personages by name the second personages declaration thy sins
are forgiven thee apparently identifies him with the lord of the
1832 account the lord or jesus appears after the first person-
age and both personages appear spatially in the midst of this pil-
lar of flame

it is significant that joseph refers to the father and the son by
the termtarntarmtamm personage as opposed to the more generic terms being
or even person for joseph and his contemporaries apparently
understood personage to specifically signify an embodied person
this accepted meaning is corroborated by examining in context
contemporaneous uses of the term and by consulting dictionaries
of the period the following instances are especially enlightening
in helping us see how the term was used

june 24 1834 recorded between 1842 and 1844 1I left rush creek
the same day in company with david whitmer and two other
brethren for the western part of clay county while traveling we
called at the house of mr moss for a drink of water the woman of
the house shouted from the door that they had no water for mor
mons that they were afraid of the cholera etc at the same time
throwing out her arms as if defending herself from the cholera in the
form of personage smith history of the church 2115 italics
added by virtue of being a personage something has a specific
form impliedly humanlike

october 2 18411841 the angel that appeared to john on the isle ofofpatoppatpat
mos was a translated or resurrected body ie personage jesus
christ went in body after his resurrection to minister to resurrected
bodies smith history of the church 4425 italics added brackets
and bracketed language in original text by virtue of being or hav-
ing a body impliedly humanlike in form one is a personage

january 29 184311843184518451 the sign of the dove was instituted before the
creation of the world a witness for the holy ghost and the devil can-
not come in the sign of a dove the holy ghost is a personage and is
in the form of a personage it does not confine itself to the form of
the dove but in sign of the dove smith history of the church
5 261 first italics added by virtue of being a personage one has a

specific bodily form not dovelike but impliedly humanlike

recorded in 183918391 A personage appeared at my bedside standing
in the air for his feet did not touch the floor he had on a loose robe
of most exquisite whiteness his hands were naked and his arms
also a little above the wrist so also were his feet naked as were his
legs a little above the ankles his head and neck were also bare
smith history of the church 111 italics added A humanlikehuman like

embodied being is a personageapersonage
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in an infobasesinfobasestmInfobases search of church historical documents for
the period 1830 to 1844 474711 found 105103 distinct occurrences of the
term personage in every instance the term was used to denote
what was explicitly or in context impliedly an embodied being
personage was used to describe a distinguished man or woman
28 times a member of the godhead 28 times a resurrected
being or angel 21 times a body 17 times and an embodied being
but not one having flesh 9 times

josephs and his fellows employment of the term appar-
ently reflected contemporary usage for example noah web-
sters 1828 edition of an american dictionary of the english
language provides the following as the first two entries under
personage 1 A man or woman of distinction as an illustrious per-
sonagesonage and 2 exterior appearance stature air as a pepsontallpersonperson-
age a stately personage 48

by way of contrast in his 1838 account of the first vision
joseph did not describe satan as a personage rather he re-
ferred to him as some actual being from the unseen world
some power and the enemy JS H 115 16 none of these

expressions connote a visible bodily being though josephs
descriptions of satansgatans actions such as seized upon and
influence over me as to bind my tongue sound very tactile
JS H 116 immediately after his description of his encounter

with this unseen actual being joseph told of seeing two per-
sonagesso it does not appear that joseph called them personages
for lack of a better word rather the contrast in descriptions
indicates that in this vision joseph experienced the beings dif-
ferentlyferently the father and the son as visible fully embodied
beings and hence as personages and satan as an unseen but
actual being 4919

11ldsLDS collectors library version 2.02020 DOS infobasesInfobases provo utah 1995
noah webster an american dictionary of the english language sv

personage italics in original
19fromfrom this it should not be inferred that at this time joseph did not under-

stand that satan is embodied rather on this occasion joseph smith did not expe-
rience him as such it is easily deduced from josephs later theological statements
that satan has a spirit body
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other recorded accounts of the first vision in the 1840s
clearly show of course that in those years joseph understood god
to be embodied for example in his wentworth letter written for
non mormonscormons joseph attests I11I was enwrapped in a heavenly
vision and saw two glorious personages who exactly resembled
each other in features and likeness surrounded with a brilliant
light which eclipsed the sun at noondaynoon dayday5050 compare orson pratts
1840 version the first known published account of the first
vision joseph saw two glorious personages who exactly resem-
bled each other in their features or likeness 115151 the wordswordsfoaturesfeatures
and likeness are unintelligible as references to formless beings
these must be taken as direct indications that the father and the
son are embodied

this conclusion no longer need rest on inference when we
examine other accounts of the first vision consider for example
the description of the vision given by alexander neibaur a teacher
who instructed joseph smith in german and hebrew he recorded
in his personal journal dated may 24 1844 the following account
as related to him by joseph

joseph smith went into the wood to pray kneeltkneela himself down
saw a fire towards heaven come near and nearer saw a personage in
the fire light complexion blue eyes a piece of white cloth drawn over

10joseph10joseph smith composed this letter at the request of mr john went-
worth editor and proprietor of the chicago democrat it was published in nau-
voo illinois in times and seasons 3 march 1 1842 706 reproduced in jessee
first vision 296 andpjsand pysPJS 1430

orson510rson pratt an interesting account of several remarkable visions
edinburgh npap 1840 5 initipfspysPJS 1391 this account is almost identical to orson

hydes 1842 account two glorious heavenly personages stood before him
resembling each other exactly in features and stature emein ruf aus der wooste

eine stimme aus dem schoose der erde A cry from the wilderness A voice
from the dust of the earth trans marvin H folsom frankfurt germany npap

1842 quoted in PJS 1408 9 in an interview with joseph in 1843 the pitts-
burgh weekly gazette september 23 1843 reports him as stating 1I kneeled
down and prayed saying 0 lord what church shall I1 join directly I1 saw a
light and then a glorious personage in the lightfighthight and then another personage and
the first personage said to the second behold my beloved son hear him the
prairies nauvoo joe smith the temple the mormonscormonsMormons &cac pittsburgh weekly
gazette 58 september 15 1843 3 quoted mijsmpjsin pysPJS 1444
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his shoulders his right arm bear after a wile a other person came to
the side of the first 52

while the later first and secondhandsecond hand accounts of josephs
first vision differ in the details they provide all of them are plausi-
bly read as consistent with josephs very early understanding that
the father and the son are embodied persons

the lectures on faith

the lectures on faith were prepared in the fall of 1834 pre-
sented to the school of the elders in kirtland ohio in november
and december 1834 edited in 1835 and published in the fall of
that year 53 the published lectures especially lecture 5 show that
the idea of an embodied god introduced at least as early as

1829 30 continued to be affirmed in the mid 1830s
the lectures were initially prepared by a bonuconucommitteenitteecittee of presid-

ing church officers which includedincludedjosephjoseph smith while authorship

alexander neibaur journal may 24 1844 photographically reproduced
and edited in PJS 1461 62 interestingly an account that the father actually
touched josephs eye appears in an independent recollection of a separate report
of the experience given by joseph charles L walker 185519021855 1902 made the fol-
lowing entry in his diary

2ndand february thursday 1893 attended fast meeting br john
alger said while speaking of the prophet joseph that when he john
was a small boy he heard the prophet joseph relate his vision of see-
ing the father and the son that god touched his eyes with hissinhisfinbishis fin-
ger and said joseph this is my beloved son hear him As soon as
the lord had touched his eyes with his finger he immediately saw the
savior after meeting a few of us questioned him about the matter
and he told us at the bottom of the meeting house steps that he was
in the house of father smith in kirtland when joseph made this
declaration and that joseph while speaking of it put his finger to his
right eye suiting the action with the words so as to illustrate and at
the same time impress the occurrence on the minds of those unto
whom he was speaking A karl larson and katherine larson eds
diary of charles lowell walker logan utah utah state university
1980 755 56 italics added
53for historical background on the lectures on faith see larry E dahl

authorship and history of the lectures on faith in the7 be lectures on faith in
historical perspective eds larry E dahl and charles D tate jr provo utah
religious studies center brigham young university 1990 1 21



jesus christappearingchrist appearing to josephtojoseph smith and oliver cowdery in the kirt-
land temple by gary E smith 1942 oil on canvas 36 x 42 1980
courtesy blaine T hudson the latter day saint knowledge concerning
the embodiment of the resurrected savior was reinforced by the appear-
ance of christ to joseph and oliver in the first LDS temple joseph smith
described christs appearance in this way his eyes were as a flame of
fire the hair of his head was white like the pure snow his countenance
shone above the brightness of the sun dacd&c 1103
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issues are not fully resolvable now research to date indicates that
joseph smith william W phelps sidney rigdon or parley P pratt
may have contributed as authors to lecture 5 5451 regardless of actual
authorship joseph prepared the lectures for publication and they
were published in 18551835 with his sanction and approval in the first
edition of the doctrine and covenants joseph along with the
other committee members signed his name to a preface published
with that edition which states

we have therefore endeavored to present though in few
words our belief and when we say this humbly trust the faith and
principles of this society as a body

we do not present this little volume with any other expecta-
tion than that we are to be called to answer to every principle
advanced italics in original

that said for present purposes I1 will refer to the ideas in the lectures
as if they were advanced by joseph the lectures on faith were
retained in subsequent editions of the doctrine and covenants until
1921 when they were removed by the first presidency 5551

As evidence of josephs 18541834 35 understanding of divine
embodiment lecture 5 paragraph 2 asserts

there are two56tw056 personages who constitute the great matchless gov-
erning and supreme power over all things by whom all things were
created and made that are created and made they are the father

14see alan J phipps the lectures on faith an authorship study ma-
sters thesis brigham young university 1977 66 67 wayne A larsen and alvin
C rencher who wrote the book of mormon an analysis of wordprintsWordprints in
book of mormon authorship new light on ancient origins ed noel B

reynolds provo utah religious studies center brigham young university
19821841982 184 and noel B reynolds review ofofdahlafdahldahldahi and tate the lectures on faith
in historical perspective in BYU studies 32 winter and spring 1991 288 90

55forfor an analysis of the reasons why the lectures were removed see
richard S van wagoner steven C walker and alienallenailen D roberts the lectures
on faith A case study in decanonization dialogue A journal of mormon
thoughtnought 20 fall 1987 71 77 see also dahl authorship and history of the lec-
tures on faith 16 19

51sincesince joseph smith here explicitly affirms that two personages exist in
the godhead the father and the son some commentators have suggested that
at this time josephs understanding of god was binitarian see vogel alexander
and kirkland in bergera line upon line I1 am not persuaded since the same lec-
ture repeatedly refers to the father the son and the holy spirit separately and as
three headway toward resolving this puzzle can be made by remembering that
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and the son the father being a personage of spirit glory and power
possessing all perfection and fullness the son a personage of
tabernacle made or fashioned like unto man or being in the form
and likeness of man or rather man was formed after his likeness and
in his image he is also the express image and likeness of the per-
sonage of the father

the meaning seems clear both the father and the son have human-
like bodies 5717 for both are referred to as personages and just as
man was formed after the sons likeness and in his image so
also is the son the express image and likeness of the personage of
the father As already shown the JST and book of moses indicate
joseph understood image to signify bodily image

this conclusion is further reinforced by a still closer analysis
of the text for joseph not only refers to the father and the son as
personages but he also asserts that the son is in the express image
of the personage of the father how should the phrase person-
age of the father be understood where personage does not refer
to the father but apparently to something that can be predicated
of the father here I1 believe the term refers directly to the
fathers body compare the second entry under personage in the
oxford english dictionary

joseph used the termtermpersonagepersonage to refer to a visible humanlike embodied being
while joseph smith at this time understood the holy ghost to be an actual being he
apparently did not yet understand him to be embodied in humanlike form de-
spite nephis description of the spirit of the lord as embodied thus joseph
describes the godhead as consisting of three beings but only two personages
these formulations in lecture 5 which sound like campbellite theology vogel
concept of god 27 may have originated with the former campbellitesCampbellites sidney

rigdon or parley P pratt parley P prattprattjrpratterjr ed the autobiography of parley P
pratt salt lake city deseret book 1938 13 14 even in his canonized 1843
description of the godhead where joseph explicitly extended the category per-
sonage to include the holy ghost he stillstiff distinguished the holy ghosts mode of
embodiment from that of the father and the son he says the father has a body
of flesh and bones as tangible as mans the son also but the holy ghost has not a
body of flesh and bones but is a personage of spirit dacd&c 13022 for a helpful
discussion of the status of the holy ghost as presented by the lectures on faith
see robert L millet the supreme power over all things the doctrine of the
godhead in the lectures on faith in dahl and tate lectures on faith in histor-
ical perspective 231 34

51lecture51lecture 5sas static description of christ as a personage of tabernacle resolves
the mostly answered objection that christ disembodies when he goes to heaven
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2 the body of a person chiefly with reference to appearance
stature etc bodily frame figure personal appearance

1559 R hall life fisher in fishers wksaks EETS 11II p baij doctor
ridley who was a man ofofverieverieverle little and small personage

1606 bryskettbroskettBryskett cid life 32 well bornebome vertuousvirtuousvertuous chaste of tall and
comely personage and well spoken

1785 cowper let to lady hesketh 20 24 dec haifahalfa dozen flannel
waistcoats to be wornwomwob next to my personage 58158511

consistent with josephs 1830 revisions of genesis 126 27 and
genesis 51 2 the lectures on faith reaffirmed in 1834 that man is
created in the image of the body of both the father and the son 59

what then shall be made of the lectures referring contrast-
ingly to the father as a personage of spirit and to the son as a
personage of tabernacle again websters 1828 dictionary is
helpful it lists our natural body as one use of the term taber-
nacle 6061 our natural body I1 take it is a body of flesh and bones
if so the lectures affirm that god the son has a flesh and
bones body humanlike in form while god the father has a spirit
body also humanlike in form 61 As mentioned joseph later knew
that the father as well as the son has a glorious incorruptible
body of flesh and bone 62 no doubt his understanding of the mode
of the fathers embodiment was enlarged and refined as he contin-
ued to receive and reflect on revelation

the oxfordoxfordenglishenglish dictionary sv personage
alexander relies on the lectures on faith as his principal evidenceevidenceorporforor

the late development and immaterialism theories in my view careful textual and
contextual analyses of the lectures disdisconnrmdisconfirmconfirmdisconform these theories

websterc4webster american dictionary sv tabernacle
gas further evidence for my position note that joseph in 1841 used the

same phrase personage of spirit to describe the holy ghost in contrast
to the father and the son both of whom he then described as personages of
tabernacle WJS 64 the month previous joseph asserted that the holy ghost

had a spirit body WJS 62 63 clearly joseph understood a personage of spirit
to be embodied compare above the brother of jaredsjaredy description of the
humanlike body of the premortal christ as set out in ether 3 and tertullianstertullianoTertullians
description of the soul

62based on a semantic study of the word spirit in lecture 5 and other
joseph smith writings and scriptures millet has considered the possibility that
even at this time joseph smith may have understood that the father had a body
of flesh and bones millet the supreme power 225 28 see also millet
joseph smith and modem Mornmormonismionism orthodoxy neoorthodoxyorthodoxyNeo tension

and tradition BYU studies 29 summer 1989 55 56
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external corroborative evidence

that the members of the godhead are embodied persons and
that joseph smith understood this fact are clearly indicated in the
earliest recorded evidence of mormon discourse yet for the pre 18381858
period questions still remain was this understanding merely con-
fined to joseph and other church leaders or merely embedded in
the revelatory discourse awaiting later extraction and explicit articu-
lation how widely and fully did the membership at large under-
stand the doctrine the answers to these questions are not so clearly
indicated in available documents however there is some significant
evidence that the doctrine was communicated and accepted within
church circles generally 63631I1 summarize that evidence here

1 lucy mack smith the mother of the prophet in an 18301850
conversation with a group of three delegates from a council that
was determined to stop the further publication of the book of mor-
mon acknowledged that mormon belief in an embodied god had
already provoked methodist attack in her history she recounted
the different denominations are very much opposed to us

the methodists also come and they rage for they worship a god
without body or parts and they know that our faith comes in con-
tact with this principle 64

2 truman coe a presbyterian minister who had lived among
the saints in kirtland for four years 1832 1836 confirms lucysbucys
statement in a letter that was published in the ohio observer on
august 11 1836 he wrote

the mormonscormonsMormons contend that the god worshippedworshipped by the pres
byteriansbyterians and all other sectarianssectarians is no better than a wooden god

63 richard63richard lloydlioyd anderson circumstantial confirmation of the first vision
through reminiscences biivstudiesBYU studies 9 spring 1969 373 404

lucy mack smith the history of josephofjoseph smith ed preston nibley salt
lake city bookcraft 1958 161igligi lucy apparently dictated this account of the
conversation in 1845 dan vogel asserts that such a statement does not mean
that in 1830 mormonscormons were teaching that the father has a body like the sons
since this doctrine was introduced much later rather vogel claims that lucy
smith was more likely saying that the methodists objected because book of
mormon modalism implied to them that it was god the father who became incar-
nate in the flesh vogel concept of god 24 since as has been shown there is
no credible basis for the claim that the doctrine was not introduced until much
later vogels assertion begs the question
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they believe that the true god is a material being composed of body
and parts and that when the creator formed adam in his own image
he made him about the size and shape of god himself 6561

both truman coe and lucy mack smith refer to what they take to
be the beliefs of the community they believe our faith as
contrasted with views held by individual mormonscormons only

3 john murdock and zebedee coltrin two members closely
associated with joseph in kirtland both claim to have witnessed
appearances of deity in the winter of 1832 33 and their descrip-
tions are decidedly anthropomorphic coltrin related a divine
manifestation which occurred in kirtland in february or march
1833 66 he reported

joseph having given instructions and while engaged in silent prayer
kneeling a personage walked through the room from east to
west and joseph asked if we saw him I1 saw him and suppose the
others did and joseph answered that this was jesus the son of god
our elder brother afterward joseph told us to resume our former
position in prayer which we did another person came through
he was surrounded as with a flame of fire 1I experienced a sensa-
tion that it might destroy the tabernacle as it was of consuming fire
of great brightness the prophet joseph said this was the father of
our lord jesus christ I1 saw him

he was surrounded as with a flame of fire which was so bril-
liant that I1 could not discover anything else but his person I1 saw his
hands his legs his feet his eyes nose mouth head and body in the
shape andformand tormform of a perfect man he sat in a chair as a man would
sit in a chair but this appearance was so grand and overwhelmoverwhelminging
that it seemed that I1 should melt down in his presence and the sen-
sation was so powerful that it thrilled through my whole system and

15mlltonmilton V backmanbackmanjrjr truman coes 18361856 description of mormonism
BYU studies 17 spring 1977 347 350 354

66coltrin said that this visitation occurred about two or three weeks after
the opening of the school of the prophets this would place the experience in
february of 1833 since the school commenced on january 23 1833 october 3

1883 salt lake school of the prophets minute book 1883 palm desert calif
ULC press 1981 39 on the other hand it is possible that after half a century
coltrinecoltrinsColtrins recollection may have been thrown off by a month such a theophany
occurred in the school of the prophets on march 18 according to first presidency
member frederick G williamss minutes of that meeting williams wrote many
of the brethren saw a heavenly vision of the savior and concourses of angels and
many other things of which each one has a record of what he saw milton V

backmanbackmanjrjr nethe heavens resound A history of the latter day saints in ohio
1830 1838 salt lake city deseret book 1983 267
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1I felt it in the marrow of my bones the prophetjosephprophet joseph said brethren
now you are prepared to be the apostles ofjesus christ for you have
seen both the father and the son and know that they exist and that
they are two separate personages 67

murdock was in the first group to be ordained high priests by
joseph smith in 18511831 6861 while in kirtland murdocks wife died
shortly after giving birth to twin boys these were the twins that
joseph and emma took into their home to raise murdock claimed
to see the lord sometime during the winter of 1832 5333 while liv-
ing in josephs home in his abridged history taken from his jour-
nal he wrote

during the winter that I1 boarded with brobrotherther joseph we had a
number of prayer meetings in the prophets chamber in one of
those meetings the prophet told us if we could humble ourselves
before god and exersiseexerciseexersise sic strong faith we should see the face of
the lord and about midday the visions of my mind were opened
and the eyes of my understanding were enlightened and I1 saw the
form of a man most lovely the visage of his face was sound and fair
as the sun his hair a bright silver grey curled in a most majestic
form his eyes a keen penetrating blue and the skin of his neck a
most beautiful white and he was covered from the neck to the feet
with a loose garment pure white whiter than any garment I1 had
ever before seen his countenance was the most penetrating and yet
most lovely and while I1 was endeavoring to comprehend the whole
personage from head to feet it slipped from me and the vision was
closed up but it left on my mind the impression of love for months
that I1 never felt before to that degree 6919

17 statement17statement of zebedee coltrin school of the prophets 38 39 italics
added since this witness is apparently based on personal reminiscence it does
not provide by itself compelling evidence that the saints in 1832 33 believed
god to be embodied possibly he read a later acquired understanding into his
account of his earlier experience however given the 1829 30 evidence already
presented supporting divine embodiment coltrinscoltrineColtrins testimony properly becomes
part of a cumulative case

6brighambrigham young discourses of brigham young salt lake city deseret
bookbook19251925 220 21

69anan abridged record of the life ofjohnofjohn murdock taken from his journal
by himself typescript special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah 13 italics added the experience recounted here
unlike most of the other events described in murdocks record is not specifically
dated this lacuna raises the possibility that the account is a personal reminis-
cence that murdock has added to his abridged journal entries and not an abridged
journal entry itself even if this is the case in the context of the evidence already
presented such a personal reminiscence is also part of the cumulative case
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the direct evidence supporting the claim that from restora-
tion beginnings mormonscormons generally understood god to be embod-
ied is corroborated by an examination of the historical context in
which the restoration unfolded this examination controvertscontroverts
any claim that josephs cultural contemporaries both in and out
of the church were largely immaterialists As phillip L barlow
has persuasively argued joseph read the bible literally even
before the organization of the church 70 and so did many other
christians in his sociological study of mormonism thomas FE

odea found that in the book of mormon itself there is already
a concrete conception of god somewhat anthropomorphic in
implication yet this was little more than the literalness of evan-
gelical protestantism 117171 even josephs later explicit teaching that
all spirit is material dacd&c 1317 8 was evidently widely believed
in the early nineteenth century ronald W walker writes that
mormonism was born within an upstate new york matrix

that combined new england folk culture with traditional reli-
gion 71711772I1 the traditional religion component of joseph smiths
environmental matrix was far from the idealism and immaterial-
ism of classical platonism in fact odea informs us

thefhe culture of new york may have imparted an extreme literalness
and materiality to josephs reports of his visions yet anthropomor-
phism in the conception of god and especially in imagining what
god might be like was certainly widespread and hardly seems to
have been restricted to one sect or group the same may be said
with regard to a literal understanding of the bible which tended to
support such human representations of god 73

many participants in this folk culture longed for tangible experi-
ence with the supernatural and yearned for a religion that they

70phillip70phillip L barlow mormonscormons and the bible ebethe place of latter day saints
in american religion new york oxford university press 1991 11 42

71thomas F odea the7 be mormonscormons chicago university of chicago press

19571221957 122
72ronald W walker the persisting idea of american treasure hunting

byustudiesBYU studies 24 fall 1984 450
730odea730deaDea the7 be cormonsmormonsMormons 125
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could experience physically 7471 in this context the distinction
between spirit and matter was only one of degree not of kind

thus it seems the cultural matrix of upstate new york in the
1820s reinforces the direct evidence cited that many of joseph
smiths earliest mormon contemporaries generally also understood
that god is embodied this is not to say that the doctrine of divine em-
bodiment was derived from joseph smiths environment As richard
bushman reminds us joseph learned early to trust his own experi-
ences above the influence of established authorities and institutions
his vision instead of bringing him into the evangelical mainstream
like most conversations set him on a course of his own 33751175037575

while the evidence is quite compcompellingemmingeffing that the doctrine of
divine embodiment was articulated in the earliest revelatory dis-
course and was understood by joseph and his fellow latter day
saints the doctrine was apparently not strongly emphasized at that
time 7671 on the other hand by 1838 members of the quorum of the
twelve apostles had privately and publicly taught divine embodi-
ment as a doctrine of the church 7717 from the early forties onward
the idea was vigorously publicized and promoted not only by joseph

71aianalan taylor the early republics supernatural economy treasure seek-
ing in the american northeast 1780 1830 american quarterly 38 spring
1986 22 23 see also alan taylor rediscovering the context ofjoseph smiths
treasure seeking dialogue 19 winter 1986 25 26 see ronald W walker
joseph smith the palmyra seer BYU studies 24 fall 1984 461 72 and

richard L bushmanjosepbbushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonismof Mormonism urbana
university of illinois press 1984 69 76

75bushmanjosepbbushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonismof Mormonism 59
761 draw this conclusion from the relative paucity of mention of the doc-

trine in the popular mormon publications of that day
77in a personal letter wilford woodruff wrote their sic is a whole gener-

ation worshiping they know not what whether a god without mouth eyes ears
body parts or passions as he does not reveal himself unto them but their is not
deception with the saints in any age of the world who worships the living and true
god of revelation willford woodruff to asahel hart scarborough maine
august 25 1838 quoted in robert H slover A newly discovered 1838 wilford
woodruff letter BYU studies 15 spring 1975 357 note that woodruff attrib-
utes the belief to the saints and asserts that it is grounded in revelation

in a missionary effort parley P pratt wrote and published that we worship
a god who has both body and parts who has eyes mouth and ears and who
speaks when he pleases pratt mormonism unveiled 29 italics added grant
underwood has argued that pratt was merely parroting other sects of the time
who believed that the father had a body grant underwood the new england
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but by mormon missionaries including orson and parley pratt as a

most distinctive and attractive doctrine of the restoration 78178711

to the staunch immaterialist it may seem strange that the
doctrine of divine embodiment would be an attractive one how-
ever in january of 18411841 joseph smith not only taught that god is

embodied but that his body far from demeaning him is a crucial
aspect of his glory that which is without body parts and pas-
sions is nothing there is no other god in heaven but that god
who has flesh and bones all beings who have bodies have
power over those who have not 117799 hence gods having a body of
flesh and bones is crucial to his having power over all beings like-
wise joseph denies that spirit is immaterial

the body is supposed to be organized matter and the spirit by
many is thought to be immaterial without substance with this lat-
ter statement we should beg leave to differ and state the spirit is a
substance that it is material but that it is more pure elastic and
refined matter than the body that it existed before the body can
exist in the body and will exist separate from the body when the
body will be mouldering in the dust and will in the resurrection be
again united with it 80

origins ofofmormonismmormonism revisited journal ofmormonof mormon history 15 1989161989 16 17
1I believe that I1 have shown however that that doctrine is embedded in the earli-
est LDS datum discourse

78seesee for example parley P pratt immortality and eternal life of the
material body in an appeal to the inhabitants of the state of new york letter
to queen victoria reprintedfromreprintedrowReprintedReprintedrowfrom the tenth european editionseditiondedition tuethe foun-
tain of knowledge immortality of the body and intelligence and affection
nauvoo john taylor 1840 reprinted in the essential parley P pratt salt

lake city signature books 1990 104 30 parley P pratts main thesis is that
all persons except materialistsmaterialists must be infidels so far at least as a belief in the

scriptures is concerned mans body is as eternal as his soul and the idea of
a god without body or parts is among errors of the grosestgrokest sic kind
104 see also orson pratt absurdities of immaterialism or A reply to TWT W P

tuylTayltaylderstay idersders pamphlet entitled the materialism of the mormonscormons or latter day
saints examined and exposed liverpool england rjamesjamesR 1849 quoted in
david J whittaker ed tuethe essential orson pratt salt lake city signature
books 1991 61 108

TPJS79tpjs 181 this is the first extant explicit statement made directly by
joseph himself that the father has a body of flesh and bones

TPJS 207
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having a body is also crucial to our happiness spirit and element
inseparably connected receive a fulnessfalness of joy dacd&c 93559333953595339335

we came to this earth that we might have a body and present it pure
before god in the celestial kingdom the great principle of happiness
consists in having a body the devil has no body and herein is his pun-
ishmentishment he is pleased when he can obtain the tabernacle of man and
when cast out by the savior he asked to go into the herd of swine
showing that he would prefer a swinesewines body to having none 81

so critical is a body to the happiness of a person that satan an unem-
bodied spirit envies even the bodies of swine this concept of the
body as a glorious and empowering prize not a wretched prison is
essential to understanding the teaching that god is embodied

TPJSITPJS 207 joseph smith taught the doctrine of divine embodiment on
several occasions during the nauvoo period for example he is reported to have
said the following concerning the godhead it was not as many imagined
three heads & but one body he said the three were separate bodysblodys sic
WJS 63 and the holy ghost is yet a spiritual body and waiting to take to him-

self a body WJSwis 382 in his king follett discourse joseph taught if you were
to see him eioEloelohimhiml today you would see him like a man in form like your-
selves in all the person image and very form as a man discourse april 7 1844
nauvoo illinois in TPJS 345 see also donald Q cannon and larry E dahl the7 be
propbetjosephprophet joseph smiths king follett discourse A six column comparison of
original notes and amalgamation provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1983



the good shepherd separates the sheepfromSheesheep pfromfrom the goats mosaic ca 520
AD saint apollinare nuovo church ravenna italy courtesy alinariart
resource NY

in the years after constantine took control of the christian church
two traditions in christian art competed for primacy the oriental near
eastern and the greco roman the depiction of christ in this mosaic
reflects the greco roman tradition christ is shown as a beardless youth
or young man the figure type and the design of christs halo reflect
earlier depictions of apollo the sun god of the classical world the
apollonarianapollinarianApollonarian visual pattern for the depiction of christ eventually lost out
but was partially revived when the italian renaissance looked to the
classical tradition for both aesthetics and ideas thus for the sistine
chapel lastjudgmentlast judgment michaelangelo follows the early apollo model for
christ but pushes that model further by depicting christ seminude

the medium of mosaic accentuated a style reinforced by the neo-
platonism that had become part of christian theology this tradition
down played the physical world because the physical was transitory and
fallen mosaic as a medium maintains the integrity of the surface plane
of the picture and diminishes the depth of vision with the result that fig-
ures become almost two dimensional instead of three dimensional thus
the figures are kept as symbols while their corporeal reality is reduced
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early christian belief in an embodied god

ample evidence especially thatthatfromfrom early christian im
materialistsmateria lists shows that biblical peoples jews and early
christians understood god to be an embodiedembodiedpersonpetsonperson

the view that god is incorporeal without body or parts has
been the hallmark of christian orthodoxy for centuries yet
joseph smith claimed that he restored the doctrine of divine
embodiment found in the primitive christian understanding 82

in this section I1 argue that joseph is correct that is not only did
the very earliest christians believe god to be embodied in human-
like form but this belief continued to be widely held by chris-
tians for at least the first four centuries after the death of jesus
christ the belief was gradually abandoned as platonism became
more and more entrenched as the dominant metaphysical world
view of christian thinkers 8313

some of the evidence I1 cite is indirect and circumstantial but
when all is considered cumulatively it seems quite convincing
ironically much of this evidence is drawn from the writings of two
of the most uncompromising incorporealists origen and augus-
tine given their strong opposition to the doctrine of divine em-
bodiment the evidence they provide is particularly persuasive

primitive christian belief in an embodied deity

that the earliest christians believed god to be embodied is

admitted by the noted church historian adolph harnack though
he buries this admission in two footnotes in his seven volume

see donald Q cannon larrylanylant E dahl and john W welch the restora-
tion of major doctrines through joseph smith the godhead mankind and the
creation ensign 19 january 1989 27 33

83forfor a historical study of the introduction of platonism into early christian
thought and its rise to preeminence among christian thinkers see robert P
casey clement of alexandria and the beginnings of christian platonism har-
vard theological review 18 1925 39 101 and robert M grant the early
christian doctrine of god charlottesville university press of virginia 1966
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work history of dogma writing about first century believers
he explains

god was naturally conceived and represented as corporeal by uncul-
tured christians though not by these alone as the later controver-
sies prove eg orig contra melito see also bertulltertullTertull de anima
in the case of the cultured the idea of a corporeality of god may be
traced back to stoic influences in the case of the uncultured popu-
lar ideas operatedcooperatedco with the sayings of the old testament literally
understood and the impression of the apocalyptic images 84

he further concedes in the second century realistic eschato-
logical ideas no doubt continued to foster in wide circles the pop-
ular idea that god had a form and a kind of corporeal existence 1185118185

harnack identifies several possible sources of primitive86primitive86

christian belief in an embodied deity including popular religious
ideas stoic metaphysics and old testament scripture literally
construed it is common knowledge that ordinary persons includ-
ing the early greeks 87 have always as harnack suggests naturally
conceived god or the gods to be embodied further harnack
proposes that christians influenced by stoic views could have
reached the same conclusion on metaphysical grounds from the
stoic beliefs that only matter is real and that god is real it follows
that god is a material being 88

14adolph14adolph hamackharnack history of dogma 7 vols new york dover 1961
11180180iso n 1

15hamackharnack history of dogma 2255 n 5

thehe primitive period of the christian church is usually understood to last
from the apostolic years to the middle of the second century see J N D kelly
early christian doctrines 5thath ed rev london adams and charles black
1977311977197751 31 35

87see gilbert murray five stages of greek religion garden city NY
doubleday 1955 9- 10910glogio for an excellent study of the popular greek understand-
ing of the gods see martin P nilsson greek folk religion philadelphia univer-
sity of pennsylvania press 1972

stoicism founded by zeno of citiumcilium ca 300 BC

was mostly a closely knit system of logic metaphysics and ethics
from the theological point of view however what was most re-
markable about it was its pantheistic materialism the stoics reacted
vigorously against the platonic differentiation of a transcendent
intelligible world not perceptible by the senses from the ordinary
world of sensible experience whatever exists they argued must
be body and the universe as a whole must be through and through
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whatever the impact of popular belief and stoic metaphysics
on the primitive christian understanding of god perhaps a more
significant influence was the hebrew bible J N D kelly informs
us from the apostolic age to the middle of the second cen-
tury there was as yet no officially sanctioned new testament
canon 8919 indeed for the first hundred years at least of its history
the churchschurche scriptures in the precise sense of the word con-
sisted exclusively of the old testament 90 and as harnack has
reminded us the old testament literally construed describes god
in decidedly anthropomorphic terms for example edmond cher-
bonnier has shown that the god of biblical revelation in contrast
with the deity of platonist metaphysics was personal not abstract
invisible as a matter of choice not inherently everlasting or endur-
ing through time not timeless and ethically constant not meta-
physically immutable he concludes that in many respects the
god of the bible has more in common with the gods of the greek
and roman pantheon than with platos idea of ultimate being or
aristotlesAristotles unmoved mover 91

more to the point many biblical passages straightforwardly
describe god as embodied for instance genesis 126 records that
god made man in our own image after our likeness 119292 even more
explicit are the many references to gods body parts such as 1 I

jacob have seen god face to face gen 3230 they saw the

material thus stoicism was a monism teaching that god or logos
is a finer matter immanent in the material universe kelly early
christian doctrines 17 18

19keilykelly19kelly early christian doctrines 3311
keilykelly9keffy early christian doctrines 52
91seesee edmond la beaume cherbonnier the logic of biblical anthropo-

morphism harvard theological review 55 1962 187 and cherbonnier in
defense of anthropomorphism in reflections on mormonismjudeomormonism fudeojudeo christian
parallels ed truman G madsen salt lake city religious studies center brig-
ham young university 1978 155 73 cherbonnier provides a clear description
of the anthropomorphic god of the biblical record particularly in contrast with
later mystical or platonist views of deity

umberto cassuto explains that there is no doubt that the original signifi-
cation of this expression in the canaanite tongue was judging by babylonian
usage corporeal in accordance with the anthropomorphic conception of the
godhead among the peoples of the ancient east umberto cassuto A commen-
tary on the book of genesis 2 vols jerusalem magnes press 1961 156
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god ofoflsmelisrael and there was under his feet ex 2410 the lord
spake unto moses face to face ex 3311 and 1 I will take away
mine hand and thou shalt see my back parts but my face shall not
be seen ex 3323 god also appears embodied in new testa-
ment accounts of divine appearances for instance acts 756 tells
of stephen seeing god and the son of man standing on the right
hand of god 93 it is hard to imagine a being with a face feet hands
and back parts but without a body

though on the basis of scriptures such as these early chris-
tians no doubt simply took it for granted that god has a body simi-
lar to mans this belief does not mean they thought of god as
similar to man in all respects unlike man for example god is
holy as hosea 119 states for I1 am god and not man the holy
one in the midst of thee cherbonnier acknowledges that a con-
siderablesiderable variety exists in scripture and that this and similar pas-
sages do point away from an overly simple anthropomorphism
however these passages do not indicate that the later biblical
prophets gave up the ideas that god has a body and that mans
body was created in his image to the contrary cherbonnier
claims that modern scholarship by restoring these anthropo-
morphic passages to their context and so recovering their original
meaning reverses such an interpretation 9491

only after divine embodiment was rejected on philosophical
primarily platonist grounds was the image of god identified with

the soul or the rational aspect of the soul and biblical passages
referring to gods body or bodily parts were explicitly given figu-
rative interpretations while the philosophical critique of anthro-
pomorphicpomorphic conceptions of deity has its roots in ancient greece
and while there is evidence that anthropomorphism was an issue
for the translators of the septuagint 95 a jewish platonist educated

93consider93consider also the postascensionpostascension appearances of the resurrected christ to
saul on the road to damascus acts 93 7 to john the beloved on the isle of
patmos rev 110 18 and to many others who saw the resurrected lord
1 I1 cor 155 8

cherbonnier9cherbonnier biblical anthropormorphism 188
95seesee B H roberts the7 be truth the7 be way the life provo utah BYU stud-

ies 1994 173 n 1 and harry M orlinsky introductory essay on anthropoanthropos
morphisms and anthropopathisms in the septuagint and targum in bernard M
zlotowitz the septuagint translation of the hebrew termsterins in relation to god
in the book of jeremiahofjeremiah new york KTAV 1981 xxvxiv xxvixavi
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in alexandria named philophilojudaeusjudaeus 20 BC AD 40 appears to be
the first who applied allegorical interpretations to the anthropo-
morphic passages in the old testament philos views were not
generally accepted by his mainstream jewish contemporaries
however albinus a second century non christian and middle
platonist did follow philos lead and in turn greatly influenced
origen and later christian thinkers 96

aside from direct revelation as a source for the primitive
christian belief that god is embodied harnack fails to mention
another no doubt powerful influence the understanding of god
within the first century jewish communities out of which chris-
tianity first emerged according to J N D kelly

judaism was the cradle in which christianity was nurtured the
source to which it was uniquely indebted it left a deep imprint as is
generally agreed on the churchschurche liturgy and ministry and an even
deeper one on its teaching in evaluating this impact we must take
account both of palestinian judaism and of the hellenizedhellenizer version cur-
rent at alexandria the former can be dealt with quite briefly for the
heyday of its influence falls outside this book in the apostolic age
when it moulded the thought of all new testament writers yet in
spite of the early rupture between christians and jews it would be a

grave error to dismiss it as a negligible force in our period until the
middle of the second century when hellenistic ideas began to come
to the fore christian theology was taking shape in predominantly
judaistic moulds and the categories of thought used by almost all

christian writers before the apologists were largely jewish 97

96for an insightful examination of the reasons why the later church fathers
rejected the primitive view of a corporeal deity see grace jantzen theological
tradition and divine incorporeality gods world gods body london darton
longman and todd 1984 213521 35

97 kelly early christian doctrines 6 jacob neusner has cautioned against
the presumption that this judaistic mould was all of one piece he asks

can we identify one judaism in the first centuries bceandceonlyBCE and CE only if
we can treat as a single cogent statement everything all jews wrote
that requires us to harmonize the essene writings of the dead sea
philo the mishnah the variety of scriptures collected in our century
as the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha of the old testament not to
mention the gospels this is to say viewed as statements of systems
the writings attest to diverse religious systems and in the setting of
which we speak to diverse judaisms there was no one orthodoxy
no orthodox judaism there were various judaisms jacob neusner
judaism and christianity in the first century how shall we per-

ceive their relationship in A tribute to geza vermes essays on
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those early jewish and subsequently christian categories
based as they were upon a literal reading of the hebrew scriptures
were unabashedly anthropomorphic 98 for instance james drum-
mond admits that even as the jews advanced theologically to a

higher conception of god we can hardly doubt that the mass of
the people would be satisfied with the scriptures literal mean-
ing and that their idea of god was the purest anthropomor-
phism 99 similarly george foot moore claims that palestinian

judaism was innocent of an abstract or transcendent
or any other sort of a philosophical idea of god loo7110igo100 indeed he
asserts the philosophical horror of anthropomorphisms which
philo entertained was unknown to the palestinian schools
they endeavored to think of god worthily and to speak of him rev-
erentlyerently but their criterion was the scripture and the instinct of
piety not an alien metaphysics 101 thoroughly influencing the
basic concepts of formative judaism was indeed the understand-
ing of gods incarnation which jacob neusner describes as a

commonplace for judaisms from the formation of scripture for-
ward 11102102 by incarnation neusner means the representation of

jewish and christian literature and history eds philip R davies
and richard T white sheffield england sheffield academicacademacademeic press

1990 256

nonetheless E P sanders argues that there was at least within first century
palestinian judaism a common theological core underlying all this rich diversity
of thought and practice judaism practice and belief 63 BCE to 66 CE london
SCM 1992 240 78

98 jewish98jewish anthropomorphism seems to have been notorious in the first cen-
turies CE gedaliahuGedaliahu G StrostroumsastrounisaStroumunisasa forms of god some notes on metatronbetatronMetatron and
christ harvard theological review 76 1983 269 88 271

99jamesjames drummond philo judaeusJudaeus or nethe jewish alexandrian philoso-
phy in its development and completion 2 vols london williams and norgate
188811351888 1135

10 georgeOGeorge foot moorejudaismmoore judaism in the first centuries of the christian era
the age of the tannaim 2 vols cambridge harvard university press 1927
1421 for a recent treatment of this topic see elliot R wolfson through a specu-
lum that shines princeton NJ princeton university press 1994 13 5511

10 moore10moore judaism in the first centuries of the christian era 1438
102102jacobjacob neusner the incarnation of god the character of divinity in

formative judaism philadelphia fortress 1988 4
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god in the flesh as corporeal consubstantial in emotion and
virtue with human beings and sharing in the modes and means of
action carried out by mortals doing deeds that women and
men do in the way in which they do them 105103101 so powerful and nat-
ural was judaisms rich legacy of anthropomorphism104anthropomorphism104 that
rabbi hoshaiahHoshaiah could tell a story about the time when god came
to create man and how the ministering angels mistook adam for
god what did the holy one blessed be he do he put him to
sleep so everyone knew that he was a mere man 105101 of course in
this portrayal of divinity the purpose was never to confuse god
with man but rather to teach an understanding that draws human-
ity upward and does not bring god downward 106

nowhere is this jewish anthropomorphism more evident
than in the teachings of several classical rabbis for instance in his
recently published study alon goshen gottstein claims

in all of rabbinic literature covering both the tannaitic 70 200 AD
and amoraic 220 500 AD periods there is not a single statement
that categorically denies that god has body or form in my under-
standing the question of whether the rabbis believed in a god who
has form is one that needs little discussion instead of asking
does god have a body we should inquire what kind of body

does god havehave10711117107

103101 neusner101neusner incarnation of god 12 17
104neusner incarnation of god 6
105 genesis rabbahdabbah 881010 quoted in neusner incarnation of god 3 in addi-

tion it was reported at a 1995 conference in jerusalem sponsored by the foun-
dation for ancient research and mormon studies that an unpublished dead sea
scrolls fragment 4q416 frgarg 1 speaks of god as a creature of flesh although the
dead sea scrolls are not necessarily a part of the rabbinic tradition we await pub-
licationli and further analysis of that fragment by T elgvineggvin

log116106neusner incarnation of god 3 the tractate safurshiurshfur komakonza the mea-
sure of the body describes gods body in huge proportions see encyclopaedia
judaica 141417 svsxax shaurshiur koma A widely acknowledged source for studies
ofjewish anthropomorphism this tractate is from the period of the tannaim and
is associated with kabbalahKabbalah but its concepts are known in rabbinic midrashimmidrashicmidrashim

aionalon goshen gottstein the body as image of god in rabbinic litera-
ture harvard theological review 87 1994 172 see also arthur marmorstein
the old rabbinic doctrine of god U19379371957957 reprint new york ktavkeav 1968 which
deals with the literal versus allegorical interpretation of scripture in rabbinic tra-
dition while marmorstein suggests that the rabbis were generallygeneranyraRy moving away
from anthropomorphic conceptions of god he does not indicate that they were
moving away from the idea that god is embodied
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gottstein further contends the bodily meaning is the only mean-
ing ofzelem image in rabbinic literature this suggestion is borne
out in all tannaitic and amoraic sources 10811087108

the rabbinic interpretation of the image of god as referring
to the body is clearly shown in this representative selection a
story about rabbi hillel

his disciples asked him master whither are you bound he an-
swered them to perform a religious duty what they asked is
this religious duty he said to them to wash in the bathhousebath house
said they Is this a religious duty yes he replied if the statues
of kings which are erected in theatrestheartrestheatres and circuses are scoured and
washed by the man who is appointed to look after them and who
thereby obtains his maintenance through them nay more he is
exalted in the company of the great of the kingdom how much
more 1I who have been created in the image and likeness 109

rabbinic anthropomorphism so strikingly contrasts with later
third century on christian immaterialism and so closely parallels

joseph smiths understanding of god that it will be helpful to sum-
marize gottsteinsGottsteins account of the rabbinic concepts in some detail

first gottstein shows that rabbinic anthropomorphism was
not a crude notion in which gods body or even adams body cre-
ated in its image was seen as identical or very similar to our pres-
ent fallen human bodies 110 for example one rabbinic account
describes adams body as one of great beauty and light

resh lakish in the name of R simen the son of menasyamenassaMenasya said the
apple ofadams heel outshone the globe of the sun how much more
so the brightness of his face nor need you wonder in the ordinary
way if a person makes salverscalvers servants one for himself and one for
his household whose will he make more beautiful not his own
similarly adam was created for the service of the holy one blessed
be he and the globe of the sun for the service of mankind iliiii111

10 gottstein10gottstein body as image of god 174 italics in original gottstein
acknowledges that in the later tangumatanbwnatanbuma literature several paraphrases expand
the meaning oizelemof zelem to include eternal life divine glory and righteous behavior
none of these expansions overrides the older understanding oizelemofzelem as body but
rather are derived from it 174 n 9

log119leviticus119leviticus rabbahdabbah 343 innalfAlimidrashdrash dabbahrabbah trans H freedman and mau-
rice simon 10 vols london soncinoconcinoSoncino 1983 4428

gottstein body as image of god 183 86
leviticus rabbahdabbah 202 in midrash cabbabrabbahrabbab 4252 other texts corrobo-

rate adams possessing a body of light genesis rabbahdabbah 126 in midrash dabbahrabbah
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thus adams original body was more radiant than the sun but
gods body in whose image adams was made is still more bril-
liant and beautiful112beautiful112 though it resembles the human body in form
it differs from it in function gottstein quotes a passage from peter
in the jewish christian pseudo clementine homiliushomiliesHomilies that parallels
notions found in sefer cezirayezira

he has the most beautiful form for the sake of man in order that the
pure in heart shall be able to see him that they shall rejoice on
account of whatever they have endured for he has stamped man as
it were with the greatest seal with his own form in order that he
shall rule and be lord over all things and that all things shall serve
him for this reason he who having judged that he is the all and
man his image dikoneikon he being invisible and his image man visi-
ble will honor the image which is man 113

next gottstein proposes a model for reconciling apparently
contradictory rabbinic passages pertaining to the issue of whether
man as the result of sin lost the image of god

As we have seen adams zelem is his luminous body in other
sources such as the story of hillel washing his body the zelem
referred to the physical body zelem can thus refer to various levels

1191igi9 1 ecclesiastes rabbahdabbah 8811 inmmidrashmidrash dabbahrabbah 8213 and deuteronomy rab
bah 113 in midrash dabbahrabbah 7173

112 compare joseph smiths description of the brilliance of gods body in
his 1838 account of the first vision he told of a light above the brightness of the
sun and attempted to describe the father and the son whose brightness and
glory defy all description JS H 1116ilg16 17 compare also the language that zebe-
dee coltrin josephs LDS contemporary used to describe god for example
surrounded as with a flame of fire consuming fire of great brightness and
flame of fire which was so brilliant with the rabbinic descriptions of the divine

body statement of zebedee coltrin october 3 1883 school of prophets 38
A fuller description of coltrinecoltrinsColtrins theophany is set out in point 3 of the section on
external corroborative evidence

this13this passage is from a section of the homilieshomiliushomilies recently translated and dis-
cussed by shlomo pines in points of similarity between the exposition of the
doctrine of the sefirot in the sefer yeziracezira and a text of the pseudo clementine
homilieshomiliusHomilies the implications of this resemblance proceedings of the israel acad-
emy of sciences and humanities 7 1989 64 65 pines considers the last
sentence a later gloss for it contradicts the possibility of seeing the divine form
gottstein however conjectures that invisible may refer to the ordinary state
and not to the exceptional condition that the pureheartedpure hearted ones attain gott-
stein body as image of god 173 n 5
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or aspects all of which bear a resemblance to the physical body
I1 would propose that these various levels or various bodies reflect
one another the physical body is a reflection of the body of
lightfight A kind of graded devolutionary process may be a
model for two ways of talking about zelem the zelem in its original
form may be lost but the dimmer reflection of this form is extant in
the physical body which may still be spoken of as zelem 114111

finally gottstein ventures a partial explanation of why the
rabbinic interpretation of image is exclusively bodily compared
with the subsequent nonbodily interpretations given by christian
immaterialists rabbinic anthropology did not consider the soul to
be immaterial or radically distinct from the body as platonists held
it to be he elaborates

rabbinic anthropology differs from hellenistic and later chris-
tian anthropology the distinction between spirit and matter is
not known in rabbinic literature115literature115 metaphysically soul and
body form a whole rather than a polarity crudely put the soul is
like the battery that operates an electronic gadget it may be dif-
ferent and originally external to the gadget but the difference is
not one of essence more significantly the gadget and its
power source ultimately belong together rather than apart thus
the soul is the vitalizing agent whose proper place is in the body
not out of it 116

114gottstein body as image of god 188
115compare doctrine and covenants 1316 7 there is no such thing as

immaterial matter all spirit is matter but it is more fine and pure and can only
be discerned by purer eyes we cannot see it but when our bodies are purified
we shall see that it is all matter

116ilggottstein body as image of god 176 77 compare doctrine and
covenants 9333 for man is spirit the elements are eternal and spirit and ele-
ment inseparably connected receive a fulnessfalness of joy joseph further explained
his beliefs about spirit

in tracing the thing to the foundation and looking at it philosophi-
cally we shall find a very material difference between the body and
the spirit the body is supposed to be organized matter and the
spirit by many is thought to be immaterial without substance with
this latter statement we should beg leave to differ and state the spirit
is a substance that it is material but that it is more pure elastic and
refined matter than the body that it existed before the body can
exist in the body and will exist separate from the body when the
body will be mouldering in the dust and will in the resurrection be
again united with it TPJS 207
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consistently then in rabbinic eschatology the future life takes the
form of resurrection of the dead rather than the eternal life of
the soulSOUI 11 117

even in first century alexandria where hellenistic ideas were
already firmly entrenched jewish incorporealism was a minority
position for example harry austrynaustren wolfson author of the stan-
dard biography of philo tells us that in his writings philo often
opposed a traditional school of alexandrian judaism which inter-
preted the scriptures literally in wolfsonsWolfsons words these tradition-
alists display a self confidence and self contentment which flow
from a faith in the loyalty of their adherents among the great
masses of alexandrian jews 1181118 later he adds

the great mass of believers who will have not felt the impact of the
foreign philosophy will see no need of any reconciliation between
them this great mass of believers will either remain indifferent to
the innovations of the philosophic reconcilersreconcilers or will superciliously
look upon them as mere triflerstriflers or if given provocation will mili-
tantly oppose them as disturbersdisturb ers of the religious peace 119

in the end wolfson admits that despite philos effort to synthesize
jewish belief and greek thought alexandrian judaism at the time
of philo was of the same stock as pharisaic judaism which flour-
ished in palestine at that time 120 thus apparently in the first
century the jews in alexandria as well as in palestine almost
universally believed in an embodied god 121 and as kelly has
reminded us first century jewish thought was the mold in which
primitive christian theology took shape

though data pertaining to christian belief during the earliest
period of christian history is meager that data strongly supports
the thesis that the earliest christians generally believed god to be

117gottstein body as image of god 177
lharryharrscharryiharryharry austrynaustren wolfson philo foundations of religious philosophy in

judaism christianity and islam 2 vols cambridge harvard university press

19481641948 164
119ilgnWolfsonWolfson philo 172

wolfson philo 156
1211tit is interesting that wolfson asserts thejewishthe jewish god indeed is incorpo-

real and free from emotions as is the god of the philosophers despite his impli-
cation that the great masses of alexandrian jews believed otherwise wolfson
philo 126
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embodied thus josephs claim that his doctrine of divine embodi-
ment was a restoration of primitive christian understanding seems
well corroborated

second and third century belief in an embodied god

immaterialism was introduced into christian theology at least
as early as the mid to late second century with clement of alexan-
dria about AD 150 213 being perhaps the first to unequivocally
refer to god as immaterial 122 immaterialists ultimately triumphed
but not without a three century long struggle with christians who
held tenaciously to the primitive doctrine of divine embodiment

origen as witness the writings of origen about AD

185 253 provide substantial evidence that christians inmi the sec-
ond and third centuries continued to widely believe in gods
embodiment despite the efforts of platonists both within and
without the church to persuade them otherwise origen himself a

christian platonist was one of the most influential thinkers of the
early church second perhaps only to augustine like philo he
was born and enculturated in alexandria on the mediterranean
coast of egypt the city was founded in 331 BC by alexander the
great and up through brigensorigensOrigens time it continued to be a center of
hellenistic intellectual culture

the first of nine children of christian parents origen re-
ceived first a literary education which consisted of studying the
greek classics he later studied philosophy under the renowned
middle platonist ammoniusadmoniusAmmonius saccas who later taught plotinusotinusPl the
thinker usually credited with founding neoplatonism origen also
knew and respected the works of a number of second century
non christian middle platonists including numenius whose most
important contribution to the tradition was his platonic doctrine
of god numenius taught that a first god exists who is ineffable
incorporeal unmoved and utterly separated from sensible reality
this first god through the mediation of a second god communi-
cates eternal order to the sensible world

see casey clement of alexandria 79 for a brief summary of clement
of alexandrianalexandriasAlexandrias materialisticimmaterialisticim views on god see robert M grant gods and the
one god philadelphia westminster 1986 90 91
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origen found numenius doctrine of god helpful in his
attempts to describe the father and his relationship both to his son
jesus and to the created world origen adopted the platonistic
metaphysics of his culture he then devoted his life to the exegesis
of biblical texts in an effort to construct and clarify christian doc-
trine to fit his incorporealisticincorporealistic concept of god 123 his devotion to
this task gives great significance to his reluctant admissions
explicit and tacit that his christian contemporaries widely
believed in an embodied god in at least six ways origensbrigensOrigens writ-
ings support the thesis that his contemporaries believed in a cor-
poreal god

1 in his most important theological work de PrinciprincipesprincipiisprincipusPrincipiduspUsis on
first principles origen enumerated the doctrines that he claims
were delivered to the church by the apostles significantly he did
not include the doctrine of divine incorporeality on the list 124

2 origen explicitly acknowledged that when he wrote
around the middle of the third century AD the issue of divine

embodiment had yet to be settled in the church how god him-
self is to be understood whether as corporeal and formed
according to some shape or of a different nature from bodies
is a point which is not clearly indicated in our teachings he thus
proposed to make the issue a matter of rational and scriptural
investigation with a view to formulating a coherent body of doc-
trine by means of illustrations and arguments either those
discovered in holy scripture or deduced by closely tracing out
the consequences and following a correct method 11125125

53 origen discussed certain first and second century word
usages ignorance of which had contributed to misunderstanding
of some biblical and other early texts for example he pointed out

12 according12according to a recent biographer joseph wilson trigg origen did
more than anyone else to relate the bible to greek philosophy joseph wilson

trigg origen the bible and philosophy in the third century church atlanta
john knox 1983 3 for a clear presentation of brigensorigensOrigens platonism and its for-
mative influences see chapter 3 52 75 see also richard A norris god and
world in early christian theology london adam and charles black 1966
10629106 29 and grant gods and the one god 91 92

1110rigen1110rigenorigen de princePrincipiPrincipUsis eds alexander roberts and james donaldson the7 be
ante nicene fathers 10 vols grand rapids mich eerdmans 1951 4239 41
hereafter cited as ANFANT

12501250rigenorigenrigen de Principi is ininaneaneANF 4241



pancreatorPancreator christ the almighty mosaic ca 1100 AD daphne greece
courtesy foto marburgartMarburgArt resource NY

this piece represents the oriental near eastern tradition in early
christian art which became the primary tradition in christian art the
oriental sage model for christ invariably portrays him with long hair
and a long beard that is why the standard depiction of christ usually
includes these elements

A common denominator between the oriental and greco roman
traditions was neoplatonism which substituted nonmaterialismnoaterialismmaterialismnon for the
original christian theology artistically this theological shift resulted in a
conscious movement to eliminate perspective and make images more
two dimensional this objective was accomplished by manipulating
three elements midrange shadows were eliminated mosaic tile was
used to simplify the image and gold tile was used to enhance the
reflectivity of the background when a bright shining background is

used the background advances further reducing the perception of
three dimensions the net result is a greatly simplified and flattened
image that stylistically eliminates the corporeality of the image
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that nowhere in the bible is god explicitly described as incorpo-
real the greek term for incorporeal asomatousasomatosasomatos does not appear
there even where that term does appear in early nonscriptural
christian writings origen claimed that it does not have the
same meaning that greek and gentile philosophers assigned to it
rather he asserted christian writers simply used the term to refer
to a material body that is much finer and less palpable than those
perceivable through the senses for example he explained that in
the treatise called the doctrine of peter where the resurrected
jesus is quoted as saying to his disciples I11I am not an incorporeal
demon this statement

must be understood to mean that he had not such a body as demons
have which is naturally fine and thin as if formed of air and for this
reason is either considered or called by many incorporeal but that
he had a solid and palpable body now according to human custom
everything which is not of that nature is called by the simple or igno-
rant incorporeal as if one were to say that the air which we breathe
was incorporeal because it is not a body of such a nature as can be
grasped and held or can offer resistance to pressure 126

among the early christian writers who described god as asomatousasomatosasomatos
origen was the first with the possible exception of clement of
alexandria to consistently use the term in its technical platonist
sense in doing so origen followed the lead of second century non
christian middle platonists such as albinus 127

more unexpectedly origen informs us that the new testa-
ment passage god is a spirit john 424 the proof text now most
frequently cited in support of the doctrine of incorporeality
was initially understood as evidence against it

I1 know that some will attempt to say that even according to the decla-
rations of our own scriptures god is a body because they find it
said in the gospel according to john that god is a spirit and they
who worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth spirit
according to them is to be regarded as nothing else than a body 12812111281

126origen de Principiprincipiisis manemanfin ANF 42414241

127117iseesee gedaliahugedafiahuGedaliahu Stroumstroumsastrournsasa the incorporeality of god context and impli-
cations ofofOOriorlrigensgens position religion 13 1983 34558345 58

12801110origen1110rigenrigen de Principiprincipiisis inmanemanfANF 4242 for an instance of this see point 1

of the section on Tertultertullianhianfian as witness wolfson admits that in scripture there
is no indication that by spirit and soul were meant any such principles as form or
immateriality wolfson philo 295
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this surprising statement is easily explained 1 pneuma trans-
lated spirit literally meant air or breath thus implying that
spirit is composed of a material substance one of the four basic
elements and 2 since christian stoics believed that existence
was confined to material bodies god being spirit was only the
purest of all bodies 129119

4 origen engaged in sustained polemics against those who
affirmed gods humanlike embodiment his argument has two
parts first he tried to show that corporeality is logically incompat-
ible with philosophical platonist conceptions of the divine
nature second by means of painstaking exegesis and allegorical
interpretation he labored to convince his fellow christians that the
scriptures notwithstanding their literal import do not disprove
divine incorporeality it is instructive to consider some instances of
the latter argument because they indicate the popular christian
understanding of the scriptures that origen inveighedinveighinveigleded against 130131150151

origen argued that if scriptural passages that describe god as
spirit light fire and so forth were literally understood they
would erroneously suggest that god is corporeal consequently
he advocated a metaphorical interpretation 131 for example ori-
gen argued that genesis 126 properly interpreted does not
show god to be corporeal

we do not understand however this man indeed whom scrip-
ture says was made according to the image of god to be corporeal
for the form of the body does not contain the image of god nor is
the corporeal man said to be made but formed as is written
in the words that follow for the text says and god formed man
that is fashioned from the slime of the earth

but it is our inner man invisible incorporeal incorruptible
and immortal which is made according to the image of god for it
is in such qualities as these that the image of god is more correctly
understood but if anyone suppose that this man who is made
according to the image and likeness of god is made of flesh he will

129see stroumsaStroumsa incorporeality of god 34547345 47 see alsoaisoalsojantzenjantzen theol-
ogical tradition and divine incorporeality 222322 23

130forfor an excellent analysis of the centrality of the doctrine of divine incor-
porealityporeality to brigensorigensOrigens theology and his sustained polemics against anthropo-
morphic conceptions of god see stroumsaStroumsa incorporeality of god 34558345 58
although origen does not explicitly name his opponents here they are obvi-

ously christians 346
131 origen de Principiprincipiisprincipffsis manemanfin ANF 4242 45
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appear to represent god himself as made of flesh and in human form
it is most clearly impious to think this about god 132112152

origen also made light of an anthropomorphic interpretation of
genesis 126 by showing the absurdity that results from interpret-
ing other passages the same way

in brief those carnalcamal men who have no understanding of the mean-
ing of divinity suppose if they read anywhere in the scriptures of
god that heaven is my throne and the earth my footstool that god
has so large a body that they think he sits in heaven and stretches out
his feet to the earth 133

origen acknowledged that the jews indeed but also some of
our people supposed that god should be understood as a man
that is adorned with human members and human appearance
because in many scriptural passages god is described as speaking
to men but since as origen maintained the philosophers de-
spise these stories as fabulous and formed in the likeness of poetic
fictions he attempted to show how god can speak to men with-
out the physical ability to perform the function of speaking

but in this manner god is said to have spoken to man he either
inspires the heart of each of the saints or causes the sound of a voice
to reach his ears so also when he makes known that what each one
says or does is known to him the scriptures says that he has heard
and when he makes known that we have done something unjust it
says that he is angry when he censures us as ungrateful for his ben-
efits it says he repents making known indeed these things by
these dispositions which are common to men but not performing
them by these members which belong to corporeal nature 134

origen suggested that just as a human voice can be understood
because the tongue repels the air so the voice of god might be
understood as air being reverberated by the will of god however
god often communicates his word to prophets without the sound
of a voice in this case the mind of the prophet which has been
illuminated by the spirit is directed to words

132 origen homiliushomiliesHomilies on genesis and exodus trans ronald E heine wash-
ington DC catholic university of america press 1981 63 64

13301330rigenorigenrigen homiliushomiliesHomilies 63 As a matter of fact some believers of this period
did conceive of god as having a body of such cosmic proportions stroumsaStroumsa
forms of god 269 88

134 origen homiliushomiliesHomilies 90 91
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origensbrigensOrigens criticism of his fellow christians belief in divine em-
bodiment was no doubt connected with his platonistic low estiestlestima-
tion

ina
of matter and the body he considered it most clearly impious

to represent god himself as made of flesh and in human form 155135 his
choice as a young man to castrate himself testified of his contempt
for the body although it seems he later judged this action rash 136131156 ori-
gen believed that the body was a humiliation a punishment for the
fall from the presence of god nonetheless it served as a means of
training whereby we may return to gods presence 137 thus in ori
gens view the body had an instrumental value but the spiritual life
after the bodysblodys death was much to be preferred

I1 think that they love god with all their soul who with a great desire
to be in union with god withdraw and separate their soulsowsouisom not only
from the earthly body but also from everything material such men
accept the putting away of the body of humiliation without distress
or emotion when the time comescomes for them to put off the body of
death by what is commonly regarded as death 158138

since origen saw even human embodiment as a humiliation he
vigorously contested divine embodiment

5 origen specifically included melito as among the promi-
nent second century christians who taught that god is embodied
not much is known about melitos life neither his date or place of
birth nor his date of death are known although he was probably
dead by AD 197 he was active during the imperial reigns of
antoninus pius AD 138 161 and marcus aurelius AD 161 180
though he apparently spent some of his earlier life in syria he was
made bishop of sardis in lydia in about 168 or 169 As bishop he
was polemically engaged as a quartodeciman in the controversy
concerning easter 139 the only complete text that remains from
melito peri pascha deals with easter

13501350rigenorigenrigen homiliushomiliesHomilies 63
136136triggi36triggTrigg origen 53 54
137trigg137trigg origen 106
13origen13 origen exhortation to martyrdom in alexandrian christianity trans

john oulton and henry chadwick philadelphia westministerWestminister 1954 394
139139richardrichard C white melito ofsardisof sardis sermon on the passover lexington

ky lexington theological seminary library 1976 4 6 A quartodeciman is one
of a group in the early church esp in asia minor who during the 2dad century and
until the nicene council in 325 observed easter on the l4th14thlath of nisan when the
jews slaughtered the passover lamb no matter on what day of the week that date
occurred websters new international dictionary 3dad ed sv quartodeciman
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melito was a prolific writer authoring some eighteen to
twenty works of these only five or six are definitely known to us
and these are mostly in fragments 140110 the extant fragments provide
no affirmation of divine corporeality however origensbrigensOrigens testimony
recorded about fifty years after melitos death explicitly identified
melito as among the christians who taught that god has a human-
like bodybody141

some have suggested that origen was mistaken in attributing
a corporealist view to melito they claim that origen had no basis
for this attribution other than a very weak inference from the title
of a treatise on the corporeality of god 142 which eusebius
included in his enumeration of melitos works the title of this
work could also be translated as on god incarnate thus one
commentator while admitting that it is not at all impossible that a
writer as orthodox as melito held the opinions which origen
imputes to him nonetheless questions brigensorigensOrigens claim

here occurs the doubt had origen himself read the treatise of
melito or did he know nothing but the title and rashly jump to the
conclusion that melito held views akin to those which he was at
the moment combating if melito be the author of the syriac apology
no fault can be found with the spirituality of his conceptions of god

140stuart140 stuart george hall ed melito of sardis on pascha and fragments
oxford clarendon 1979

14etet dixit deus faciamusFaciamus hominem ad imaginedimaginem nostrum et simil
tudinemtudinem prius discutiendum est ubi consistatconsistat illudeillud ad imaginedimaginem in corporecordorecorpore
an in anima et in primis videamus quibus utantur quipriusqui prius asseruntseruntas e quo-
rum numero est melito qui schiptascripta reliquitreliquit quibus asserit deum corporeumcorporeum
esse and god said let us make man in our image and likeness we must deter-
mine beforehand where the image resides whether in the body or in the soul
and let us first see what evidences the first writers on the subject used among
these was melitomehto who has left treatises asserting the corporeality of god daniel W
graham trans department of philosophy brigham young university origen
selections on genesis in J P migne ed patrologicpatrologiaPatrologia graeca 161igiigl vols paris
migne 1857 1294 see also origen commentary on the epistle ofpaulof paulpani to the
romans in migne patrologiapatrologicPatrologia graeca 14870 71 where he continues his
polemics against christian anthropomorphitesanthropomorphites qui in ecclesia politipositi imaginedimaginem
corporealcorporeamcorpoream cominishominis dei esse imaginedimaginem dicentdicunt those members of the church
who say that the corporeal form of man is the image of god henry chadwick
trans origen contra celiumcelsum cambridge university press 1965 416 n 331

141seesee eusebius the ecclesiastical history and the martyrs of palestine
trans hugh lawlor and john leonard 2 vols london SPCK 1954 1132
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it does not seem possible now absolutely to determine the question
we are ourselves inclined to believe that origen made a mistake and
that the subject of melitos treatise was the incarnation 143113

such speculation appears unwarranted given origensbrigensOrigens vigor-
ous efforts to persuade his fellow christians to give up their cor
porealismprorealismpo realism it seems totally incongruous that he without having
read melitos book and without any further evidence would have
attributed this view to a respected bishop of the church more-
over brigensorigensOrigens testimony is further corroborated by gennadiusgennadiosGennadius
who writing in about AD 425 affirmed that melito was responsi-
ble for a sect of christians who followed him in the belief that the
body of man is made in the image of god 144 further since the doc-
trine of divine incorporeality eventually became entrenched as
christian orthodoxy the fact that melito taught gods corporeality
could help to explain the otherwise mysterious disappearance of
this work and other writings 145

6 finally it was origen who has preserved the testimony of
celsus a second century middle platonist and non christian cel-
sus wrote a comprehensive critique of christianity about AD 178
entitled aletbesalethesalethea logos true doctrine which was later sup-
pressed or destroyed it is known only through quotations in ori
gens work contra celumcelsumcesum composed seventy years later celsus
attempted to demonstrate the inadequacy of christian doctrine
especially the doctrine of god on the basis of assumptions drawn
from platonist philosophical theology 146

according to origen celsus argued at length against what he
understood to be the christian belief that god is corporeal by nature
and has a body like the human forinform in his discussion of celsus

113aA dictionary of christian biography 1882 sv melito
IGengennadiusgennadiosGennadius liber ecclesiasticorumecclesiastic orum dogmatumdogmatum 4
145115 stroumsaStroumsa claims that the affirmation of melitos anthropormorphism is

unfounded citing othmar perler trans and ed melitonmiliton sur la paque paris
cerf 1966 13 n 1 quoted in stroumsastrournsaStroumsa forms of god 270

see the introduction to henry chadwick trans origen contra celumcelsumcesum
9 32 for an attempted reconstruction of celsussCelsuss work from the quotations in
brigensorigensOrigens contra celsumcelium see celsus on the true doctrine A discourse against
the christians trans R joseph hoffmann new york oxford university press
1987 though by his own admission origen has omitted celsussCelsuss sustained anti
corporeality arguments hoffmann claims to have reconstructed several pages of
these arguments 103 15
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wishing to give to the idea of divine corporeality as little credibility as

possible origen did not spellspeilspenn out celsussceisussCelCeIsuss sustained anticorporealitycorporealityanti
arguments explaining that if celsus

invents out of his own head ideas which he heard from nobody or
to grant that he heard them from somebody notions which he
derived from some simple and naive folk who do not know the
meaning of the bible there is no need for us to concern ourselves
with unnecessary argument 147

interestingly in responding to celsus a fellow platonist whose
objections to divine corporeality he shared origen feigned igno-
rance of any christians actually teaching the doctrine but as al-

ready shown above origen elsewhere reckoned the learned bishop

147chadwick origen contra celsumcesumceliumcelum 416 this passage continues the
bible clearly says that god is incorporeal that is why no man has seen god at
any time john 111818 and the firstbornfirstborn of all creation is said to be an image of
the invisible god col 1151115 using invisible in the sense of incorporeal
416416 colossians 115 is one of four places where paul uses the greek word
soratosaoratosaoratos which is usually translated invisible

however brigensorigensOrigens claim that paul meant incorporeal here when he wrote
invisible is dubious in their translation of and commentary on colossians
markus barth and helmut blanke suggest that brigensorigensOrigens interpretation is not the
proper way to understand soratosaoratosaoratos

aoratossoratos is usually translated as invisible but the verbal adjec-
tive in the biblical greek not only designates a possibility or impossi-
bility but is also used in a factual and pragmatic sense the agnostosagnostusagnostos
theos in acts 1723 is the unknown god not the unrecognizable
one as also the aniptoi chairescheires matt 1520 are the unwashed
hands not the unwashable ones

it is recommendable in col 115 to translate aoratossoratos in this prag-
matic sense this corresponds to the OT usage because there is no
hebrew equivalent of aoratossoratos with the meaning of invisible
according to the proclamation of the OT god is not invisible it is
simply not within the capacity of human beings to see yahweh
it is unlikely that paul fostered different notions and cannot be
demonstrated in 1 cor 13121512 he speaks of a time when we will no
longer look as though through a mirror but rather from face to
face obviously he does not presuppose an invisible god colos-
sians A new translation mithwith introduction and commentary
trans astrid B beck new york doubleday 199419941 195 96

paul was then suggesting not that god is unseeable only that he is unseen whether
humans can see or have seen god is a separate issue because even if no man had
ever seen god the father this fact in no way entails that god is incorporeal
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melito among the christian teachers of the doctrine and through-
out his writings he engaged in sustained polemics against his fellow
christians who believed the doctrine thus it seems clear from the
evidence in origensbrigensOrigens own writings that celsus was neither misin-
formed nor did he misrepresent second century christians belief
that god is embodied from origensbrigensOrigens testimony it is clear that this
belief continued to be widely held in the third century as well

tertullian as witness origensbrigensOrigens implication that contempo-
rary christians who believed god to be embodied were confined
to simple and naive folk is contradicted by one of the most cul-
tured of all his christian contemporaries quintus septimiusseptimousSeptimius
florens tertullianusTertullianus about AD 150 220 tertullian stoutly main-
tained his belief that god is embodied and passionately resisted
attempts by immaterialists to platonize christian doctrine tertul-
lian not only believed in an embodied god but he wrote profusely
on this and related doctrines moreover he claimed to express the
views of the churches of his day which were derived from the
original apostolic churches he articulated in rich detail a unified
corporealist understanding of christianity

tertullian was a lawyerwholawyer who converted to christianity in about
197 148111141 according to jerome tertullian became an ordained priest
he was born in carthage and apparently spent most of his life there
though he had more than a passing acquaintance with rome tertul-
lian was well educated in literature as well as law149law119 his writings
show an impressive familiarity with the philosophical and literary
classics of his time he was a genius with language and wrote prolifi-
cally and fluently in both greek and latin 150 many have considered
him the father of ecclesiastical latin though this claim is disputed 151

see timothy david barnesbames tertullian A historical and literary study
oxford clarendon 1985 57 58

149119robent119robertrobert E roberts the theology of tertullian london epworth 1924
26 32

15 thoughqhoughbhough the period of time during which tertullian wrote was relatively
short ca 197 218 thirty one of his works are extant and at least a dozen others
were written but did not survive barnesbames tertullian 30 41

15forfor support of this claim see james morgan the importance of tertul-
lian in the development of christian dogma london kegan paul trench
trubner 1928 77 97 and new catholic encyclopedia sv tertullian for an
opposing position see johannes quasten patrology 4 vols westminster new-
man 1980 2249 59
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As far as is known tertullian was the first to coin the latin trini-
tas 152112 his genius with language allowed him to craft brilliant
polemical theological treatises which contributed profoundly to
the clarification of christian doctrine on topics such as the incar-
nation the trinity and the sacraments 153113155

tertullian was active in a christian movement known at the
time as the new prophecy 154114 this movement attempted to recover
the prophetic revelation and spiritual gifts characteristic of the
apostolic age to preserve pristine christian doctrine against philo-
sophical intrusions and to prepare a people for christs second
coming which was believed to be imminent the movement appar-
ently began about AD 170 in mysia a remote village in phrygiaphrynia
when a man named montanus began to prophesy claiming revela-
tion through the paraclete or holy ghost soon after he was
joined by two prophetessesprophetesses prisca or priscillia and maximillia

all three spoke as the mouthpieces of god himself their possession
was truly divine not the doing of a mere angel or messenger from
heaven in them god spoke the almighty the father the son and
the holy spirit the prophets played a consciously passive role as
gods instruments they were the lyre which the spirit plucked like a

plectrum through them god spoke directly to the world and espe-
cially to the humble in order to give them the courage to die as mar-
tyrs the end of the world was approaching and the new jerusalem
rev 21.1211 ff would descend on pepuzaperuza in phrygiaphrynia in a word mon-

tanism was a millenarian movement 155115

despite opposition from some asian churches who declared
montanus prophecies to be inspired by the devil excommuni-
cated adherents and vilified them in slanderous pamphlets 11156156 the
movement spread rapidly to rome to alexandria and even to gaul

15 15morganmorgan importance of tertullian 23
153for a fuller account of tertullianstertullianoTertullians significance in relation to contempo-

rary theology see morgan importance of tertullian 148 65
154151 clear signs of tertullianstertullianoTertullians involvement appear in his writings starting ca

2067206 7 bamesbarnes tertullian 464746 47 much later adherents of the new prophecy
were called montanists after the name of the movements founder montanus
they were most often called cataphyrians by their opponents the title indicating
their geographical origin see ronald E heine trans and ed the7 be montanist ora-
cles and testimonialtestimoniaTestimonia macon ga mercer university press 1989 ix

155 bamesbarnes tertullian 131
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it achieved its greatest success in carthage where tertullian be-
came a partisan as timothy barnes explains

since christianity was a revealed religion Tertultertullianhan was unwilling
to believe that revelation had ceased in the apostolic age inex-
orably therefore he was led on to espouse the montanistMontamst cause the
issues were simple in his eyes recognition of the paraclete whom
god has promised to send jn 14.161416 severed him from the psyapsy

chicl the paraclete the deductor omnis veritatisveritatis jn 161316.13 gave
necessary counsel to every christian its promptings preserved doc-
trinal orthodoxy from the assaults of heresy 157117

tertullian himself sought to preserve original christian doc-
trine as founded on revelation against the encroachmentsencroachments of pla-

tonistictonistic immaterialism his understanding of christianity included
at least six points that support divine embodiment he argued that

1 god like all that is is embodied 2 beings of spirit may take
on solid bodily form 3 christ in the incarnation specifically took on
flesh that was unqualifiedly human 4 human flesh is a sacred and
glorious substance 5 the same fleshy body that falls in human
death rises in the resurrection and 6 christs resurrected body is

an everlasting and crucial attribute of the godhead 158 these com-
plementaryplementary points form part of tertullianstertullianoTertullians unified explication of
his corporealist christian faith

1 tertullian believed that god is and has always been a

material body 159 he also believed that all things that exist are

15613arnes15613bamesarnes tertullian 131
15713barncsbarnesarnes tertullian 131 32 although the montanists were called hereti-

cal by later christians their differences from their contemporaries were in mat-
ters of practice not theology bamesbarnes tertullian 42 likewise tertullianotertulliansTertullians
orthodoxy in matters of doctrine remained impeccable during his montanist

years as before
158118for a summary of tertullianotertulliansTertullians views on god see norris early christian

theology 81 105
159fertertulliantulhanculhan did not use the phrase material body to describe god but

simply body latin corporecordorecorpore in fact tertullian used the latin materia cognate
to the english matter to refer specifically to the matter of the world in con-
tradistinctiontra to gods eternal substance tertullian against hermogenesHennogenes in
ANF 3477 502 in addition to referring to the chapter and book if any of ter
tulliansgullianstullians works I1 cite the page number from alexander roberts and james don-
aldson eds latin christianity its founder tertullian ANF 33. he also
specifically distinguished god and matter as two words and two things tertull-
ian ad nationsnationesNationes bk 2 ch 4 aneANF 3133 likewise he said that the human soul
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material 160 though not all material is the rough stuff we interact
with in daily life in an apologetic work addressed to pagans hostile
to christianity tertullian expressed approval of zenos model which
separates the matter of world from god in which the latter

has percolated through the former likeueilke honey through the comb 161

addressing heretics who taught that the word was immaterial
AADD 210 162 tertullian defined gods materiality as a more fluid or

is formed by the breathing of god and not out of non divine matter clearly
distinguishing god from the matter of the world tertullian A treatise on the
soul ch 3 ANF 3184 although tertullian did not apply the term material to
god the properties that he ascribed to god are what we now consider to be the
denningdefining properties of matter spatial location extension shape and even a cer-
tain tangibility morgan importance of tertullian 182 hence I1 describe tertul
lians conception of the soul and of god as materialistic it is nevertheless
important to remember that tertullian distinguished between created perish-
able sensible matter and the uncreated imperishable insensible substance mat-
ter of god tertullian ad nationesnationsNationes ch 4 ANF 3132

morgan importance of tertullian 15 this notion appears explicitly in
tertullian treatise on the soul ch 7 ANF 3187 and implicitly in tertullian
against praxeaspraxean ch 7 ANF 3602 although tertullian closely agreed with the
stoics on this and many other beliefs and methods we should not thereby con-
clude that stoicism was the source of his belief see morgan importance of ter-
tullian 10101616 while tertullian employed stoic explanations arguments and
beliefs he exercised discrimination in doing so

for example tertullian used arguments of stoic and other philosophers to
support his belief in the corporeality of the soul particularly agreeing with the sto-
ics description of the soul almost in our own terms tertullian treatise on the
soul ch 5 ANF 3184853184 85 yet elsewhere tertullian pointed out that the stoics do
not believe in the restoration of the body condemned them as the source of mar
cionschions and hermogenes heresiesheresies and denounced broadly the teaching of zeno as
making the matter of the world equal with god tertullian on prescription against
heretics ch 7 ANF 3246 and tertullian against hermogenes ch 1I ANF 3477
on this last point tertullian criticized precisely the stoic materialism that some say
was the basis of his own belief morgan importance of tertullian 182

while tertullian acknowledged that his beliefs sometimes coincided with
those of this or that philosopher he used philosophical authority strictly as a sup-
plement to the ultimate authority of biblical and continuing revelation he held
that all questions should be referred to gods inspired standard tertullian
treatise on the soul ch 2 ANF 3182 83 the discrimination tertullian showed
in regard to philosophical doctrine precludes a simple explaining away ofoftertultertul
lians materialism as due to inability to transcend stoic prejudices although mor-
gan suggests this explanation in importance of tertullian 16 for further
discussion of tertullianotertulliansTertullians relationship to pagan philosophy see R braun tertul
lien et la philosophicphilosophiesophle paiennepaienne essai de mise au point bulletin de sociationlassociationLAs
guillaume buddbudebudibuwi 2 june 1971 231 551L

tertullian ad nationsnationesNationes bk 2 ch 4danf4anfANF 3133
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subtle mode of matter than that which comprises the world he is
also a body although god is a spirit for spirit has a bodily sub-
stance of its own kind 163

to support his claim that the creator of the material earth
must be a body tertullian presented an argument reminiscent of
modern versions of the so called mind body problem

how could it be that he himself is nothing without whom nothing
was made how would he who is empty have made things which
are solid and he who is void have made things which are full and
he who is incorporeal have made things which have body for
although a thing may sometimes be made different from him by
whom it is made yet nothing can be made by that which is a void
and empty thing 164161

this argument attempts to show that the word by whom the
worlds were made heb 12 must be a material body the same
argument applies to the father thus supporting tertullianotertulliansTertullians under-
standing of the father as spirit and therefore materially embodied
although in the original text tertullian presented the fathers cor-
porealityporeality as needless of argumentative support he gave the fathers
corporeality as another reason to believe in the sons corporeality 165161

tertullianotertulliansTertullians notion of material spirit included attributes of
location extension shape texture rarity and density in arguing
against hermogenes and others misled by plato and the stoics in
ad206AD 206 166he166 he described how gods breath which is a portion of
his spirit 167 condensed and became adams soul

after god hath breathed upon the face of man the breath of life and
man had consequently become a living soul surely that breath must
have passed through the face at once into the interior structure and

162to date tertullianstertullianoTertullians writing I1 rely on bamessbaless chronology bames ter-
tullian 55

16 tertullian16tertullian against praxeanpraxeas ch 7 ANF 3602 this interpretation of
john 425 was noted by origen see point 3 of the section on origen as witness

164terturiantertullian against praxeaspraxean ch 7 ANF 3602
165while165while some may find this argument persuasive my point in presenting it

is to illustrate tertullianstertulhanstertullianoTertullianshans understanding of god not to suggest that this under-
standing is demonstrated by this reasoning tertulliantertuilian against praxeaspraxean ch 7
ANF 3602

see bamesbarnes tertullian 123
tertullian cited isaiah 245 as teaching that mans soul is a condensation

of the spirit or breath of god my spirit went forth from me and I1 made the
breath of each and the breath of my spirit became soul tertullian treatise on
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have spread itself throughout all the spaces of the body and as soon
as by the divine inspiration it had become condensed it must have
impressed itself on each internal feature which the condensation
had filled it and so have been as it were congealed in shape or
stereotyped hence by this densifyingdensifying process there arose a fixing
of the souls corporeity and by the impression its figure was formed
and molded thus is the inner man different from the outer but yet
one in the twofold condition it too has eyes and ears of its own 168

thus before its impression in the body the spirit of god appar-
ently has no fixed shape but it has extension and position so that
it can pass through adams face and flow through his body before
condensing and transforming into soul

even in his earliest writings between AD 198 and 203 tert-
ullian represented the spirit of god explicitly as subtsubtletylelyiely mater-
ial having location and form although its shape may not be fixed
he described the spirit of god as corporeal although not human
in form

the spirit of god who since the beginning was bomeborne upon the
waters would as baptizer abide upon waters A holy thing in fact
was carried upon a holy thing or rather that which carried
acquired holiness from that which was carried upon it any matter
placed beneath another is bound to take to itself the quality of that
which is suspended over it and especially must corporeal matter
take up spiritual quality which because of the subtlety of the sub-
stance it belongs to finds it easy to penetrate and inhere 169

2 tertullian thought it nothing strange that a being of subtle
spirit should take more solid bodily form he considered the
human spirit to be one of the inseparable faculties of the human

the soul ch 11 ANF 3191 hence mans soul was once a part of god this con-
cept is especially significant because tertullian expressly asserted elsewhere that
the matter out of which god formed the world had a beginning when god cre-
ated the world out of nothing tertullian against hermogenes ch 33 ANF

3496 in this book he contrasted creation out of nothing with creation out of
gods own substance Tertultertullianhianfian against hermogenes ch 2 ANF 3477 hence
tertullian made the human soul of eternal uncreated divine substance in con-
trast with created and perishable matter

tertullianfertullianFertullian treatise on the soul ch 9 ANF 3189 although he says the
face of man tertullian clearly alludes to genesis 27 in this passage which he
quotes as referring to adam tertullian treatise on the soul ch 3 ANF 3184

169ernest169ernest evans trans tertullianotertulliansTertullians homily on baptism cambridge en-
gland university printing house 1964 9 11 see also a slightly different transla-
tion in tertullian on baptism ANF 3670
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soul 170 which has the same form as the body of flesh it inhabits
he used reason religious experience and biblical revelation to
support this belief

criticizing plato tertullian argued rationally that the soul
must be corporeal in order 1 to sympathize and interact with the
body 2 to move the body and 3 to be described as departing
the body at the time of death 171 then he reasoned that since the
soul is corporeal

we shall not be at all inconsistent if we declare that the more usual
characteristics of a body such as invariably accrue to the corporeal
condition belong also to the soul such as form and limitation and
that triad of dimensions what now remains but for us to give the
soul a figure effigiem172effigiem171

to his rational argument that a soul must have humanlike
form tertullian added evidence drawn from the religious experi-
ences of a contemporary christian woman associated with new
prophecy she claimed

there has been shown to me a soul in bodily shape and a spirit has
been in the habit of appearing to me not however a void and
empty illusion but such as would offer itself to be even grasped by
the hand soft and transparent and of an etherial color and form
resembling that of a human being in every respect 173

finally he rounded out his case for the humanlike form of the
soul by an appeal to biblical authority for instance he relied on
the new testament account of lazarus and the rich man in hell
luke 1623 24 the soul too has eyes and ears of its own j

it has moreover all the members of the body thus it happens
that the rich man in hell has a tongue and poor lazarus a finger
and abraham a bosom 17411745174

tertullian17tertuffian treatise on the soul ch 10 ANF 3190
tertullianitertulhan treatise on the soul chsachs 5 6 ANF 3185

172171171tertulliantertullian treatise on the soul ch 9 ANF 3188 the word that tertull-
ian uses for figure is cognate with the english effigy which roughly means a
copy of something

173tertullian173tertullian treatise on the soul ch 9 ANF 3188
tertullian17tertuman treatise on the soul ch 9 ANF 3189 in this passage tertull-

ian also refers to paul hearing and seeing the lord 2 cor 122 4 for other argu-
ments based on scripture see tertullian treatise on the soul ch 7 ANF 3187
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tertullian believed that angels though beings of spirit ap-
pear in temporary solid bodies furthermore addressing heretics
who claimed christs corporeality was illusory about AD 206
Tertultertullianilantianiian even attributed to the holy spirit the power to take lit-
eral bodily form

the gospel ofjohnofjohn declares that the spirit descended in the body of
a dove and sat upon the lord when the said spirit was in this condi-
tion he was truly a dove as he was also a spirit nor did he destroy his
own proper substance by the assumption of an extraneous substance
but you ask what becomes of the doves body after the return of the
spirit back to heaven and similarly in the case of the angels their with-
drawal was effected in the same manner as their appearance had
been still there was solidity in their bodily substance whatever
may have been the force by which the body became visible 175

53 tertullian believed that the word took on human flesh
when he was born as the son of god he wrote an entire book on
the flesh of christ to argue that christs flesh was very much
human flesh that the soul which gave that flesh life was of the
same sort as inhabits other human bodies and that christs human-
ity was essential to the purpose of his life and work on earth he af-
firmed that christs was a flesh suffused with blood built up with
bones interwoven with nerves entwined with veins a adleshfleshaflesh which
knew how to be born and how to die human without doubt as
born of a human being such a flesh was necessary so that christ
could suffer and die to redeem mankind while fully divine in
spirit christ was fully human in body the powers of the spirit
proved him to be god his sufferings attested the flesh of man
if his powers were not without the spirit in like manner were not
his sufferings without the flesh 11176176

4 in no way did tertullian consider it degrading for god to
take bodily or even human form As part of his multifaceted argu-
ment that christ really dwelt in human flesh tertullian argued
vehemently for the worthiness of human flesh to those who con-
sidered the flesh a shameful thing tertullian said of the condition
of being clothed in flesh

and are you for turning these conditions into occasions of blushing
to the very creature whom he has redeemed censuring them too

175175tertulliantertullian on the eleshfleshreshnesbwesh of christ ch 3 ANF 3523
17tertulhantertullian on the flesh of christ ch 5 ANF 3525 italics in original
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us unworthy of him who certainly would not have redeemed them
had he not loved them our birth he reforms from death by a sec-
ond birth from heaven our flesh he restores from every harassing
malady when leprous he cleanses it of the stain when blind he
rekindles its light when palsied he renews its strength when pos-
sessed with devils he exorcisesexercises it when dead he reanimates it
then shall we blush to own it177

far from an embarrassment he considered the body and its pro-
cess of generation to be sacred calling it a reverend discourse of
nature 11171178 elsewhere he reiterated that nature should be to us an
object of reverence not of blushes 11179179

tertullian also denied that the flesh is the source of sin

the soul suffuses even the flesh by reason of their conjunction
with its own shame now although the flesh is sinful yet the
flesh has not such ignominy on its own account for it is not of itself
that it thinks anything or feels anything for the purpose of advising
or commanding sin it is only a ministering thing 180

thus tertullian held that the soul is the origin of sinful impulses
and that the flesh is sinful only as an abettor in the commission of
the sins the soul initiates 181

far from being a degrading substance tertullian maintained
that earthly flesh is a glorified substance since god created it

you have both the clay made glorious by the hand of god and the
flesh more glorious still by his breathing upon it by virtue of which
the flesh not only laid aside its clayey rudiments but also took on
itself the ornaments of the soulSOUI 182

he further compared the flesh to splendid gold which similarly
derives from the refining of earth 183

5 tertullian believed that the resurrected rise in a body of
flesh against those led by philosophy to deny bodily resurrection
tertullian argues using christ as the paradigm about AD 206

for the very same body which fell in death and which lay in the
sepulchre did also rise again and it was not so much christ in

1717tertulliantertullian on the flesh of christ ch 4 ANF 55243524 italics in original
tertullian on the flesh of christ ch 4 ANF 3524
tertullian treatise on the soul ch 27 ANF 3208

tertullian treatise on the soul ch 40 ANF 3220
tertullian treatise on the soul ch 40 ANF 3220

I tertullianitertullian on the resurrection of the flesh ch 7 ANF 3550
tertullian on the resurrection of the flesh ch 18 ANF 3557583557 58 and

chch6avf6 AZVF 3549
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the flesh as the flesh in christ if therefore we are to rise again
after the example of christ who rose in the flesh we shall cer-
tainly not rise according to that example unless we also shall our-
selves rise again in the flesh 184

to clarify pauls teaching regarding the resurrection it is sown a
natural body it is raised a spiritual body 1 cor 1544 tertullian
explained the difference between natural and spiritual bodies As

therefore the flesh was at first an animate or natural body on
receiving the soul so at last will it become a spiritual body when
invested with the spirit of god 11115185 thus Tertultertullianhan believed that
resurrected flesh is flesh similar to mortal flesh but the spiritual
body of the resurrection is a fleshy body that has been purified by
accepting gods spirit

in a similar manner our fleshy bodies may become spiritual
even in mortality

first of all there comes the natural soul that is to say the breath to
the people that are on the earth in other words to those who act
carnally in the flesh then afterwards comes the spirit to those who
walk thereon that is who subdue the works of the flesh because
the apostle also says that that is not first which is spiritual but that
which is natural or in possession of the natural soul and afterward
that which is spiritual 186

the fact that a persons body can become a spiritual one while it is
still mortal further clarifies that the spiritual body is material
clearly for tertullian the spiritual body of the resurrection is a
body of flesh purified by the spirit of god

6 tertullian believed that the word not only took on human
flesh when he was born as the son of god but that he also will
retain that flesh forever in its resurrected glorified state

he who suffered will come again from heaven acts 12 and by
all shall he be seen who rose again from the dead they too who
crucified him shall see and acknowledge him that is to say his very
flesh against which they spent their fury and without which it
would be impossible for himself either to exist or to be seen so that
they must blush with shame who affirm that his flesh sits in heaven
void of sensation like a sheath only christ being withdrawn from

184114 tertullian on the resurrection of the flesh ch 484sanfANF 35813581

tertullian115rertuffian on the resurrection of the flesh ch 55anf53 ANF 3587
tertullianertuuian treatise on the soul ch 1111avfanzANF 3191
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it as well as those who maintain that his flesh and soul are just the
same thing or else that his soul is all that exists but that his flesh
no longer lives 187

without his body christ could not have accomplished his mis-
sion on earth and deprived of it he would not be christ insofar
as christ and his mission contribute to the glory of the godhead
so contributes the flesh tertullianstertullianoTertullians belief clearly contrasts with
interpretations of the resurrection that explain away christs eter-
nal embodiment

tertullianotertullianstertulfiansTertulliansfianshians defense of god as materially embodied of the
resurrection of the flesh and of the soul as humanlike in form is
part of a larger effort to preserve what he understood to be pris-
tine christian doctrine and to defend it against attempts by late
second century and early third century christian platonists to re-
cast it within an immaterialistic metaphysical framework 188 since
christianity is a revealed religion tertullian insisted that discus-
sants must refer all questions to gods inspired standard this
standard included the old testament the words of the apostles
and the tradition of the churches that the apostles established tert-
ullian cited all three in support of his doctrines

while combating heresy tertullian maintained that the apos-
tolic tradition had been well preserved the many and great
christian churches that continue in one and the same faith evi-
dence that the tradition is strong 189 moreover his own doctrine
has its origins in the tradition of the apostles and the churches

they organized being in no respect different from theirs 190

tertullian on the eleshfleshheshereshnesbresh of christ ch 24 ANF 3542
see tertullian treatise on the soul ch 23 ANF 3203 for a fuller dis-

cussion of tertullianstertuffianstertullianoTertullians resistance to platonism see roberts theology of tertul-
lian 63 78

tertullian on prescription against heretics ch 28 ANF 3256
tertullian190tertuffian on prescription against heretics ch 212 1 ANF 3252 53 italics

in original although this work stands on its own as a general statement on heresy
and orthodoxy it also serves as a preface to a series of tertullianstertullianoTertullians works addressed
to particular heresiesheresies including A treatise on the soul against praxeaspraxean on the
nesbfleshheshresh of christ on the resurrection of the dead against hermogenes and
against marcion note also the many places where tertullian refers to his appeal
to apostolic authority as a criterion for distinguishing orthodox christian doctrines
on prescription against heretics chsachs 31 34 ANF 3259 60 against marcion
bk 5 ch ianelane1 ANF 3429 and against hermogenes ch 1anflaneianedanf1 ANF 3477
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tertullian thus implied that from the beginnings of christianity to
his day there had been a unified body of christians who faithful
to the apostolic tradition affirmed that god is embodied 191

As an educated christian tertullian was in a position to resist
philosophical intrusions into christian doctrine in a way that
unlearned christians could not after his conversion tertullian de-
voted all of his efforts to the defense of christianity 192 tertullian
asserted that philosophy is the parent of heresy and posed the
trenchant questions that have continued to haunt classical christ-
ian theologians through the centuries

what indeed has athens to do with jerusalem what concord is
there between the academy and the church what between heretics
and christians our instruction comes from the porch of solomon
who had himself taught that the lord should be sought in simplicity
of heart away with all attempts to produce a mottled christianity of
stoic platonic and dialectic composition193composition193

fourth and fifth century beliefbellef in an embodied god

tertullianstertullianoTertullians vigorous attempt to preserve within christianity
the understanding that god is embodied was of course ulti-
mately to fail but the triumph of immaterialism came about only
gradually indeed significant pockets of christians resisting hel-
lenisticlenistic influences continued to believe in an embodied deity as
late as the fourth and fifth centuries that this is so is evident in
the writings of augustine AD 354 430450 an uncompromising
advocate of incorporealism

augustine was born at thagasteThagaste in north africa in 354 his
mother monica was a christian during his youth and early adult-
hood augustine apparently understood that christians believed

19tertullian on prescription against heretics chsachs 20202828 ANF 3252 256
see also numerous instances where Tertultertullianhianfian speaks as we and of his doctrines
as those of ourselves as in tertullian treatise on the soul ch 2 ANF 3182

192asAs a new convert tertullian devoted himself to the obvious threats
to christianity outside the christian community his earliest writings defended
christianity against pagans and jews however as he became more deeply
involved in the issues threatening christianity tertullian turned to internal
threats which he saw as the most significant dangers

193tertullian on prescription against heretics ch 7 ANF 3246
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god to be embodied by his own admission it was this very doc-
trine that for many years constituted an insurmountable stumbling
block to his acceptance of the christian faith he said that as a
youth he was much embarrassed by the doctrine and thus suc-
cumbed to the logic of those who maligned it

my own specious reasoning induced me to give in to the sly argu-
ments of fools who asked me whether god was confined to the
limits of a bodily shape whether he had hair and nails my igno-
rance was so great that these questions troubled me and while I1
thought I1 was approaching the truth I1 was only departing the fur-
ther from it how could I1 see this when with the sight of my eyes
I1 saw no more than material things and with the sight of my mind no
more than their images I1 did not know that god is a spirit a being
without bulk and without limbs defined in length and breadth
nor had I1 the least notion what the scriptures mean when they
say that we are made in gods image 194

at first unable to accept christianity because of its doctrine that
god is embodied in humanlike form augustine was much at-
tracted to the manichaean sect which endorsed a nonanthropo
morphic though still material deity

I1 had lost hope of being able to find the truth in your church
0 lord the manicheesManichees had turned me away from it at the same
time I1 thought it outrageous to believe that you had the shape of a
human body and were limited within the dimensions of limbs like
our own for when I1 tried to fall back upon the catholic faith my
mind recoiled because the catholic faith was not what I1 supposed it
to be but 0 my god I1 thought that this was a more pious
belief than to suppose that you were limited in each and every way
by the outlines of a human body 195191

eventually augustinesaugustinasAugustines career as a teacher of rhetoric took
him from his native africa to italy first to rome and then to milan
there under the influence of bishop ambrose he became
acquainted with latin translations of platonist writings and with
the possibility of gods being a purely spiritual being in the
sense of being totally immaterial mvinvisibleisible and incorporeal 196 this
view of god dissolved his longstandinglong standing aversion to christian

19 19augustineaugustine confessions trans R S pine coffin middlesex england pen-
guin 1961 bk 3 sec 7 ppap 62 63

195195augustineaugustine confessions bk 5 sec 10 ppap 104 5
196istroumsastrournsa incorporealityincorporealityofgodof god 352
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doctrine and was a major factor in his conversion in 386 the fol-
lowing year at age thirty two he was finally baptized a christian
in his newly found platonic understanding of god he exulted

I1 learned that your spiritual children do not understand the words
god made man in his own image to mean that you are limited by
the shape of a human body nevertheless I1 was glad at this time I1

had been howling my complaints not against the catholic faith

0 god you who are so high above us and yet so close hidden
and yet always present you have not parts some greater and some
smaller you are everywhere and everywhere you are entire
nowhere are you limited by space you have not the shape of a body
like ours

your catholic church I1 had learnt sic did not teach the
doctrines which I1 so sternly denounced this bewildered me but I1 was
on the road to conversion and I1 was glad 1I had no liking for child-
ish absurdities and there was nothing in the sound doctrine which she
taught to show that you the creator of all things were confined within
a measure of space which however high however wide it might be
was yet strictly determined by the form of a human body 197

from these passages it is evident that in his youth and probably
until his early thirties augustine understood christians to believe
that god is embodied

in two ways kim paffenroth has recently challenged this
reading of the quoted texts he claims that young augustinesaugustinasAugustines
references to christian belief in an embodied deity are either
merely allusions to the incarnation or misunderstandings caused
by manichaeans who intent on discrediting christian beliefs
misrepresented them 19898 however the fact that young augustine
understood that christians believed that god was embodied and
not merely as the incarnate son seems beyond dispute for
according to augustinesaugustinasAugustines own account the scriptural warrant
for christian belief in divine embodiment was largely found in
the old testament and hence was not merely based upon the
incarnation for instance he disclosed that it was only after he
met ambrose in milan that he learned that gods spiritual chil-
dren do not understand the words god made man in his

197augustine197augustine confessions bk 6 sees 3 4 ppap 114 15 italics in original
19kimkim paffenroth paulsen on augustine an incorporeal or nonanthropo

morphic god harvard theological review 86 1993 233 35
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own image to mean that god is limited by the shape of a
human body 199

moreover that augustine as a result of manichaean misrepre-
sentations for many years just misunderstood what christians of
his acquaintance believed seems incredible how could he be so
radically mistaken when his own mother was a christian when he
grew up among christians and when he even studied christian
catechism but quite apart from inference augustine provided
considerable evidence of christian belief in an embodied deity

augustine discussed the carnal and weak of ouroukourfaitbfaith who
when they hear the members of the body used figuratively as
when gods eyes or ears are spoken of are accustomed in the
license of fancy to picture god to themselves in a human form
though augustine found these christians belief that god has a
human form which is the most excellent of its kind laughable he
nonetheless found it more allowable and respectable than the
manichaean alternative moreover unlike the manichaeans augus-
tine said that these carnal christians are teachable and with
proper instruction in the church may gradually come to under-
stand spiritually the figures and parables of the scriptures 201200101

further augustine provided a catalogue of heretical christian
communities or sects 20101 he identified two christian communities
contemporary with himself who explicitly taught that god is

embodied in humanlike form members of the first community
were called audianiaudiana sometimes vadianidadianiVadiani they were followers of a

christian deacon audiusaddius of edessa and were located primarily in
syria and mesopotamia members of the second community were
called the anthropomorphitesAnthropomorphites and were located in egypt john
cassian a christian monk who spent about fifteen years about
AD 385 400 in the egyptian monastic communities corroborated

199199augustineaugustine confessions bk 6 sec 3 ppap 114 italics in original
20oaugustineaugustine the writings against the manichaensManichaens and against the

Donatis ts ed philip schaff grand rapids mich eerdmans 1956 ch 23 sec
25 p 139 italics added

201seesee liguori G mimMifmiillerumerflermuer the de haeresibusHaeresibus of saint augustine washing-
ton DC catholic university of america press 1956 miiller says it becomes
evident immediately in the de haeresibusHaere sibus that augustine envisioned a heresy as
a concrete sect not a heretical proposition since he speaks of the individual
members of the sect rather than of the tenets they hold 50
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augustinesaugustinasAugustines testimony with respect to egyptian anthropomorphism
although cassian was an origenist and an incorporealist he
nonetheless made it clear that for late fourth century christian
monks in egypt anthropomorphism was the long established
norm and incorporealism was the innovation 202

cassian records that theophilus bishop of alexandria sent a
letter in 399 to the egyptian churches to set the dates of lent and
easter in that letter theophilus included a condemnation of
anthropomorphism which

was received very bitterly by almost every sort of monk throughout
all egypt indeed the majority of the older men among the
brethren asserted that in fact the bishop was to be condemned as
someone corrupted by the most serious heresy someone opposing
the ideas of holy scripture someone who denied that almighty god
was of human shape and this despite the clear scriptural evidence
that adam was created in his image 203

even the monks in scetesaete who were far ahead of all the egyptian
monks in perfection and knowledge 204 and all the priests ex-
cept paphnutius an origenist in charge of cassianscassianaCassians church
denounced the bishops letter those in charge of the three other
churches in the desert refused to allow the letter to be read or pub-
licly presented at their assemblies

cassian chronicled the particular struggles of one monk ser-
apion in accepting the view that god is not embodied according
to cassian serapion had long lived a life of austerity and monastic
discipline that coupled with his age had brought him into the
front ranks of the monks despite the persistent efforts of paph
nutis to dissuade him serapion had held fast to his belief that god
is embodied

the concept of a nonembodiednonerabodiedembodiednon god seemed newfanglednew fangled to him it
was something unknown to his predecessors and not taught by them

2020ttootto meinardus concludes that anthropomorphists appear to have out-
numbered the liberal party the origenists who preferred allegorical interpreta-
tions of the scriptures by at least three to one monks and monasteries of the
egyptian deserts rev ed cairo american university in cairo press 1989 53

203colmcoimcolm luibheidLuibheid trans john cassian conferences new york paulist
19851251985 125 26

lulbluibheidiluibheidLuibheidheld cassian conferences 26
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by chance a deacon named photinusphotinosPhotinus came along he was a
very well versed man in order to add strength to the doctrine
contained in the bishops letter he brought photinusphotinosPhotinus into a gathering
of all the brethren he asked him how the catholic churches of the
east interpreted the words in genesis let us make man in our own
image and likeness agngn 1.26126126

photinusphotinosPhotinus explained how all the leaders of the churches were
unanimous in teaching that the image and likeness of god should be
understood not in an earthly literal sense but spiritually he himself
demonstrated the truth of this in a lengthy discourse and with abun-
dant scriptural evidence

at last the old man was moved by the many very powerful
arguments of this extremely learned man we stood up to bless
the lord and to pour out our prayers of thanks to him and then
amid these prayers the old man became confused for he sensed that
the human image of god which he used to draw before him as he
prayed was now gone from his heart suddenly he gave way to
the bitterest most abundant tears and sobs he threw himself on the
ground and cried out ah the misfortune theyve taken my god
away from me I1 have no one to hold on to and I1 dont know whom
to adore or to address 11205205

according to owen chadwick cassianscassianaCassians description of sara

pionsplonseions capitulation greatly understated the resoluteness of egyptian
resistance to theophilussTheophi luss decree proscribing anthropomorphism
chadwick writes

were cassian the sole authority the impression would be left that
despite the fierce opposition of great numbers the decrees of
theophilus were ultimately accepted by the egyptians we hear
nothing in cassian of the riots in alexandria of the bishops submis-
sion of the expulsion of origenism

except in cassianscassianaCassians community in scetesaete where paphnutius
succeeded in bringing round his congregation to the origenist view-
point a violent agitation arose A band of monks repaired to alexan-
dria and caused riots Theophtheophilusflus had courage he went out to meet
the approaching band and as soon as he could make himself heard
when I1 see you he said 1 I see the face of god then said the

leaders if you really believe that condemn the works of origen
theophilus whom palladius nicknamed mr facing both ways
consented on the spot to condemn the origenists he sent
letters to his suffraganssuffragans ordering the expulsion of the origenist
monks from the monasteries and the desert there appears from

205 luibheidLuibheid cassian conferences 125 27
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this moment a drift out of egypt by some members of the now con-
demned origenist party 206

finally augustine also provided evidence that fourth and
fifth century christian anthropomorphism was not confined to
priests monks and laity for instance in A letter of instruction
to the holy brother fortunatianusFortunatianus epistle 148 written in AD

413 augustine discussed a brother bishop not named who was
teaching that we are able or at least will be able after the resur-
rection to see god with the eyes of our bodies in a prior letter
without mentioning the bishop by name augustine had sharply
rebuked those who held this view and the bishop had been
offended augustine asked fortunatianuss intercession on his
behalf in seeking the bishops forgiveness and in effecting recon-
ciliation nonetheless augustine said he had no regrets about hav-
ing written the letter for his intent was to

prevent men from believing that god himself is corporeal and visi-
ble as occupying a place determined by size and by distance from us
for the eye of this body can see nothing except under these condi-

tions and to prevent men from understanding the expression face
to face as if god were limited within the members of a body 207117217

thereupon augustine argued at length against the bishops view
on the basis of the evidence detailed above it seems clear

that christians from the very inception of the faith up until at least
the early part of the fifth century widely believed god to be an
embodied being this belief continued despite the fact that it was
challenged by both christian and non christian platonists from at
least the time of the second century As platonism became
entrenched as the dominant christian world view the idea of an
embodied god gradually faded into obscurity

zoowenowen chadwick john cassian 2dad ed cambridge university press
1968 282928 29 on the causes of the controversy and the subsequent expulsion of
origenists see elizabeth A clarkdarkoark the origenist controversy princeton univer-
sity press 1992 chapter 2 focuses on anthropomorphism for a tentative ques-
tioning of the generally accepted view that the egyptian monks believed in an
embodied god see graham gould the image of god and the anthropomor-
phite controversy in fourth century monasticism in genianaorigenianaOri quinta ed
robert J daly leuven belgium leuven university press 1992 549 57

207107philip schaff ed the confessions and letters of st augustine grand
rapids mich eerdmans 1956 498 note also that the bishops basis for his
belief was apparently old testament not incarnational passages about god



the small crucifixion by matthias gronewald ca 1470 1528 oil on
panel 241811 x 181811ISVs 1511 1520 samuel H kress collection 0 board
of trustees national gallery of art washington D C few artists in the
european tradition have communicated the agonies of corporeality
more powerfully than grunewaldsgicinewaldsgrunewaldt depictions of the crucifixion of
christ the wounds from the crown of thorns and the lashing are promiaromi
nent the cross is expressively bowed from the twisted distortions of the
hands and feet that emotionally express christs agony and the actuality
of the sacrifice the dark background emphasizes christs bleakness and
loneliness and the body is the receptor for christs pain and suffering
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philosophical arguments regarding divine embodiment

philosophical arguments purporting to prove
that the concept of an embodied god is inco-
herent are themselves logically uncompelling

though the earliest christians believed god to be embodied
thinkers within the classical christian tradition have for centuries
reasoned that on logical grounds god must be incorporeal with-
out body or parts 208108 in this final section I1 meet these thinkers on
their own terms apart from the historical arguments of the pre-
ceding two sections I1 examine the most common rational argu-
ments against divine embodiment and show that none of them is
sufficient to prove gods incorporeality hence no such argument
ought be a stumbling block to rational acceptance of the father
and the son as embodied persons

the pattern of reasoning that these philosophical arguments
typically follow was set out by anselm as early as the eleventh cen-
tury 209201 anselm defines god as that than which none greater can
be conceived from this general definition he deduces not only
that god exists by means of his famous ontological argument
but also what god is like in particular he argues that x is the
greatest conceivable being logically entails x is incorporeal it
will be helpful to outline his position in some detail before using
it as the main representative of the arguments refutedreftited below

208manymany christians nonetheless affirm that god the son was incarnate in
the person of jesus of nazareth was crucified and raised from the dead and
exists now everlastingly with a resurrected though gloriously transformed
body these views apparently conflict for if god must be incorporeal then the
resurrected christ cannot be god the problem can be expressed in terms of an
inconsistent triad 1 jesus of nazareth exists everlastingly with a resurrected
body 2 jesus of nazareth is god and 3 N if x is god then x is incorporeal
the conjunction of any two propositions of the triad entails the negation of the
third in this section I1 argue that 3 is false if my argument is successful it
removes possible stumbling blocks to rational acceptance of both the incarnation
and the resurrection

209sS N deane trans saint anselm basic writings lasallelasalielasaile ill111111.ililiiiii open
court publishing 1966 chsachs 2 787 8
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in defining the term greatest conceivable being anselm
makes it clear that by conceivable he does not mean psychologically
imaginable otherwise gods greatness would not exceed the lim-
its of human thought rather by greatest conceivable being he
means a being than which no greater being is logically possible

As to what he means by greatest anselm explains that the
greatest conceivable being would lack nothing that is good and
would be whatever it is better to be than not to be contemporary
commentators have plausibly suggested that in this context the
value terms greatest good and better are best understood as sig-
nifying religious values according to this view when anselm
refers to the greatest conceivable being he means that than
which a no more worthy of worship is logically possible the for-
mula is often shortened to the most worthy object of religious
worship or the most adequate object of religious attitudes I1 will
take these shortened formulae to be equivalent to that stated by
anselm this bit of analysis provides the backdrop for six separate
arguments for divine incorporeality which I1 will now examine

the argument from divine infinity

from the formula x is the greatest conceivable being
anselm first derives x cannot be limited in any way As a rationale
for anselmsanselmaAns elms conclusion J N findlay argues that it is

wholly anomalous to worship anything limited in any thinkable man-
ner for all limited superiorities are tainted with an obvious relativity
and can be dwarfed in thought by still mightier superiorities in which
process of being dwarfed they lose their claim upon our worshipful
attitudes and hence we are led on irresistibly to demand that our reli-
gious object should tower infinitely above all other objects 210

from the inference that god cannot be limited in any way anselm
concludes that god cannot be corporeal he argues

but everything that is in any way bounded by place is
less than that which no law of place limits since then noth-
ing is greater than thou no place contains thee but thou art
everywhere

111j1 I N findlay can gods existence be disproved in the ontological
argument from st anselm to contemporary philosophers ed alvin plantinga
garden city NY doubleday 1965 116 italics in original
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for altogether circumscribed is that which when it is wholly
in one place cannot at the same time be in another and this is seen
to be true of corporeal things alone but uncircumscribed is that
which is as whole at the same time everywhere and this is under-
stood to be true of thee alone 211

anselmsanselmaAnselms argument can be summarized as follows

1 god the most worthy object of religious worship

2 the most worthy object of religious worship cannot be lim-
ited in any way

3 if god were corporeal he would be limited in that he could
not be as a whole at the same time everywhere

4 hence god cannot be corporeal 1 2 3

As a first objection to premise 2 if it is understood literally
anselm himself cannot consistently affirm it for if god were
absolutely unlimited he would have to be the whole of reality and
thereby not the creator god of theistic theology who is ontologi-
cally distinct from his creations and who gives his creatures some
measure of independence from himself it is the existence of the
creator god I1 take it that anselm is attempting to prove similarly
if god were not limited in any way god could not possess any
determinate attributes either positive or negative for example if
god were immutable he would be limited in that he could not be
mutable or if he were atemporal he would be limited in that he
could not be temporal indeed findlay suggests that an absolutely
unlimited being may well entail a deific absence of anything defi-
nite but anselm employs his deity formula to generate some eigh-
teen divine attributes

findlaysFindlays assertion that it is absolutely anomalous to worship
a being limited in any thinkable manner seems to imply mistakenly
that a limitation as limitation is thereby a defect but surely this
assertion depends on the nature of the limitation obviously a lim-
itation in something that is not admirable such as ignorance self-
ishnessishness or cruelty would be a good thing anselm makes it clear
that the greatest possible being would be absolutely unlimited only
in every admirable or great making attribute but even here we
have long recognized that it is possible to have too much of a good

21deane21 deane basic writings 19 20
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thing A virtue taken to excess may become a tragic flaw one may
be too trusting too generous or too helpful limitations as limita-
tions are value neutral moreover not all values especially in
their superlative form are logically compossible such as unlim-
ited compassion and unlimited bliss 212 nor do all great making
properties or perfections admit of completion for example the
virtue of veracity admits of completion but an attribute such as

creativity does not thus divine perfection cannot coherently be
understood as being complete in all respects

no doubt what anselmanseim meant or should have meant then is

2 the most worthy object of religious worship must be unlimited
in every respect in which to be so a is possible b is admirable
and when conjoined with other excellences c maximizes wor-
ship worthiness hereafter I1 shall use WWM short for worship
worthy maximizing to denote conditions b and c but if in
anselmsanselmaAnselms argument one replaces premise 2 with 2 the argument
is no longer valid

the argument from divine omnipotence

now in order to try to make anselmsanselmaAnselms argument work I1 shall
have to supply some additional premises more specifically I1 willwinwiil
need to show some particular respect in which god must be
absolutely unlimited that is both possible and WWM and at the
same time incompatible with his being corporeal it may seem
that unlimited power or omnipotence would satisfy these condi-
tions that is it may seem that the following proposition is true

5 it is both possible and WWM to be absolutely unlimited in power

using 5 one can construct the following argument for divine
incorporeality

1 god the most worthy object of religious worship

2 the most worthy object of religious worship must be
absolutely unlimited in every respect in which it is both pos
sible and WWM to be so

5 it is both possible and WWM to be absolutely unlimited in
power

charlescharies hartshorneHartshome mansalans vision of god and the logic of theism ham-
den conn archon books 1964 1 56
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6 N if x is corporeal then x is not absolutely unlimited in
power

7 hence god cannot be corporeal

the symbol N signifies a purported necessary truth
I1 must now consider whether premise 5 is true and the first

question I1 must ask is Is it possible for god to be omnipotent in the
sense of having absolutely unlimited power the answer is clearly
negative indeed the logical paradoxes generated by the notion of
absolutely unlimited power are well known for example the notion
seemingly entails the incoherent conclusions that god could create
a stone so large that he could not move it or that he could simulta-
neously create both an irresistible cannonball and an unbreakable
lamppost 213211215 to salvage a rationally coherent view of god thinkers
have been compelled to opt for definitions of omnipotence consid-
erably more restricted than its etymology would suggest recently
for example anthony kenny has proposed that omnipotence be
understood as the possession of all logically possible powers which
it is logically possible for a being with the attributes of god to pos-
sess where attributes refers to those properties of godhead
which are not themselves powers 21412143214

given kennysdennys proposal how can the attributes that god pos-
sesses be determined if these are to be determined by christian
revelation and if this revelation confirms that god the son has a
resurrected body then omnipotence must be understood in terms
of the logically possible powers that are also logically possible for
an embodied god to have so understood there would be no con-
flict between divine power and divine embodiment

if on the other hand the divine attributes must be ascer-
tained by reasoning from anselmsansehnsanselmaAnsAnseelmshnseims formula one must ask 1 how
much power must the most worthy object of religious worship
possess and 2 could an embodied being coherently possess that
much power

2foriforfor further explication of the problems with absolutely unlimited power
see kent E robson omnipotence omnipresence and omniscience in mormon
theology in bergera line upon line 677567 75

aanthony2anthonyanthony kenny the god of the philosophers oxford clarendon
1979981979 98
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when we consider the first question it seems evident that
from a religious point of view the matter of gods power relates to
our practical needs for individual help protection and preserva-
tion we look to god for forgiveness of our sins and for power to
repent for strength to cope with and to be refined by our adversi-
ties for comfort in our trials and above all for salvation and eter-
nal life we trust that gods power is sufficient to satisfy these
needs and expectations and to fulfill all his purposes and promises
for this to be assured it seems as if god must be supreme and have
power over all things so that no one or no thing can thwart the ful-
fillmentfillment of his will

the term almighty can be used to refer to the power de-
scribedscribed which is how the third lecture on faith describes gods
omnipotence this lecture delineates gods character as described
in revelation and then explains why this character is necessary for
the object of religious faith of omnipotence it says

an acquaintance with these attributes in the divine character is
essentially necessary in order that the faith of any rational being can
center in him for life and salvation for if he did not in the first
instance believe him to be god that is the creator and upholder of
all things he could not center his faith in him for life and salvation
for fear there should be a greater than he who would thwart allanailali his
plans and he like the gods of the heathen would be unable to fulfill
his promises but seeing he is god over all from everlasting to ever-
lasting the creator and upholder of all things no fear can exist in the
minds of those who put their trust in him so that in this respect their
faith can be without wavering 319 italics in original

ifff I1 grant and it seems I1 must at least from the perspective
of the ordinary believer that in order to be the most worthy
object of religious worship it is necessary that god be almighty
must I1 also grant that his power is sufficient it seems so gods
worship worthiness connects most essentially with his personal
and moral attributes holiness loving kindness compassion long
suffering justice equity and veracity these attributes are faith-
fully and steadfastly expressed in his personal dealings and
relations with us as father creator savior exemplar and friend his
power is also relevant but only to the extent that it is needful to
accomplish those ends that he as a perfectly loving and righteous
father freely chooses to suppose otherwise is to affirm that
power itself has something worship worthy about it quite apart
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from the good ends it makes possible that some may in fact value
or even worship power for its own sake I1 dont doubt but such
worship is neither religiously nor morally required

if my reasoning is correct then it is neither possible nor WWM

for god to be absolutely unlimited in power and thus proposition
5 is false but my analysis also supplies the following more satisfac-
tory alternative to 5

5 the most worthy object of religious worship must be almighty

next to make anselmsanselmaAnselms argument work one must also show

8 N if x is corporeal then x is not almighty

but the truth of 8 is by no means selfevident some further premises
must be supplied to show why a corporeal being cannot be almighty
anselmsanselmaAnselms argument suggests a possible connecting link that is his
argument suggests that if god is almighty he must be omnipresent
and that if he were omnipresent he could not be corporeal with
these claims I1 can again reconstruct anselmsanselmaAnselms argument

the argument from divine omnipresence

the argument can now be stated as follows

1 god the most worthy object of religious worship

5 the most worthy object of religious worship must be almighty

9 N if x is almighty then x is omnipresent

10 N jfif x is onuomnipresentiipresent then x is not corporeal

11 hence god cannot be corporeal

to properly evaluate this argument one must understand
more clearly what is meant by the claim that god must be
omnipresent anselm suggests that if god is omnipresent then he
is present as a whole at the same time everywhere this notion is
less puzzling when considered in its religious setting perhaps the
idea is nowhere better captured than in the hymn of the psalmist

lord thou hast examined me and knowest me

thou knowest allaffailaliann whether I1 sit down or rise up

where can I1 escape from thy spirit where can I1 flee from thy presence

if I1 climb up to heaven thou art there
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if I1 make my bed in sheol again I1 find thee

if I1 take my flight to the frontiers of the morning or dwell at limit of
the western sea

even there thy hand will meet me and thy right hand will hold me
fast psalm 1391 2 7 10 new english bible

religiously the affirmation of gods omnipresence is the
assurance of gods constant watchful care his loving awareness
of all that is transpiring and his ability to intervene in human his-
tory and in our individual lives to fulfill his purposes and
promises thus it seems that divine omnipresence is crucially
related to his power and knowledge and that if he is almighty then
he must be omnipresent

this understanding brings me to consider premise 10 Is it
true that an embodied being could not be omnipresent the ques-
tion has recently been carefully examined by grace dyck
jantzen 215211 she correctly points out that the claim an embodied
being cannot be omnipresent is ambiguous between his body is

not everywhere which I1 she says is true but harmless and he
is not everywhere which is not necessarily true 7321611216216 the harnharmlessfless
truth follows analytically from the meaning of the word body
by definition a body is spatially locatablelocatable and can be in only one
place at one time but if a being is omnipresent there is no place
where it is not thus it appears that the notions of omnipresence
and corporeality are mutually exclusive 217

dyck rebutsdebuts this conclusion by carefully analyzing the mean-
ing of the relevant sense of presence and then derivatively of
omnipresence most critical to her analysis she shows that 1 it is

not the case that I1 am present only in the volume of space occu-
pied by my body and 2 to be present at x means most essen-
tially to be aware of what is going on at x and perhaps to be able
to some extent to influence it in support of 1 a person would
surely say of a speaker addressing the senate that he is present in
the senate chambers even though it is not the case that the spatial

215grace215 grace M dyck oanUanjantzenuantzenbantzentzen omnipresence and incorporeality religious
studies 13 1977 85 91 my thinking on the issues discussed in this article has
been significantly aided by dycks article and her later book grace M jantzen
gods world gods body

2162i6yckdyck omnipresence and incorporeality 90 91
217dyck217dyck omnipresence and incorporeality 85 86
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coordinates of his body are coextensive with those of the cham-
bers and as to 2 how would a senator who slowly falls asleep as
a bill is read and remains so throughout the ensuing debate cor-
rectly answer the question were you present when the measure
was considered or suppose a hearing on a bill to eliminate veter-
ans benefits is held in a hospital ward of comatose veterans could
they correctly be said to be present for the hearinghearing218218

on the basis of her analysis dyck concludes that if god has a
body that is spatially locatablelocatable somewhere in the universe and if
from that position he knows and is able to influence everything
that is going on then he could properly be said to be omnipresent
if this conclusion is correct then premise 10 is false and the argu-
ment from omnipresence fails

but one may still feel constrained to ask how would it be
causally possible for god to be spatially located in the universe and
yet be aware of and able to influence all that is going on I1 dont
know this I1 take it is a question for the theologian or for future
revelation but perhaps two brief suggestions will shed further
light first dyck points out that modernmodem mathematicians have
shown that three dimensional geometry is not the only possible
geometry indicating that it is merely a limitation of our conceptual
structure that we perceive only three spatial dimensions dyck
thus conjectures that god may occupy or be localized in dimen-
sions outside our ordinary experience from which he may express
his thereness in every part of the universe 219 second a glorified
body may be the source and locus from which emanates the divine
spiritual influence everywhere in the world

the argument from divine indestructibility

anselm suggested a further argument for incorporeality when
he wrote

for whatever is composed of parts is not altogether one but is in
some part plural and diverse from itself and either in fact or in con-
cept is capable of dissolution but these things are alien to thee than
whom nothing better can be conceived of 220

2111my2 my illustrations are similar to and suggested by those of dyck
219dyck219dyck omnipresence and incorporeality 90
220deane220deane basic writings 24
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the following seems to capture this line ofofanselmsanselmsanselmaAnselmseims reasoning

1 god the most worthy object of religious worship

12 the most worthy object of religious worship cannot be
destructible in fact or in concept

13 N if x is corporeal then x is composite

14 Nntfxif x is composite then x is destructible in fact or in concept

15 hence god cannot be corporeal

when we consider premise 12 it seems evident that the most
worthy object of religious worship cannot be destructible in fact
and let us grant arguendoargumendoarguendo that a corporeal being would be of
necessity in some sense be composite what about premise 14

Is it true that whatever is composite is thereby destructible in fact
platos phaedo notes that natural or physical bodies are composite
and are often observed to be destroyed through a process of
decomposition 221 from this observation it is concluded that all

bodies being composite are likewise destructible this conclu-
sion of course does not deductively follow and even if all nat-
ural bodies are liable to decomposition it does not follow that a
divine body is finally even if a divine body were not inherently

indestructible it would not follow that god could not everlastingly
sustain that body in being in sum I1 find no conceptual incoher-
ence either in the notion of christs body being raised incorrupt-
ible or in the notion of an incorruptible body per se

but what about anselmsanselmaAnselms worry that a body even if not
destructible in fact would nonetheless be destructible in concept
are all bodies destructible in concept I1 suppose this depends on
our concept if a body is thought of as merely a composition of lit-

tle bits of matter then it seems as if its being decomposed can be
imagined on the other hand if a body especially a divine body is

thought of in other terms such as a force field the idea of its being
decomposed is not so readily grasped but even if we granted that
the destruction of any body is consistently thinkable what differ-
ence would it make our faith in god and in his promises is ulti-
mately grounded in the integrity of the divine will and character
and not in the mesh of conceptual necessity thus it seems that
divine indestructibility does not require incorporeality

plato phaedo 78b 80c
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the argument from divine self existence

H PR owen provides two additional arguments against divine
corporeality he claims that corporeality is logically incompatible
with both self existence and moral perfection his argument from
divine self existence is very tersely stated

gods incorporeality can also be proved from his self existence
no material entity can be self existent for each is a determination or
mode of being consequently we can always ask of any such entity
what are its causes and conditionsconditions22211222222

his argument seems to be this

1 god the most worthy object of religious worship

16 the most worthy object of religious worship must be self
existent

17 N if x is self existent then x is not a determination or mode
of being

18 if god were or had a material body he would be a determina-
tion or mode of being

19 hence god cannot have or be a material body

premises 17 and 18 seem open to doubt or at least in need
of clarification concerning 17 owen has not explained what he
means by a determination or mode of being but apparently
he means something like a species or category of being but as
contrasted with what totally undifferentiated being if so it
seems that 17 proves too much for personality as well as corpo-
reality appears to be a mode or determination of being by parity
of reasoning then it would follow that a personal being could not
be self existent but I1 see no basis for such a claim owen appar-
ently provides the following argument for premise 17

1 of any determination or mode of being one can always intel-
ligibly ask what are its causes and conditions

2 of a self existent being one can never intelligibly ask what
are its causes and conditions

3 hence a self existent being cannot be a mode or determina-
tion of being

MEH P owen concepts ofdeityof deftydeity london macmillan 1971 18
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premise 2 appears to be analytically true and 53 apparently fol-
lows from 1 and 2 but premise 1 seems questionable what
one can intelligibly ask for example without self contradiction is
a function of the syntax and semantics of ones language for exam-
ple the reason why a person cannot intelligibly ask about the
causes and conditions of a self existent being is that self existent
simply means without cause or condition premise 1 does not
appear to be analytically true if I1 understand determination or
mode of being correctly it does not grammatically imply must
or could have a cause whether some particular mode or determi-
nation of being is caused or uncaused is dependent on the nature
of reality not on the meaning or structure of language thus it
seems this support for premise 17 fails and so the premise
remains inconclusive the argument from self existence thus fails
to prove that god must be incorporeal 223221225

the argument from moral perfection

owens final argument for divine incorporeality is based on
the claim that pure spirit is the most perfect form of being he says

moreover if a dualistic view of mind and matter is correct we can see
not only that gods pure spirituality is possible but also that it is the
most perfect form of being all human behavior approaches perfec-
tion to the extent that it expresses wisdom goodness and love yet
although the body aids these spiritual properties in so far as it offers a
medium for their expression it also inhibits them in many and some
tragically frustrating ways hence only pure spirit can constitute an
absolutely perfect form of personal existence 224

his argument can be summarized as follows

I11 god the most worthy object of religious worship

20 the most worthy object of religious worship must constitute
an absolutely perfect form of personal existence

21 only pure spirit can constitute an absolutely perfect form of
personal existence

223 223certainlycertainly ordinary believers do not believe christs resurrected body to
be self existent since its history began on the first easter morning rather they
affirm that the divine person who rose from the dead on that easter morning is
self existent and antedated both his resurrected and mortal bodies it is perfectly
consistent to think of god as a self existent person with some acquired properties

124121224owen concepts of deity 19
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22 N jfif x is pure spirit then x is incorporeal

23 thus god cannot be corporeal

owen acknowledges that the cogency of this argument
depends on the cartesian view that mind and matter are ontologi-
cally distinct a view he does not attempt to justify but owen
admits that unless it can be validated there is no basis for affirming
pure spirituality in god since the concept could not be given any
referent or reference range it is significant to note that most con-
temporary arguments for divine incorporeality do not consist of
positive arguments for it but rather attempt to salvage the notion
of a totally unembodied deity from charges that incorporeality
is either cognitively meaningless logically incoherent or contra-
indicated by the weight of psychological physiological and other
evidence I1 will not rehearse the arguments and evidence here
suffice it so say that the cartesian anthropology on which this
argument rests does not appear to be rationally compelling

assuming arguendoargumendoarguendo that there could be a totally unembodied
mind why should this be considered the most perfect form of per-
sonal existence owen suggests that human behavior approaches
perfection to the extent that it expresses wisdom goodness and
love and that the body inhibits these spiritual properties in
many and some tragically frustrating ways unfortunately

owen does not explain just how the body acts as or constitutes
such an inhibiting agency personally I1 find the idea hard to grasp
certainly the body is not an independent agency that might over-
ride decisions or choices made by the mind might it then some-
how be the source of all those desires or wants that may incline or
tempt one to choose contrary to that which is wise good or lov-
ing but to asassignsignallallaliail these negatives to the body and nothing but
honorific attributes to the mind seems entirely gratuitous and with-
out ground in reason or experience ironically in orthodox chris-
tian theology the most maliciously evil person satan is also
supposedly an unembodied mind or pure spirit it seems much
more reasonable to predicate all attributes praiseworthy and
blameworthy to the person not to disparate parts of the same

but suppose we grant that a body is a causally necessary con-
dition of ones ability to feel certain desires or inclinations such as
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the desire for food or sexual gratification assuming that such
desires and inclinations are not intrinsically evil would they
nonetheless necessarily inhibit a person from always choosing
rightly I1 dont see why the new testament describes the mortal
jesus as one who was tempted in all points such as we but without
sin it might well be wondered whether one who has fully con-
fronted temptation in all its forms and guises and who has conquered
them all is not more worthy of admiration and worship than one
who has never experienced a conflict it seems then that premise
21 is false and for all the reasons given this argument too fails to
demonstrate that god must be incorporeal

in sum it appears that none of these typical arguments for
divine incorporeality considered here is sufficient to prove it thus
none of them ought be a stumbling block to rational acceptance of
the father or the son as embodied persons

conclusion

joseph smith revealed the doctrine that god is embodied
beginning even before he organized the church in 1830 As evi-
denced in the writings of influential early christian thinkers the
earliest christians widely believed in an embodied god and that
belief persisted into the fourth and fifth centuries but was lost
thereafter the rational arguments of classical christian immaterial
istsests however fail to demonstrate that god must be incorporeal
hence neither historically nor philosophically compelling reasons
exist for christians to doubt the message of modernmodem revelation that
god is embodied

david L paulsen is professor of philosophy at brigham young university
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personal essay

gentle father
george bennion

one of the earliest recollections about my father has to do
with his scent not unpleasant it communicated security and well-
being it was subtle and absolutely person specific my father was
gone a lot and because of that was an overwhelming presence
when at home in my memory he was clearing land with a team of
horses about three or four miles from our house and probably for
some need of my mothers had me in tow I1 have no memory at all

of the main part of the day I1 am sure it was summer because
although it was dark by the time we started home and we were at
about 5800 feet elevation we wore no coats it was chill but not
cold I1 remember he put me on one horse just back of its collar so
that I1 tried without confidence to keep my position by clinging to
the harness he tied the rope of the other horse to the tail of the
first and then swung up behind me one large warm arm across
my front and drew me against his stomach his arm provided all

the stability I1 wanted and I1 let go of the harness but it was his
scent soft and reassuring that made me secure

that scent was fixed in me forever if it came to me now I1

would smile inwardly and look around for him once when I1 was
six or seven we had moved from the country to the city and the
house we were living in was not yet home to me I1 was having an
unpleasant dream my bed was jostled a little and a kind of fear
took me in my dream my father had gotten into bed with me he had
been away from home for some reason and out of any expectation
of mine had returned perhaps one or two of the younger children
had gotten into bed with our mother and he had found my bed the
simplest and quickest way to sleep As he settled into bed and put
his arm around my waist and that known scent penetrated my

BYU studies 35 no 4 1995 96 95
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dream the fear vanished contentment flowed over me and the
unfamiliar place became home

yet I1 did not always feel entirely safe around my father this
was more than just the fact that he was big and I1 was little my ju-
venile occupations gave me ample reason to expect punishment
but the difference in us he a grown man and I1 a child was a factor
to me hishis strength was beyond comprehension once in a while
as we children romped around him and clumsily bumped into his
back or knee we bounced off as though he were a rock or a large
tree trunk he was gentle and tender and welcoming yet still he
had that hardness of body and that towering strength we had
seen him lift the back end of our old ford and hold it up with his
knee while he got blocks under its axle although I1 didnt articu-
late the ideas encountering or thinking of him was accompanied
by a nebulous sense of risk he governed us more by look than by
word he never spoke angrily or shouted at us we knew from his
face when something had gotten out of bounds signs of approval
were equally silent and equally clear its hard to say exactly what
they consisted of these countermeasures to the scowl a soften-
ing in his face a deepening of lines at the corners of his eyes but
we had no uncertainty

in 1933 he started a homestead and in may 1934 took two of
my brothers and me there for the summer two unusual and reveal-
ing incidents occurred we planted a cherry tree a summer apple
currant bushes and a kitchen garden in the little hollow where he
built a one room cabin of lumber carefully salvaged from a garage
dismantled near our home in the city it has taken me fifty years to
quit saving used nails and bent bolts soon after the cabin was fin-
ished and the summer work outlined our father left for an editing
job he had taken in the city the hollow had enough pitch to it that
water ran down the furrows readily making a mess of the cow trail
of a road that ran beneath our garden to protect the road we
shoveled a catch basin between the garden and the road maybe
twentyfivetwenty five feet long ten feet at the widest and waist deep it was
only a small second step whenever there was enough water in the
pond for us to take a dip on one hot gusty july weekend our

father came out to spend a few days we had been working very
hard the catch basin was full when we came in from the fields
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we boys were stripped off in minutes and paddling and splashing in
the cool water I1 suddenly looked up at my father standing twenty
or thirty feet away obviously yearning to get in the water although
I1 was unfamiliar with the term victorianism I1 knew why he didnt
join us and was vaguely saddened by his longing

the other incident occurred just before school summoned us
to town the weather had turned suddenly cold a warning to us and
all animals again our father was there and while the four of us were
standing in the garden a half grown coyote entered at the bottom of
the garden in no time he was eating windfall fruit and then while
we watched he began digging parsnipsparsnips I1 disliked parsnipsparsnips and was
amazed at the coyote our father told of coyotes commonly eating
any such sugar bearing foods in preparation for winter

the homestead was in the midst of sheep winter range and
the sheep were a great trial to us our water came through miles of
small ditches from several mountain springs the ditches hoed out
and maintained endlessly particularly in the fall and spring when
sheep herds were coming out or going back the sheep trompedtramped
our ditches flat almost daily the word sheep became a curse word
now with the young coyote absorbed in his bonanza one of us
was sent quietly up to the cabin for the 22.2222 and our father shot the
pup it dropped like a bag of water no longer held thats all there
was to my view the coyote was innocent and beautiful the sim-
ple equanimity with which my father dispatched it startled and
confused me I1 said so As though he were explaining why loose
teeth must be pulledpuffed he passed it off with a couple of instances of
coyote depredations but then half in humor and half seriously he
said 1I should have left him no telling how many sheep he would
have killed in his lifetime it was a side of my father I1 had not
noticed before

but it was also at the time we started that homestead that I1

discovered one of the choicest manifestations of his gentleness
it was as delightful to work with him as it was to be around him
when work was done from infancy I1 had no great love affair with
hard work but when he was there explaining the purposes and
the skills and especially any principles of physics that were
involved even the tasks at the bottom of my detesting had charm
in the first year of that undertaking we scratched and clawed
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mile on mile of ditch bringing pathetic little streams across hard
packed gravel ridges their rocks cemented together by the gradual
accretion of lime hoe blades wore down handles broke our
hands took on the shape of our tools we never went anywhere
without at least a shovel after the basic job of ditching was fin-
ished we routinely went up each ditch muddying the water to silt
up the little interstices through which our precious water seeped
away and in later summer we were forever scraping out moss and
grass on these tasks I1 loaded more ill will than I1 ever did on the
piano or the violin but my fathers presence and conversation so
beguiled those times that when he came out I1 genuinely hoped for
such tasks my perception of the settlement of the great basin my
leaning toward humanism whatever capacity I1 have for critical
thinking all of this had its beginning in his talk at such times

in my later teens I1 learned to disregard his gentle guidance
it did not always compete well against the flashy and the gaudy
when I1 was nineteen and my father was still at his editing job I1 got
a job at a bank one of the tellers owned a major truck stop at
which he employed his brother as manager this teller fancied
himself not only a model of grace and charm but also of shrewd-
ness and acuity his manner with elder female customers was
something to behold they would wait in line for his window
when some tellers had no line at all suave and dapper he saw him-
self above the rest of us and we ourselves probably believed it a

little bit sometimes of course we joked about him when he was
not present but his beautiful clothes and his polished and confi-
dent ways nevertheless made us easy marks for him

one day he confided to me that he was about to marry and
that a motorcycle he owned would be out of harmony with his
new estate he added confidentially that he would consider selling
it for a good deal under its value if he could find someone who
would care for it well in those days I1 rode the streetcar whenever
my destination was beyond easy walking distance after thinking
over the confidence carefully all of ten minutes I1 told him that if
I1 could reach his price I1 should like to have his bike somehow we
managed to work it out

that evening I1 spoke of the matter to my father expecting
him to share my excitement and to congratulate me on my shrewd
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deal we were standing in the lane that circled our home it was a

warm spring evening just after sunset he stood silent long enough
that I1 thought the temperature had dropped 1I wouldnt bother
with it motorcycles especially on gravel slide too easily from
under their riders and let them go trading flesh for gravel scraping
their way into a ditch or against a tree of course I1 had been imag-
ining myself sailing smartly along beautiful mountain roads or get-
ting to work quickly passing the unpleasant streetcar with neither
regret nor difficulty he turned and we walked without speaking
up the lane toward the house his point was compelling still I1

was nineteen lots of people in those days were saying that was
old enough to vote plus confound it that bike and picture of un-
restrained flight were too much for me

when I1 got to work the next morning I1 was in turmoil and
the teller for some reason said he had decided not to sell me his
bike I1 saw that as a trick to get a better price and made some dark
suggestion to that effect but when the bank closed that afternoon
he took me to his truck stop and showed me the motorcycle it did
not fit my picture of it at all it was old and scuffed up when
I1 looked at him in surprise he merely shrugged and called his
brother we walked around back where there was an old sawhorse
the teller said sit on the end of this so that youre hanging over a

little ed here will throw gravel in your face and ill kick your
butt thatll give you a good idea of what riding a motorcycle is

really like and you will get off without any serious injury
by some chance I1 asked do you know my dad I1 went

home chagrined gentleness cannot always manage foolishness I1

was lucky
another time when I1 disregarded my fathers gentle reproach

I1 was not so lucky this time I1 was not fetched by the flashy but by
something far more grievous my ego was under stress I1 was
much older but apparently not much wiser I1 was homesteadinghomesteading
with my father I1 was aware of his disapproval at once and affected
by it yet I1 bulled stubbornly ahead just as with the motorcycle

we had been homesteadinghomesteading for ten or so years with just
enough financial success to keep us hoping and struggling I1 was
also teaching and had located my family near the university about
a hundred miles from the farm in the summers I1 visited my family
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on weekends and when school was in session I1 visited the farm
once or twice a month my father had brought cattle to the venture
and a few badly needed but worn pieces of equipment lately
things had taken a bad turn it was doubtful that we could get fuel
to run the irrigation pumps I1 had tried to raise operating money
from banks insurance companies and merchants but got nowhere
one saturday in early spring I1 took a load of groceries out to my
father and the hired man we talked about the prospects at some
length my father quietly urged me to be satisfied with a career at
the university he said it looks hopeless to try any longer other
years we would be irrigating by this time

I1 wanted to avoid such negative thoughts success there
meant at least as much to him as to me and though our situation
looked bleak I1 was unwilling to consider giving up dad there are
fuel dealers everywhere they have just as much need to sell as we
have to buy theres got to be a way to work this out on the way
home that night it occurred to me that the fuel dealer himself
might extend credit I1 called on him the next day after school

he was a giant of a fellow about six six and was on a delivery
when I1 got there I1 waited we exchanged greetings and as he
always did he told me how much he loved to go out into the
desert how he admired our pioneering spirit and how he loved
to see someone make the desert blossom as a rose this triteness
was standard a kind of opening exercise not to be hurried when
the ritual was finished he got down to business Is there some-
thing I1 can do for you

1 I need fuel
ive got fuel how much do you want
forty five hundred gallons to start uh im broke jerry I1

cant pay till summer
he put me on hold his I love the desert music started again

while he seemed to be assessing imagining the near future id
love to take my soninlawson in law and my son the only one still in the
roost and get out for some shooting how are the rabbits out your
way why sure brother bennion what are friends for we at
this plant take it as a pleasure to help someone out I1 think I1 can
slip out early next saturday you wouldnt mind if I1 and my boy
walked around on your land would you you know since my
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bypass surgery im supposed to walk five miles every day satur-
day for once ill do my work first and my walking second

I1 had not heard of his heart trouble we worked through the
details of that and I1 started to leave uh brother bennion uh in
order to keep good neighbors good neighbors uh ill have to take
a crop mortgage

thats fine jerry it struck me as a little false for him to have
such difficulty saying it the instrument was crude

4500 gal 2 diesel
to be pd out of first crop hay

neither a due date nor a dollar amount and I1 did not care I1 was
getting fuel

by friday the weather turned bad a persistent rain began to
fall and the temperature to drop I1 called jerry to remind him that
the last seven miles to my place was clay and would be like grease
under the rain the weather worsened it froze every night but
under the bright spring sun the road was slick again by ten every
morning two weeks later I1 took groceries to the farm somehow
the fuel dealer had slipped out his tracks in the clay were elo-
quent warning to any traveler I1 left the pickup where the clay road
began and walked in for a tractor to carry the supplies at supper
my father said youre paying too much for the fuel he got the
invoice and pointed to the price olgg0.1690169 per gallon

thats a clerical error most likely ill bring it to his atten-
tion monday after class for a long time the price had been

0.1350135 1I was a little unsettled but quite sure it was a mistake
thats no error thats our price
my gosh jerry the price has been thirteen and a half for the

last three years you set it yourself dont you think you should
have told me thats a big jump a 25 percent jump

he didnt take that well possibly if I1 had not been under such
stress diplomacy might have emerged his voice gained an
assertive edge brother bennion we have to make a profit in this
business besides he concluded you didnt ask so I1 assumed you
didnt care with that he slowly uncoiled his great length standing
over me a brief moment and then turning his back began filing
papers I1 waited a short while moving from surprise to anger he
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said nothing further and I1 left scalpedscaldedscalped I1 hadnt asked I1 had been
careless and I1 had my reward

the cold rainy weather continued keeping the alfalfa dor-
mant and blessing the weeds conditions were the same all over
the state I1 heard it on the news and saw it in fields everywhere
some farmers cut their hay and just raked it off the fields others
burned their fields I1 left mine hoping to salvage something

eventually summer came and we cut and baled the crop
maybe worth the price of baling wire one sunday in mid june the
fuel dealer called me at my home 1 I know youve baled your hay
and I1 want my money

jerry the crop is worthless it couldnt be called feed by any
stretch youll have to wait till the second crop

theres no waiting bring in a load this week ill have a buyer
I1 tried to make him understand but he was not to be put off

I1 agreed to bring three tons as a sample he gave me the location of
a dairyman who he said would be glad to get it

no dairy cow will touch that trash its good for nothing but
bedding I1 warned but I1 might as well have talked to the wind
saturday came and the dairyman very much against his will gave
me a check for 750075.007500 jerry was there of course and eased the
check from my fingers

the dairyman who like me owed money to the fuel dealer
finally asserted himself that stuff aint feed it would cut milk
production to nuthineuthin in no time he said

jerry knew another dairyman who would take the whole
crop and be glad of it he himself would come out next thurs-
day early with his own flatbed and the dairyman with a one ton
they would continue that arrangement until my bill was paid I1 felt
shame for this second dairyman and no small anger at the fuel
dealer but as he had promised they arrived at my fields about
nine oclock thursday morning with two trucks the fuel dealer
this heart victim understandably did not help load the trucks but
walked alongside making jokes and in general having a great time
I1 was smarting badly though I1 told myself I1 should be glad my
trash was paying the fuel bill the pretense that it was a marketable
product and the fact another struggling farmer was forced to pay
money for it were stingingly humiliating the fuel dealers exercise
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of raw power without human consideration as I1 saw it was espe-
cially galling I1 could think of little else

when the loads were secure and the trucks beyond my gate
I1 headed for the cabin where smoke signaled the noon meal I1 had
gone only a few yards when I1 stopped short making some quick
calculations I1 cried out from excitement and then in a cold tone
jerry you dumb cluck youve played right into my hand I1 hur-

ried to the cabin and as we started the meal told my father and
the hired man just what I1 had in mind I1 was trembling my voice
unsteady my father looked at me as at a stranger he said nothing
the hired man was delighted and congratulatory which alone was
condemnation by supper nothing had changed my father re-
mained silent throughout the meal without finishing my food I1

went out but even the night air did not relieve my distress never-
thelesstheless in spite of the clear warning of my fathers quiet hurt I1

determined to stick with my plan
the weeks went by and then one sunday the fuel dealer

called and said well be out for the last load next thursday ill be
glad to get everything settled and I1 suppose you will too right

jerry I1 said with no great confidence you neednt make
the trip youve already got a little more than you had coming

there was a pause I1 waited
what do you mean the bill was so much the bales weighed

an average of so much right we agreed on that and we hauled
this many bales each load for five loads right and at 250025.002500 a ton
I1 have one more load coming right

not right jerry youre wrong on the price its 513031.303130
no the price is 250025.002500 it has been for two or three years
jerry I1 said struggling to keep my voice steady the price

is 515031.303130 we have to make a profit in this business besides you
didnt ask so I1 assumed you didnt care

the silence was absolute and long I1 feared his heart eventu-
ally he spoke fully composed the trouble with you is you dont
know who your friends are gather up your papers and get down
here ill have your crop mortgage ready and well be done

ill do that and its true that ive had some confusion about
who my friends are but jerry how soon could I1 get another load
of fuel and what would the price be
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that last was quite unnecessary but I1 had got into the spirit
of the thing and couldnt let go when I1 did let go my thoughts as

in the matter of the motorcycle focused on my father the hurt I1

had given him his notion of what it was to be a human was so

clean and so basic that he found it superfluous to speak of it I1 had
walked on that my scheme brought off without a hitch now
unraveled and turned to something nasty in my mouth both in the
motorcycle affair and the fuel deal something unwholesome had
welled up in me and stolen my wits my father was not saddened
because I1 took a different course from his but because my different
course could not bear scrutiny characteristically he said nothing
but I1 knew his mind on it and I1 think he was aware that I1 did

that business with the fuel dealer turned me to wondering
about the difference between my fathers life and my own he had
once mentioned a birthday party his mother gave him when he
was very little there would not have been another family close
enough for any convenience in this matter no one within miles
probably the mothers of the guests made a day of it and planned
quilting or other practicalities while they visited in fact his
account mentioned only two friends at the party a girl and a boy
each from a different family they would have been two hours or
more in a buggy getting there there was no lawn no park no
playground there was the house of course and naturally since
parks and lawns were outside their experience the lack was no
impediment at some point they began a joyous game in the vicin-
ity of the barn my grandfather had cleaned out the part of the barn
where he milked the result was quite a steep mound of blue black
manure firm enough to hold its shape but soft enough to be very
slippery the partying children scrambled and clawed their way to
the top of this delight and then squealing their excitement made
precarious descent in no time the splendor of their party attire
was sullied beyond redemption sounds of merriment carried to
the hills and more importantly to the mothers prompting inves-
tigationti the party was over my grandmother responsible I1 have
been told that she manifested anger that she said some memorable
things I1 suspect however that there was also silence sobering
and sufficiently ambiguous that the little boy examined many pos-
sible consequences both the speech and the silence sufficiently
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impressive to be important in the formation of my fathers gentle
and largely silent correction of his children

all I1 have left of the sudden end of that celebration is that
without taking time to heat the water my grandmother washed my
father vigorously and then for some period of time equipped him
with a dress outgrown by an older sister of course under the cir-
cumstancescumstances he manifested a certain reluctance to see his guests
off it was only because his brothers suggested he might lose even
the dress that he appeared eyes averted for supper if in fact my
grandmothers treatment of him then influenced him toward gen-
tlenesstleness I1 memorialize her now for it

once as we were ditching together he said that when he and
his brothers were just little fellows about the farmyard they had
some amusement at the expense of the roosters that crowed them
out of bed one of these was a small game cock not half the size of
the others though it was their boss a strutting little tyrant that
routinely bloodied their combs

A feature of the yard was a pond where close kept livestock
watered once when the bantamsbattamsbantams tyranny particularly offended
the boys those small gods of the farmyard they caught him and
threw him in the pond he survived the water but not all its
effects he came out bedraggled misbegotten so unrecognizable
and to the other roosters so in need of being pecked that they lit
into him and drove him off I1 suspect that even in his own view he
was now ridiculous and unfit when he rejoined the flock it was at
the bottom of the pecking order naturally a new leader emerged
also encumbered by an inclination to tyranny it was not long until
the boys found it necessary to throw him into the pond also then
followed a succession of henyardhen yard governors who as often as their
governance became unbearable from the boys olympian perspec-
tive were successfully baptized into the brotherhood of the de
thronedthronesthroned gentle compared with what the boys let no blood they
stood for justice I1 would say like the god of the old testament
but were scarcely so dangerous

an incident from his twenties shows a capacity outside my
perception of him way beyond gentle his partner in this affair
was a young man his age from a town some forty miles off it was
he who told the story before the days of taylor grazing he and his
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partner were running a herd of about fourteen hundred head of
cattle on the open range cows were disappearing faster than ani-
mal predation could explain there were consultations the county
sheriff was visited and eventually a man was brought to trial
to the partners outrage he was acquitted fortlackfor lacktlacktiack of evidence
their losses had been significant and now it appeared the trial
would not only fail to stop the thefts but might also encourage
worse in the courtroom the partners held a quick council and
then separated one of them stationed himself menacingly at the
main exit of the courtroom to discourage the defendant from leav-
ing by it and the other got their model T ford to the back where
they expected him momentarily he did come out they quickly
hustled him into their machine and drove to the scene of their
losses in all the drive perhaps two and a half hours no one spoke
they found a tree suitable to their purpose threw a rope over a

branch and fixed a noose around the fellows neck before they
broke silence they drew him up until he was breathing only
poorly by standing on the tips of his toes if we even so much as

see you again in these parts well finish this job they turned him
loose and their losses fell away to normal

I1 know of nothing in my fathers ways jovial or sober that
could be companion to that tale yet his former partner told it like
an old love remembered I1 tried to imagine my father having a
past which with his marriage and our coming he had jetti

soned but the idea was so preposterous that I1 jettisonedjettisoned it he has
been gone now these many years I1 will never know

all these events occurred long after his gentle victorian
nature was established at the most basic and unexamined level of
my assumptions yet thinking about it now I1 do remember some
things that argue for a nature more complex when I1 was about
ten my parents and I1 perhaps others were driving on a straight
stretch of fine graveled road suddenly altogether without pream-
ble mother asked if she might learn to drive a great surprise to
me possibly even more to my father there was a wait before he
responded the implication of course was huge I1 felt it intensely
I1 was amazed at my mother and enormously pleased with her too
but frightened I1 wanted success for her but feared it she was a
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short woman and could scarcely see over the dashboard more
than that something unconscious in me was signaling alarm

being able to drive especially then was more than just liber-
ating and enabling probably at that moment such ideas were
affecting each of my parents in different and powerful ways I1 knew
nothing of womens suffrage movements but even a little day-
dreaming kid cannot be totally unaware of who has privilege and
authority and what the symbols are my father stopped the ma-
chine got out walked around to the passenger side and helped
mother out he did this without uttering a word which in itself
was portentous he delivered a step by step description of the
starting of the engine and of the engaging of the clutch all of
which mother performed nervously but faultlessly however
words like slowly and carefully are far too vague for the one who
must actually let out the clutch pedal that comes only with prac-
tice it is in the class of things that people even of a low order of
intelligence can learn to do well but that few of us do well at first
the feel and the sounds are the real teachers mother let out the
clutch pedal slowly and carefully but even so faster than
the other operating factors could accommodate the car bucked
and stopped bucked and stopped a disorientingorientingdis and confusing
experience to all first timers she had interrupted a perfectly satis-
factory travel down the highway or was it the sociopolitical struc-
ture that she was interrupting and she was in a way asking to be
elevated from an inferior station determined at least partially by
skill at driving this was risk taking at its purest she had a lot to
gain but too much to lose I1 regretted her self imposed vulnerabil-
ity I1 am sure that if they had been home some evening reading
together talking a little of this and that my father would have
agreed and would have brought it off gracefully and been pleased
with her but now with the car bucking and clunking and his
being caught off guard he made unusual noises perhaps muffled
expletives sixty years later I1 remember the sentence that fol-
lowed and the unaccustomed tone carrying it lucile confound
it you might as well hit the transmission with a double jack

the car had brought itself to a complete stop mother opened
the door got out and walked around to the passenger side which
by then my father had vacated she did this without uttering a
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word to the end of her life she never again asked to drive and
never complained about having to take the streetcar gentle
hardly but dramatic moments surprise us into dramatic speech
and acts

even on the rare occasions when my father lectured me
twice on long automobile trips when I1 was ten or twelve just he
and I1 in the car and one other time as we walked in the desert
when I1 was seventeen he never spoke that way to me my older
brother and 1I at seventeen had been putting up hay all summer
our father came once or twice a month we got along well while
he was gone but when he was there we competed for his atten-
tion on this occasion early morning my brother and I1 were get-
ting the horses ready for the hay wagon one of them stepped on
my brothers foot and he was certain I1 had pushed the horse to
produce that result there was a burst of ugliness and I1 left head-
ing west across the desert actually there was nowhere to go and
by the time I1 thought about that and began to wonder how to go
back to the cabin without looking a fool my father following my
tracks found me seated on a rock lost between self justification
and shame not in the least mindful of what fears I1 may have
imposed on my brother nor of the position I1 may have put him in
with our father

each of those lectures was about fundamental family and
human values quietly and courteously delivered but in such a way
that I1 had no doubt that I1 was being taught and what had occa-
sioned each

when my father and I1 began homesteadinghome steading together he was
already sixty afflicted with some pretty consistent discomfort from
old injuries and some new problems that would afflict him to the
end I1 have since felt sure that they were major causes of what I1

saw as a loosening of self control his reserve was visibly eroding
we had drilled a well four hundred fifty feet deep and had

installed on it a turbine pump capable of a flow of about three and
a half second feet of water the engine was a new caterpillar one
hundred horsepower to be cooled by water in a tank above the
front of the engine two inch pipes that ran the water from the pump
to the tank then to the engine and then back to the pump com-
pleted the system it was great to have cold water from the well
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cool the engine but there was this drawback the engine had to
have water before the pump could be started yet the engine had
to be running to get water from the well As a reservoir we tem-
porarilyporarily used a fifty five gallon drum previously used for mixing
pesticides this was the day of DDT and chlordane

my older brother had come and we were going to start up
the pump and show him the wonder of the water he had driven
forty five hot dusty miles ignorant of the history of the drum he
got a drink from it just as he finished his drink our father turned
and realizing what had occurred sure that he had lost a son
offered a great sizzling oath equal to his fear of the moment and to
all the pain and frustration besides

so my father articulate and instant knew all the words
still for me adamantly now because of his aging my father

was gentle he must have known all the words all the time may
have had a past but he governed himself I1 had never before
heard him unload like that had never seen him violent had never
witnessed the occasional anger so common in other men I1 had
never seen him beat or otherwise abuse any animal yet he was
intense and there were moments and situations

one of them came still later in his life he didnt walk well
anymore and his frame had become quite stooped when we took
beeves to auction he never got in on the drivers side as he always
had before and often when our animals were sold and we drove
around to get provisions he sat in the truck and waited

one time when we had run a few head through the auction
he just went directly to the truck while I1 collected the proceeds of
the sale then as I1 was crossing the parking lot someone behind
me called out mr bennion mr bennion when I1 turned to see
what was wanted the speaker said as though I1 were something he
wanted to avoid stepping in not you your father mr bennion
mr bennion do you remember me im corbin huffaker

I1 knew the speaker not well but enough he had inherited
substantially when his folks died and in addition to his being man-
ager of a farm supplies business he made well secured loans at
usurious rates he had laughed a good many neighbors out of his
home when in almost anyone else their need would have inspired
sympathy if not help in these and other ways he had managed an
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unsavory reputation around town in both lending and collecting
he had shown himself a coward when pressed and a bully when
permitted everyone called him dog

my father appeared not to have heard mr bennion I1 was
at your cabin on indian mountain one fall in 44 it was roundup
do you remember

no response in spite of the fact he had brushed me aside
seeing mr huffaker trying so hard to be acknowledged embar-
rassed me

without looking at him my father said no I1 cant say that I1

do what did you say your name was
corbin corbin huffaker dont you remember that night

in your cabin there was jake winters and ev rydalch from over in
erickson pass

anyone else
no nobody some kids four or five hanging around for the

roundup from down around here
even if relations were congenial calling kids nobody would

have made him detestable to my father
ev I1 know and jake winters and I1 remember that bunch of

young fellers good hands all of em but I1 dont recall anyone by
the name of corbin my father was manipulating deliberately not
looking at the man I1 was at the point of saying something to ease
the situation because this man often so wretched to others was
now so pathetic but before I1 did he spoke again his need awful
and urgent that night you told stories about stansbury and fre-
mont when they were mapping and exploring around western
utah we had venison one of them kids got a deer im sure you
can remember that night

im remembering some but I1 have no recollection of any-
body named corbin huffaker huffaker I1 know corbin corbin
I1 connect that name to nobody my father had returned the ugly
word huffaker had put on the boys mr huffaker moved off a bit
and shuffled his feet his whole demeanor a kind of begging
corbin is a name I1 dont know my father continued would

there have been some other name you went by now my father
looked directly at huffaker at first he seemed so preoccupied his
mounting intensity escaped me but now there was in his face
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judgment and contempt something that took me back to child-
hood and the old disapproving looks aimed at my misbehaviors
except that where that had been parental and guiding this was
final and damning

I1 was pained perhaps more than mr huffaker and amazed
also although I1 had no respect for mr huffaker I1 was affected by
his agony and wanted to be away from there he squirmed cast his
eyes down at his feet and abjectly said they call me dog

my father faced back to the dashboard yes he said now
I1 know you

mr huffaker was standing clear of the truck I1 hit the starter
button shoved the transmission into low and made for the parking
lot exit after a time I1 sneaked a look at my gentle father mar-
veling both at what he had just done and also at the consummate
skill with which he had done it before we quite reached the
homestead it occurred to me that what he had just done to dog
huffaker bore a remarkable similarity to what I1 had done a year or
two earlier to jerry the fuel dealer in a rush of shame I1 recog-
nized the idea as an attempt to justify myself that night in my
sleep an image formed in my mind of a small boy god throwing a
banty rooster into a pond

george bennion is professor emeritus of english brigham young university
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467ye shall see the heavens open
portrayal of the djdivinebvmtvme and the
angelic in latter day saint art

an art bistorianhistorian offers a tour of several LDS images of the
divine and the angelic that stand in sharp contrast to much of

rhethethepreviousfifteenprevious fifteen hundredyearsbundredhundred leafsyearsreafs of western religious art

richard G oman

most art expresses religious themes one need only look at
african masks hopi kachinas the sistine chapel frescos paintings
in the tombs of egypt sculpture from the parthenon of athens the
windows of the cathedral of chartres and virtually all of the sculp-
ture of india to see the reality of this claim A peoples art traditions
tell us much about their religious faith and something of the gods
they worship and their relationship with those gods their visions
and epiphaniesepiphanios the selection of iconography used in artistic ren-
ditions of epiphaniesepiphanios can tell us a great deal about the core beliefs
of a people

the latter day saint faith is based on revelation especially on
contacts between heavenly beings and early LDS leaders these
epiphaniesepiphanios or visions were concentrated in the life ofofmormonismsmormonismsMormonisms
first modernmodem prophet joseph smith jr 1805 1844 between his
fourteenth and thirty first birthdays during these years joseph
received visitations from god the father and his son jesus christ
an ancient american prophet named moroni john the baptist
three of christs early apostles peter james and john as wellwenweliweil as
several other heavenly beings including those who appeared to
him in the kirtland temple see plate 1 see also p 29 because of
the significance of these visions to the mormon faith they are
reflected in latter day saint art this article looks at some of the art
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fig 2 inception of Morvonmormonismism joseph smiths first vision etching in
TTBHB H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints A full and complete
history of the mormonscormons new york D appleton 1873 courtesy rare
books and manuscripts brigham young university this is probably the
first depiction of the first vision
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that depicts the heavenly beings seen in these visions particularly
god the father his son jesus christ and the angel moroni

the first vision

the major theophany of the LDSIDS tradition is the appearance of
god the father and his son jesus christ to the fourteen year old
joseph smith in the spring of 1820 the vision occurred in a grove of
trees probably the family woodlot on the smith family farm near
palmyra new york this seminal experience shaped the mormon
understanding of the nature of the godhead the first vision as it is
called also set in motion a series of epiphanic events that led to the
translation of the book of mormon the restoration of the aaronic
and melchizedek priesthoodsPriesthoods and the organization of the church
ofjesus christ of latter day saints

over time the first vision has become a favorite theme in
mormon art it has not been treated as a dream or a metaphor
instead the vision has been depicted as a real event with specific
participants location and time joseph smith is shown as a boy
god the father and jesus christ are shown as physically embodied
beings standing in the air usually surrounded with light

one of the first published visual representations of joseph
smiths first vision was not produced by a mormon it is a small
print published in TTBHB H stenhousesStenhouses rather uncomplimentary
18751873 history of the mormonscormonsMormons the print titled inception of mor-
monism joseph smiths first vision see fig 2 21 is one of several
depicting josephs visions 3 their inclusion indicates the authors
understanding of the importance of these epiphaniesepiphanios to the faith
to which he had previously adhered 4 although the prints them-
selves are aesthetically and technically very modest works

the first known painting of josephs first vision is by the
danish immigrant artist carl christian anton christensen 1831

1912 5 in 1878 he began work on his mormon panorama 6 which
depicted mormon history from 1820 to 1847 each of the twenty
three paintings in the panorama was over six feet high and almost
ten feet wide they were stitched together and rolled like a scroll
christensen displayed the paintings around the mormon west
and accompanied the display with a lecture on church history
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the first painting in the series now lost was the first vision
depicting the father and the son appearing to the young joseph
smith george manwaring 1854 1889 a poet who wrote early
LDS hymn lyrics was so taken by the painting that after seeing
it he wrote the lyrics for the famous LDS hymn joseph smiths
first prayer 177

one of the most significant early depictions of the first vision
is a magnificent tiffany art glass window in the salt lake temple
see fig 1 because the tiffany studio artists were not latter day

saints joseph don carlos young the architect for the salt lake
temple 8 wrote them a letter carefully spelling out the iconograph-
ical elements for the commissioned window this is perhaps the
earliest authoritative instruction to artists on how this most signifi-
cant of all mormon epiphaniesepiphanios should be depicted because of its
specificity and rarity it is published here in fullfuli

salt lake city utah
sept 20th 1892

tiffany and co
art glass manufacturers

gentlemen
when your mr coulson was here a few months

ago the committee appointed to determine the character and extent
of ornamental and artistic work to be done in the temple had not
arrived at any decision as to whether art glass would be employed or
not since that time the matter has been reconsidered it is now
descided to have some of your work to adorne the interior of this
magesticmatesticmagestic edifice and a subject has been selected for your artist to
sketch out and submit for approval the subject is the first vision of
the prophet joseph smith this vision was recievedrelievedrecieved early in the
spring of 1820 in manchester wayne co new york when he was in
the 15th year of his age the scene which this remarkable vision
opened before the youthful seeker after god I1 will proceed to
describe as graphically as I1 can and to do this it will be necessary
to narrate briefly the more salient points leading to the divine mani-
festationfe which he on this ever memorable occasion recievedrelievedrecieved

it was on the morning of a beautiful clear day that this young man
retired to the woods near his fathers house to a spot of ground
which he had previously selected to offer up in fervent prayer his
desires that god would make known to him which of the many
christian churches was the right so that he might become a member
of that church As the distractions and confusion arising out of a
revival held in the neighborhood had very much disturbed and
unsettled his mind upon reaching the place he had chosen he
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looked around and saw that he was alone he knelt down and com-
menced to call upon god in great earnestness to grant him the
knowledge he needed believing fully that it would be given to him
he had but just commenced when he was seized by a power that
brought with it the moste dreadful apprehension of sudden destruc-
tion he struggled to appeal for deliverance and when he felt that
he was about to be engulfed in darkness and dispairdispaindispair a sudden
change was wrought within him and an indescribable calm swept
over his whole being simultaneously with this change of feeling he
opened his eyes and saw a pillar of lightfight exceeding the brightness of
the sun descending immediately over his head this pillar of light
descended so low that he became enveloped by it and in this pillar
of light he saw two heavenly personages whose brightness and glory
defy all description standing standing sic above him in the air in
such close proximity as to hear one of them speak to him calling
him by name and pointing with his finger to the other personage
saying this is my beloved son hear him one of the personages
unfolded in this vision the benighted condition of the whole christ-
ian world and imparted to joseph such information as to fully answer
all his enquiries of the lord in prayer

with this brief recital of the circumstances that brought about
this marvelous event it will now be propper to group together some
of these circumstances and some particulars relating to the youthful
prophet and the heavenly beings who visited him as elements of
which to make the picture

the scene is in a wood the foliage of which would indicate the
time of early spring of the year 1820 the first object to distinguish is
a boy in the 15th year of his age clad in the ordinary garb of a
fanfarmersfannersbannersners son kneeling in the attitude of prayer similar to young
samuel of old his position in the picture should be such as would
express earnestness and deep humility the facial expression should
also be modestly turned upward not a daring but in an imploring
manner to produce this effect the head and face should also pose
at such an agle to the observer that these expressions can be seen
the features of his face may be conceived approximately correct
from a study of accompanying likiness which was taken in later
years the color of his hair was brown he had a full blue eyes and at
that period 15 years old of his life he would be light complexioned
his general appearance would suggest that he was a healthy boy of
good habits and of a thoughtful turn of mine destined for future
greatness in the world

the next part of the heavenly vision to be described are the two
personages which will form the crowning work of the artists in this
inspiring and heavenly scene As previously stated there were
two personages who descended in the pillar of light the brilliancy
of which exceeded the brightness of the sun and the halo of glory
which immediately surrounded them defy all description they stood
above him some distance in the air but in such close proximity that
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every feature of their countenancescountenancer were seen they were clothed in
robes of exquisite whiteness reaching to the ankles and the armsanusanns
were covered nearly to the lower parts of the wrists the feet were
also covered with a sort of shoe apparantlyapparently of the same kind of mate-
rial as the garments 9 the hair was of snowy whiteness and worne
more after the early oriental style it is not said that the heads were
covered therefore they will appear uncovered the faces of both
these celestial beings were adorned with full grown beards also of
pure white color one very remarkable circumstance connected with
these two personages was that they were the exact likeness of each
other and the express image of one another so much in that they
could not be distinguished the one from the other excepting in one
perticularparticularperticular only and that was this the countenance of the one indi-
cated that he was older than the other as the countenance of a father
is distinguished from that of a son and this impression was confirmed
when the older pointed with his finger to the other saying this is
my beloved son hear him these personages stood beside each other
facing the supplicant the son being on the right hand of the father
but elevated above him joseph with their heads bowed sufficiently
forward to enable the boy to behold their countenancescountenancer in full and
both were without wings 10

it is desirable as far as possible to human skill and the inspiration
of art to do it that the bearing and characteristics of these two per-
sonages be so pronounced as to awaken reverence in the minds of
observers such as we could conceive it to be propper to sence of the
presence of omnipotence concealed by the radiance of infinite con-
descension and love of course it is understood that such perfection
of design and execution is expected only within the limits of artistic
knowledge and mechanical possibilities you will fill out the picture
with so much foliage as will become the space allowed you bearing
in mind that it is to be the foliage of early spring in the state of new
york upwards of 70 years ago I1 enclose you a tracing of a sketch of
the opening where this picture is to go I1 trust that I1 have clothed the
conceptions of this heavenly vision in such language as will enable
your artists to grasp the scope of the subject if you discover any
defects in the description here given you will kindly make such cor-
rectionsrections as are necessary to make the picture in glass as perfect a
piece of work as can be done we will be pleased to get a sketch of
this design at your earliest convenience with this sketch please send
an approximate cost of such a piece of work

also please return the sketches you have as there are other parties
who wish to see them as they intend donating some of this kind of
work to embellish our temple

respectfully
jos D C young architect
per G G bywater

suptbupt machinery
temple block
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this letter is very precise about contextual and narrative de-
tails young mentions the age of the forest the season and the state
in which the vision occurred he carefully describes the faces
beards hair color and costume of the deities he specifies joseph
smiths age and the type of clothing he might have been wearing
young clearly describes the sequence of events and the physical
position of each of the figures in the narrative

tiffanystiffanyyTiffanys completed window was placed in the most sacred
part of the salt lake temple the windows placement expresses
the centrality of joseph smiths youthful theophany to the founda-
tional history and faith of the latter day saints

depicting glory and immanence

some artistic renditions of these early sacred visions of the
latter day saints have been more successful than others the artis-
tic challenge revolves around visually expressing the sublime exal-
tation as well as the close presence of deity because written
descriptions of the visions and of their significance in the develop-
ment of LDS doctrine preceded any visual representations by many
years many of the details of the visual expression are predeter-
mined 12 A tight narrative has a tendency to produce a tight natu-
ralisticralistic image little artistic license exists to generate further
symbolism that communicates the power of the almighty art
styles come and go see ppap 40 54 and 80 but youngs letter
makes it comprehensible why LDS art dealing with sacred epiphaniesepiphanios
remains mostly narrative the context of these LDS epiphaniesepiphanios is
historical narrative art is the traditional vehicle of history that
is not to say that simplification of style and visual elements is not
possible most LDS folk art of this subject does just that but it does
mean that all the key elements must be depicted A good example
of this constraint is the first vision batik by pranoto reproduced
on the back cover the artist has depicted the father the son and
young joseph but the sacred grove has been reduced to one
flamelike bit of foliage which is there because the setting for the
vision was a grove of trees

in LDS theology light is the most consistent symbol of the glory
of god see fig 3 nowhere is this symbolism better articulated



fig 3 the first vision by paul forster 192541925 acrylic on panel 1412W
x 14121114 yay2 1980 courtesy museum of church history and art

this is the only painting of the first vision that I1 am aware of that
depicts the departure of the evil spirit upon the arrival of the father and
the son the faces of god the father and christ are heavily stylized the
artist uses light and dark to communicate good and evil he contrasts
the brightness of the defined physical forms of the father and the son
with the ambiguity and darkness of the cloud like form representing the
evil spirit this contrast emphasizes the LDS theological idea that corpo-
reality is ultimately positive
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than in section 88 of the doctrine and covenants the omnipres-
ence and revelatory aspect of christ are expressed as light that
he might be in all and through all things the light of truth which
truth shinethinethchinethsh this is the light of christ dacdagd&c 886 7 light
expresses power life and sacred law all these things emanate
from god through the medium of lightfighthight

which lightfight proceedethproceedeth forth from the presence of god to fill the
immensity of space the light which is in all things which giveth
life to all things which is the law by which all things are governed
even the power of god who sitteth upon his throne who is in the
bosom of eternity who is in the midst of all things dacd&c 8812 13

the first thing that joseph smith described about the appear-
ance of the father and the son was the quality of the light that
surrounds them light has been a consistent aspect in the de-
scriptionsscript ions of all early mormon visions because creating and com-
municatingmunicating with light is the essence of stained glass among the
most successful depictions of the first vision in my opinion are
those done in this medium it is illuminating literally that the first
major art commission of the first vision by the church was the
tiffany stained glass window the first vision windows in the chap-
els of the salt lake seventeenth ward the salt lake second ward
see front cover and the brigham city third ward see plate 2

continue this tradition see also p 6 stained glass windows depict-
ing the first vision seem to me a perfect wedding of sacred history
theology and artistic medium there is a gentle poetic consis-
tency in using real light filtered through the medium of colored
glass to try to communicate the glorious and loving radiance of deity

communicating the majesty of god through art has some-
times also been achieved with sculpture one of the more suc-
cessful examples used by the church is a replica of the christus
see fig 4 a sculpture by the great neoclassical danish sculptor

bertel thorvaldsen 1768 1844 who was not LDS 13 the Cbchristusristus
is not a sentimental christ this is the commanding triumphal
christ of the resurrection the muscular outstretched arms and
the strong masculinity of the figure give the sculpture power the
neoclassical style slightly simplifies the form in an effort to make
the image timeless and heroic this piece speaks of christs power
and majesty
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fig 4 chastuschnstuscbilstus by bertel thorvaldsen 1768 1844 carrara marble
UPlii111iiililill high ca 1965 replica of 1821 original 3.36336336 m located in the
north visitors center temple square salt lake city the placement
and size of this statue lead the viewer to contemplate christs role in the
world and the universe this experiential context plus the muscular
masculinity of the figure impart a timeless heroic power to the figure

the church has placed copies of this marble statue in many
of its visitors centers to communicate the centrality of latter day
saint belief in christ some of the placements of the sculpture work
better than do others by far the most successful placement is in the
rotunda of the north visitors center on temple square in salt lake
city this christus powerfully communicates the exalted nature of
the savior for a number of reasons the eleven foot sculpture set
on a massive base at the top of a circular ramp and weighing several
tons is genuinely imposing the medium is white carrara marble
this lends a sense of quality and classical permanence to the image
that substitute materials cannot match the setting of the figure is
crucial the statue has been placed in a large round room capped
with a dome the curved wall behind the figure and the dome
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above are painted with the cosmos 14 the height of the sculpture
on its base forces the viewer to look upward it is impossible to
look up at the sculpture without also seeing the painting of the
heavens one wall of the room is glass looking out onto the mani-
cured grounds of temple square the painting and the outside view
link the image of christ with the world and the universe

another challenge facing an artist in creating a work of art
depicting deity is communicating immanence depicting the near-
ness and presence of god the father or jesus christ is always very
difficult each person has had different experiences with god and
christ and has different visions of them not only as omnipotent
creator of the universe but also as loving father and as personal
savior we somehow expect each work of art to express allanaliail our per-
sonal experiences and expectations at once ultimately the tran-
scendencescendence belongs to god but the immanence comes from our
own experience

rembrandtsRembrandts depictions of christ are for me some of the
most successful at communicating immanence he did this by
means of light he put the face of christ especially the eyes and
corners of the mouth in shadow since these are the most illumi-
nating features in a portrait obscuring them causes the viewer to
fill the features in subconsciously expressing his or her personal
feelings about the lord this is one reason why rembrandtsRembrandts por-
traits of christ seem so psychologically and spiritually penetrat-
ing he allows the viewer to be part of the creation to see his or
her own relationship with the savior

many LDS paintings depict the savior A painting familiar to
many latter day saints is the lord jesus christ by del parson
b 1948 prints of this painting are regularly seen in church

offices and in mormon homes the painting is a very straight illus-
tration that attempts to tread a middle ground between exalted
glory and immanence the image of christ is parallel to the picture
plane he is definitely masculine both these elements give some
visual strength the closeupclose up image of christ he is depicted from
the chest up creates some physical intimacy but the tight han-
dling of the face leaves little latitude for personal involvement by
the viewer in the creation of the painting parsons painting illus-
trates some of the artistic challenges in attempting to create tight
portrait type images of the lord
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fig 5 in thy7tbtby holy habitation did my
spirit once reside in my first primeval
childhood was I1 nurturedinurtured near thy
side by john hafen 1856 1910 oil
on paper site size 19 VsIs x 10 A34 1909
courtesy museum of art brigham
young university hafen symbolically
represents the nearness and love of
god by depicting a grandfather look-
ing down at his little granddaughter
and holding her hand

A work of art by latter day saint
artist john hafen 1856 1910 ex-
presses a spiritual immanence that
strikes me as very compelling it has
seldom been seen publicly and I1

5.5 doubt that many latter day saints
know of its existence it is part of a

series of paintings hafen created to illustrate what is perhaps mor
monimomsmsmonismssms best loved theological hymn 0 my father 15 this paint-
ing see fig 5 depicts our father in heaven as a kind and loving
father dressed in a black edwardian suit and lovingly leading a
child this is not a painting about physical appearances no mor-
mon that I1 have ever talked to believes that god walks around
heaven wearing a black suit rather this is a symbolic painting
about how a real relationship with our loving father feels the
work by hafen expresses the warmth comfort protection and
intimacy that comes from narrowing the distance between man
and god

more recently artists schooled in non european traditions
have also created a collection ofofldsoflasLDS epiphanic art some of which
springs from traditional folk art see plate 53 and back cover using
traditional folk mediums techniques and styles artists have main-
tained the integrity of the narrative of the vision but have some-
times modified landscape and costume to express their own native
traditions narrowing the distance between the historical experi-
ence and their own lives and culture 1 ne 192319 25
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angelic visits and the depiction of angels

the second painting in CCCAC A christensensChristensens mormon pano-
rama see plate 4 depicts the young joseph smith receiving from
the angel moroni the gold plates from which he later translated the
book of mormon this vision occurred in 1827 and was one of
a number of visitations by moroni to the young prophet while
christensensChristensens artistic depiction of the angel moroni is rather primi-
tive it radiates mature masculine power moroni is shown as a
grandfatherly figure with white hair and a full white beard not as
an angelic child 16 sanctification is communicated by brilliant un
stylized light radiating from moroni who is standing in the air this
approach in depicting the appearance of moroni to joseph became
the norm for portraying angels in mormon art

christensensChristensens painting is a major departure from the conven-
tions governing the depiction of angels in european art over the
centuries the european tradition had developed some fairly con-
sistent iconography for angels they usually had wings they al-
most always had halos they sometimes wore white robes but
they were invariably young and rather androgynous this angelic
androgyny is quite consistent I1 am unaware of any christian visual
images of angels with beards outside of the latter day saint art tra-
dition neither do mature male and female faces and bodies seem
to be part of angelic iconography in the european art tradition

the tradition of angelic androgyny in european art becomes
apparent in depictions of gabriels appearance to mary at the an-
nunciationnunciation gabriel is clearly identified as an adult male in the
scriptures 17 yet the depictions of gabriel in european art are not
very masculine see fig 6 and 7 the gabriel figures are very slen-
der without broad shoulders or beards if the artists intention is to
depict a male figure its age appears to be about fourteen or fifteen
if the figure is a female it is prepubescent the hair styles of these
european angels tend to be more feminine the faces appear femi-
nine an androgynous image for the man gabriel dan 921
seems rather consistent in the european tradition of depicting
angels 18 obviously the separation of the spiritual from the physi-
cal had consequences for the perception of gender the physical
came to be seen as unworthy and fallen despite the centrality of



fig 6 the7 be annunciation by simone martini active from 1315 1344
panel 10xlox10 x 89 1333 uffizi gallery florence italy courtesy alinariart
resource NY

the angel gabriel holds an olive branch the symbol of peace lil
lies symbolize marys purity the beardless angel has long curly hair
and a feminine face in contrast to other paintings by this artist for
example the way to calvary c 1340 where men are depicted with
beards and short hair this late medieval italian work was originally cre
atedabed as an altarpiece for the sienna cathedral it is one of the finest
examples of fourteenth century italian art



fig 7 the annunciation jan van eyck active from
1422 1441 panel transferred to oil on canvas 3636121vi x
14716 143436 andrew W mellon collection oboardboardobbard
of trustees national gallery of art washington DC

the young angel is dressed in robes advertising
the cloth weavers of flanders the immanence of the
event for the original viewers is enhanced by setting
the scene in the local cathedral the femininity of the
angel is in marked contrast to some of the male figures
on the ghent altarpiece done by jan and his brother
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the physical resurrection of christ to christian faith this theologi-
cal shift yields depictions in european art of the angel gabriel that
are quite different from the gabriel described in holy writ 19

the LDS depiction of gabriel is quite different from the euro-
pean tradition see plate 5 the mormon gabriel follows the bib-
lical description quite literally dan 921 he is a male angel his
masculinity and maturity are communicated with the white hair
and beard A monumental painting of the annunciation hangs in
the north visitors center on temple square in salt lake city
while not painted by a latter day saint artist it was directly com-
missioned and approved by church leaders gabriel is a broad
shouldered wingless bearded angel in a glowing white robe this
painting of an angel is clearly within the LDS painting tradition
begun by CCCAC A christensen almost a hundred years before

in LDS art angels look very corporeal they appear to have
real bodies they do not have wings they often glow with light
a frequent and literal expression of the heavenly presence this
light has not been symbolically reduced to a halo resembling a
small round metallic hoop

portrayed epiphaniesepiphanios are geographically anchored in specific
locations for example in christensensChristensens painting of moroni deliv-
ering the gold plates to joseph smith it is clear that this event took
place on a hill the hill is almost reduced to a visual symbol in its
simplicity specific location is important because moroni had placed
the gold plates in a box which he had buried in the hill cumorah
since the narrative of the event had a specific geographical con-
text christensen felt obliged to depict it where mattered as

well as who and what because this was a historical event not
a dream a metaphor or a feeling

most LDS art about angels focuses on the angelic visitations
of the early years of this dispensation these visits include those of
moroni see plates 6 and 7 who revealed the record of the book
of mormon and john the baptist who appeared as a resurrected
being to restore the aaronic priesthood likewise peter james and
john returned to restore the melchizedek priesthood see plates 8

and 9 see also ppap 162 169 174 and 187 moses elias and elijah
appeared as angels to bring back respectively the keys of the gath-
ering of israel the dispensation of the gospel of abraham and the



plate 1 christs appearance in the kirtland temple by reid parkinson
1914 oil on canvas 45415 x 31031011 1990 reproduced with permission of

the artist
during the dedication of the kirtland temple the savior appeared

standing on the breastwork of the pulpits joseph smith and oliver cow-
dery witnessed this theophany joseph described the location of the lord
thus we saw the lord standing upon the breastwork of the pulpit
before us and under his feet was a paved work of pure gold in color
like amber dacd&c 110.21102



plate 2 the7 be finstfirstfostfoyt vision by henry F kimball J fred brown and bennett paint
and glass company leaded stained glass approximately 12112 x 8 ca 1911
located in the brigham city third ward chapel 200 north 210 west
brigham city utah photograph courtesy museum of church history and art

billowing clouds enhance the sense of light in this window the
scene is almost entirely hand painted and fired rather than being fashioned
of individual pieces of colored glass



plate 3 the7 be first vision bybyjombyjoejoni susanto 1961 batik 281228 vz x 36 1990
courtesy museum of church history and art

the artist like more than half of all latter day saints lives outside the
united states of america A branch president in yogyakarta java indonesia
susanto learned the art of batik from his father inin law hadi pranoto
indonesian art embellishes that which is most important in a work of art
that is why the figures in the scene have such elaborate surface patterns
also like most non western artists from around the world susanto stresses
continuity and community roots thus this piece is similar to a painting of
the same subject by ted henningerHennmger



plate 4 tbehillcumorabbycibeide7 be hill cumorahcumorabCumofabrab by C C A christensen 1831 1912 tempera
on canvas 6606 x 99 1878 0 courtesy museum of art brigham young
university diminution of the figures increases the settings dramatic
impact the steep wooded slope makes this epiphany location specific

plate 5 the annunciation by john scott oil on canvas 771 x 11111iliiii
1975 located in the north visitors center temple square salt lake
city utah note that gabriel and mary are both mature adults



plate 6 joseph smith receives the golden plates by maximo rezler date
unknown marquetry 24 x 213421 34 1973 gift of the artist to president
harold B lee courtesy museum of church history and art

the artist is from curitibaCuritiba brazil his family originally emigrated
from europe where marquetry reached its highest levels of develop
ment in the eighteenth century marquetry is a technique that employs
veneersventers of various woods to make patterns and pictures the artist used
ten different unstained brazilian woods primarily from the state of
paranaparand to create this work of art reflecting his faith culture and nation



plate 7 detail from angel moroni delivers the gold plates to tojosepbjoseph smitasmithsmitb
on hill cumorahdumoCumorab by lewis ramsey 1875 1941 oil 65 x 41 1923
courtesy museum of church history and art

joseph described moroni as wearing a brilliant white robe and
being surrounded by a brightness like the noonday sun impressionism
the essence of which is to capture the effects of light allowed ramsey to
give the light surrounding and emanating from moroni artistic form
by depicting moroni and joseph inin the darkened woodland of the hill
cumorah ramsey was able to show a brilliant light about the angel
without overpowering the quiet contemplative nature of the scene



plate 8 the moment after by trevor southey 1940 bronze 263426 vav4 x
273 x 273827 Ys 1980 courtesy museum of church history and art

the artist has depicted the resurrected apostles peter james and
john the moment after they have ordained joseph smith to the mel
chizedekchizedek priesthood peter and james stand above the prophet their
hands still outstretched from the ordination john reaches down to
touch joseph assuringly and their gazes meet oliver kneels awaiting
his turn to be ordained the style the composition and Sousoutheytheyss ex-
pression of the immanence of the epiphany make this one of the great
works of latter day saint sculpture it was commissioned by the mu-
seum of church history and art



plate 9 restoration of the melchizedekmelcbizedek priesthood made on the island of
carticardcarn tupilicupili san biasblas islands panama mola 16 x 13 1983 courtesy
museum of church history and art

even though the cuna indians from the san biasblas islands of panama
may seem far removed from salt lake city the composition of this mola
is similar to that of the other images of the restoration of the melchizedek
priesthood featured in this issue folk artists are very conservative they
tend to repeat forms and images from within their culture thus this mola
shows the identification of the artist with the church molas are textile
panels that use reverse applique the panels are made by cuna women
to decorate the fronts and backs of their blouses
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sealing powers to unite the human family these angels returned to
earth as heavenly messengers to restore specific religious knowl-
edge and divine authority to act in the name of god 20

each of the angels in these epiphaniesepiphanios had previously lived
rich full lives as mortal men on earth they returned to the earth
as resurrected or translated beings to pass on specific religious
authority that they held as the result of their earlier earthly com-
missions from the lord they had received their keys and authori-
ties when they were adults hence these angelic visitors have
always been portrayed as adult males that is not to say that there
are no female angels it is to say that the central visions in early
mormon history have involved only male angels and as a result
male angels have dominated angelic depictions in LDS art the
most obvious way to depict mature maleness is with a fullfallfuli beard
this iconographical symbol springs easily from the historical expe-
rience

there are some exceptions to the LDS depiction of a strong
masculine moroni A stained glass window in the salt lake temple
depicts a beardless long haired moroni dressed in robes resem-
bling those in paintings of angels during the european baroque
period this window was also done by tiffany and company in
new york city I1 have never found any specific instructions from
the church architect to tiffany and company like youngs letter of
instructions for the first vision this might explain some of the
windows lack of continuity with the LDS art tradition another
departure is a painting by minerva teichert see fig 8 teichertsreichertsTeicherts
angel looks as if it were modeled after tiffanystiffanyyTiffanys angel at least one
other painting moroni appearing to joseph smith in his bed-
room by tom lovell commissioned by the church but not done
by an LDS painter also depicts moroni as beardless but he is
clearly a masculine figure

another iconographical element is costume the visions have
occurred to specific people at specific times since the earthly par-
ticipants wore costumes appropriate to their age location and
historical period angels dressed in white robes were easily distin-
guishableguishable nineteenth century formal and work clothing did not
look like the loose fitting white robes of the angels because the
epiphaniesepiphanios were almost always depicted in a narrative context



fig 8 moroni delivers the gold plates to joseph smitasmithsmitb by minerva
teichert 1889 1976 oil 60 x 48 1947 located in the randolph utah
tabernacle photograph courtesy museum of church history and art

this is one of the rare depictions of a beardless moroni in latter
day saint art teichert was possibly influenced by the tiffany window of
the same subject in the salt lake temple the artist was raised in idaho
where she proved up on a homestead she studied art in san fran
cisco chicago and new york city minerva and her husband built a
cattle ranch in wyoming but she continued painting each evening after
the chores were done virtually all of her paintings celebrate the pio
neers the west and her religious faith
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clothing styles flowed naturally into the art reinforcing the narra-
tive and the contrast between heaven and earth 21

latter day saint theology narrows the distance between god
and mortals 2221 latter day saints acknowledge god as our father and
each of us as his children they acknowledge the reality of visions in
our time as well as the physicalness of god the father and jesus
christ and their angelic messengers art depicting modern day con-
tacts between heaven and earth is part of the visual expression of
faith and proximity to the sacred that latter day saints feel these
historical epiphaniesepiphanios of our time not philosophical speculation are
the beginnings of latter day saint understanding of heavenly beings
As a result LDS portrayal of these heavenly beings stands in sharp
contrast to much of the previous fifteen hundred years of western
religious art and has produced a new christian art tradition

richard G oman is senior curator museum of church history and art

NOTES

latter day saint theology does not pejoratively separate the physical from
the spiritual joseph smith taught that the soul is made up of the union of the
spirit and the body dacd&c 8815 17 god has sent modemmodern revelations regarding
physical health dacdagd&c 89 latter day saints are commanded not to defile their
bodies through adultery or fornication the goal is to exalt the body through
sanctification gender is not to be avoided but is given divine purpose joseph
taught that the father has a body of flesh and bones as tangible as mans the son
also dacd&c 1502213022 these teachings combined with josephs visions created a

theological foundation for the sanctification of corporeality and gender LDS

works of art depicting epiphaniesepiphanios reflect this theology
thomas brown holmes stenhouse rocky mountain saints A full and

complete history of the mormonscormons new york D appleton 1873 facing page 1

stenhouse also includes a small print entitled discovery of the gold plates
depicting moroni delivering the gold plates to joseph smith stenhouse rocky
mountain saints 19 the third epiphany print in stenhouse is the first mormon
baptism showing joseph smith baptizing oliver cowdery in the susquehanna
river in the background is a bearded john the baptist in long white robes sur-
rounded by a mandala of light stenhouse rocky mountain saints 29

stenhouse an english convert to mormonism had been involved in mis-
sionary work to the english and french people before emigrating to utah after
he emigrated to the salt lake valley he became disillusioned and eventually
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apostatized from the church he wrote rocky mountain saints after his separa-
tion from the church

richardchard LLJjensenensen and richard G oman C C A christensen 183119121831 1912
mormon immigrant artist salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1984

6thesehese paintings are part of the collection of the museum of art brigham
young university

jensenensen and oman C C A christensen 18
joseph don carlos young the son of brigham young was the first for-

mally trained architect in utah he succeeded truman 0 angell as church archi-
tect in 1887 alienallenailen kent powell ed utah history encyclopedia salt lake city
university of utah press 1994 2211

9thisathishis detail was not followed by the tiffany artists
youngs emphasis
joseph don carlos young letterpress copybook 1888 1893 archives

division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city published with permission

for example thirty years before stenhousesStenhouses book was published
orson pratt published an interesting account of several remarkable visions
and the late discovery of ancient american records new york joseph W
harrison 1842

luise sheridan bertel thorvaldsen creator of christus improvement
era 67 april 1964 272 75 307 the original statue is in the cathedral church
of our lady in copenhagen denmark thorvaldsen is one of scandinaviasscandinaviansScandinavias most
prominent sculptors in copenhagen there is a museum devoted to his work see
also florence S jacobsen christus statue in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism ed
daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 1273 74

14 painted by sidney E king about 1965
15thelythclytha 0 my father series of paintings is part of the collection of the

museum ofart brigham young university the entire series willwin be published in
a forthcoming issue of BbyustudiesBYUYU studies

16 jensen and oman C C A christensen 92
in daniels vision gabriel is mentioned by name and referred to as he

dan 81517815 17 in luke 126 the angel gabriel was sent from god to mary
in luke 129 mary says that when she saw him she was troubled at his saying

many paintings of the annunciation are among the greatest artistic mas-
terpiecesterpieces of western civilization As such they are part of our collective artistic
patrimony but theologically these images are somewhat flawed perhaps this is
part of the price paid for the neoplatonist philosophical takeovertake over of christian
theology that happened even before constantine took organizational and politi-
cal control of the christian church

philosophical and theological ideas that eventually took over the christ-
ian church also carried over into the art depicting the nativity mary is usually
shown as a very young almost prepubescent girl joseph is usually depicted as an
elderly grandfather thus the historicity of the marriage could be acknowledged
while insuring that there was never even a hint of the possibility of a later conju-
gal relationship between husband and wife this iconographic depiction exists
despite the clear listing of the brothers of jesus in the new testament Is not
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this the son of mary the brother ofjames andandjosesjoses and ofofjudajuda and simon
and are not his sisters here with us mark 63 then came to him his mother and
his brethren luke 819 he went down to Capecapernaummaum he jesus and his
mother and his brethren john 212

oscardoscarwOscarWW mcconkie angels in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism 140 42
21 other than the individual paintings mentioned earlier the one major

exception to the strongly male depiction of moroni is the more contextually
abstracted figure of the angel that adorns the spire of the salt lake temple the
iconography of angel moroni statues on temples is a large enough topic for
another paper

22one of the more precise early LDS expressions of mans relationship to god
is a discourse given by joseph smith at the funeral of king follett a man who was
killed during a construction accident on the nauvoo temple joseph smith the
propbetjosephprophet joseph smiths king follett discourse A six column comparison of orig-
inal notes and amalgamations with an introduction and commentary eds
donald Q cannon and larry E dahl provo utah BYU printing service 1983



waiting for alejendro

the alley was filled with weatherbeatenweather beaten shacks
little more than lean tos with tin roofs
dirt floors fire pits at the entrances
where beans continually cooked in blackened pots
the street was littered with chickens
goats ragged children and here he sat
on an orange crate in a slightly damp suit
scraping mud off his rockportsRockports with an old tin lid

he was thirsty but didnt dare ask for water
he picked up a smooth pebble from the ground
the faucet in his room seldom had pressure
but when it did the water ran a thick reddish brown
A bus screeched to a clumsy stop and then
with gears grinding lumbered off spewing fumes
the smells were another thing

A child dressed mostly in dust
wandered over chewing on a tortilla
her eyes were black unblinking
he smiled quickly withdrew a flat balloon
from his pocket blew it up twisted it
into the shape of a dog the child took the balloon
without smiling continued to stand there
chewing watching him
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he could see his companion coming out
of the corner store with two cokes
it was always coke they would drink while they waited
waited for alejendro who wanted to know more

he threw the pebble into the brackish puddle
next to his foot it looked like the same water
that came from his tap
he peered closely at the puddle searching
for the face of god on the water
after a while it was his face he found

marilyn darley williams

143145



henry caswall 1810 1870 Caswalls account of visiting nauvoo and
tricking joseph smith was published widely in the nineteenth century
courtesy kenyon archives kenyon college ohio



henry caswall
anti mormon extraordinaire

passionately devoted to the church of england and envious of
the LDS churchechurchs successes rev caswall wrote several influential

publications deriding the latter day saints and theirtbeirprophetprophet

craig L foster

in the spring of 1842 a young englishman arrived in nauvoo
with an important mission an anglican clergyman he had set
aside his clerical apparel and was dressed as an ordinary traveler
in his possession was an ancient greek psalter with which he
planned to prove once and for all that joseph smith the ameri-
can prophet was a fraud henry caswall would later claim he had
proved that not only was joseph smith not a prophet but he was
not even a religious man to the contrary joseph was an impostor
of an evil kind

who was henry caswall and why was he so important to the
critics of mormonism in describing his own profession caswall
wrote in 1854 that a vicar is one who under god is the friend
of the poor the instructor of the ignorant the comforter of the
afflicted of the suffering and of the dying 1 these were high stan-
dards for a man to set for himself however henry caswall took
upon himself this task devoting his life to what he believed to be
the true work of jesus christ part of this work as he saw it in-

volved defending the church of england against the latter day saints

thus it was that henry caswall a little known professor of divinity
and a vicar became an outspoken critic of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints and its doctrines at the height of his
anti mormon activities Caswalls colleagues considered him a pow-
erful witness of the turpitude of joseph smith and his religion the
mormonscormons considered him the epitome of sectarian deceit he was

BYUbyustudiesstudies 35 no 4 1995 96 145
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in fact one of the most influential anti mormon writers of the nine-
teenth century but for all that has been written or said about his
books and tracts we know very little about his life he has re-
mained somewhat enigmatic to mormon scholars

henry caswall was born into a prominent anglican clerical
family in yatelybately hampshire england in 1810 his father a vicar
descended from sir george caswall of leominster and married the
niece of thomas burgess bishop of salisbury caswall was the eldest
son 2 in 1827 caswall met bishop philander chase of ohio who
was on an extended tour of england to collect money for the fledg-
ling kenyon college located in what later was named gambier
ohio kenyon college was the first Episcopal3 seminary west of the
allegheny mountains at the urging of bishop chase caswall
sailed to america to attend the newly founded college he arrived
in new york city on september 181818281828 and then traveled to ohioOWOomo 4

bishop chases interaction with english society and members
of the anglican church was reflective of his era beginning in the
last part of the eighteenth century english churches increased
their missionary activity they published and distributed tracts
commenced social and religious societies and expanded mission-
ary work in both england and america while the anglican church
was slower to display a missionary zeal than the nonconformist
denominations it too began to exhibit an evangelical fervor by
sending money and missionaries throughout britain and to other
parts of the world

it was in this spirit of missionary work that caswall traveled
to ohio where he spent the next three years at kenyon college
there he assisted bishop chase in various duties such as traveling
through ohio distributing bibles apparently he soon became a
close friend to the bishop in 1830 he married chases niece thus
solidifying his ties to the dynamic bishop of ohio 5 in the autumn
of 1830 six months after the organization of the LDS church
caswall received his divinity degree from kenyon college after a
short time of study in boston he returned to ohio where he was
ordained a deacon on june 12 1831

for the next six years caswall held minor clerical positions
in ohio and kentucky including professor of sacred literature at a
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theological seminary in lexington kentucky from 1834 to 18371857
in 1837 caswall was appointed to be the pastor of a small congre-
gation in madison ohio where on july 2 of that year he was or-
dained to the priesthood by bishop jackson kemper 6

caswall took his appointment in madison with great enthusi-
asm the episcopalian periodical the spirit ofmissionsof missions printed a

january 1838 letter from caswall stating that there were twenty
two communicants in his congregation and that plans were under
way for the construction of a church 7 but by april caswall who
was suffering from illiffiiiliiinfinn health had also experienced personal
tragedy with sickness in his family and the death of his youngest
son he also noted that attendance at religious services had been
exceedingly small 3181188

the small attendance at the religious services was the result
of at least two factors first in england the anglican churchschurche
monopoly on religion was eroding away as the church became just
one of many denominations competing for souls this erosion was
brought on in part by real and perceived corruption among the
anglican clergy as well as the zealotry and millenarian message of
the nonconformists secondly the problems of anglican mission-
ary work in america were compounded by the perception that the
episcopal church was nothing more than an agent of the anglican
church and its members anti american monarchists 9

nevertheless caswall worked hard to build a congregation in
madison while his next letter again mentioned sickness in his fam-
ily caswall proudly announced the laying of the cornerstone for
the new church 10 by august 1838 caswallsswallsCa family was in such a

poor state of health that he wrote my wife is now lying danger
ouslybously ill at her brothers house and my little boy is in a very del-
icate state of health yil511 he found a replacement pastor for the small
congregation in madison and in september moved with his family

to brockvillebrackvilleBrockville on the shores of the st lawrence river in upper
canada where he hoped the cooler climate would help restore
their health however shortly after their arrival in canada the cas
walls lost another son in death 12

because caswall had been ordained in the united states he
was prevented from becoming a rector in canada so he taught in
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a school and performed clerical duties until a rectorship opened
across the river in morristown new york

A vacancy however occurring in the rectorship of the church in
morristown NY immediately opposite brockvillebrackvilleBrockville mr caswall was
called to fill it and having two good boats and being very fond of
both sailing and rowing he had great pleasure in fulfilling his inter-
national duties he had to be careful however while offering up the
prayers for those in authoritiy lest he should pray for queen victoria
in morristown or for president martin van buren in Brocbrockvillebrockville13brackvillekville 13

in 1841 bishop kemper used his influence to have caswall
return to the united states to become professor of sacred literature
and hebrewhebrew1414 for theology students at the newly founded kemper
college about six miles west of st louis missouri which was
under the jurisdiction of bishop kemper 15 the caswall family
arrived in st louis on november 15 1840 where they took up
residence in two rooms of the planters hotel for 900090.009000 a month
although the professorship at kemper college had some potential
for success it like the college itself did not live up to the expecta-
tions of either caswall or bishop kemper 16

although caswall had been appointed to teach divinity stu-
dents none ever arrived at the college thus he was relegated to
officiating at the sunday service conducting daily prayers and teach-
ing a class on scriptures caswallsswallsCa account of his stay in stlouisstjouisst louislouls
gives the reader an understanding of the frustration that he must
have felt at the lack of duties available to him 17 in june 1843 the
college announced that the missionary rev H caswell sic cas-
wall may have pronounced his name caswell because the name is

spelled this way on several occasions was then abroad 18 caswall
and his family had returned to england to collect money for the
struggling college 19

it is unclear whether or not caswall had originally planned
to return soon to america the spirit ofmissionsof missions notice sounded
as if he would shortly return but the fact that caswall took his
family with him suggests he planned to stay in england for an
extended time

in england caswall met with the same difficulties in finding
an ecclesiastical appointment that he had encountered in canada
as a clergyman ordained in the united states he was prohibited
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from taking any permanent position in england through the
efforts of the archbishop of canterbury william gladstone and
other influential men a private act of parliament granted caswall
an exception and on october 16 1843 he was appointed curate
of figheldeanFigheldean 2011 five years later in 1848 he became a vicar 21

figheldeanFigh eldean is a parish located in the county of wiltshire near
the town of amesbury in southwest england an 1865 county
directory calls the parish a vicarage valued at1182182 1ioslosOs which was
a fairly high salary the vicarage was under the jurisdiction of the
treasurer of the cathedral church of salisbury of which caswallsswallsCa

late uncle thomas burgess had been bishop the population of
the parish was 472 inhabitants 22

during his tenure as vicar caswall was actively involved in
the work of the church that he loved As vicar he oversawoversad the
building of a new parish school the refurbishing of the parish
church the distribution of funds to numerous charities and the
collection of monies for the society for propagating the gospel
which published religious tracts as well as provided financial and
physical support for anglican missions in america and other parts
of the world 23

caswall had a special interest in missionary work in 1853 a

delegation of the society for the propagation of the gospel visited
new york city this delegation included henry caswall 2421 the
domestic and foreign missionary society helped support caswallsswallsCa

work during his return visits to the united states 25

by the 1860s caswall had reached the height of his power
and prestige in addition to his vicarage caswall had been awarded
honorary degrees from oxford university and from trinity college
in connecticut he was also the prebendary of salisbury cathedral
as well as the author of several books 26

caswall was however experiencing serious health problems 27

in 1868 he received a leave of absence and returned to america
where three of his grown children were then living he settled in
franklin pennsylvania and lived there for two years he then
returned to england but was so ill that his family decided to take
him back to franklin where he died on december 171718701870 he was
buried at nashotahNashotah wisconsin four days later 28
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caswall left behind a legacy that particularly interests those of
the mormon faith in late 1842 caswall publicly claimed to have
visited the prophet joseph smith and exposed him as a fraud he pub-
lished these claims in tract form under the title the city of the
mormonscormonsMormons or three days at nauvoo in 1842 caswall subse-
quently retold the story in various other books and tracts making
it one of the most common arguments by british anti mormonscormons 2921

according to caswall he obtained an ancient greek manu-
script of the psalter written upon parchment and probably about
six hundred years old 113030 on friday april 15 he boarded a steam-
boat for nauvoo taking with him the greek psalter and he arrived
there sunday morning

he then proceeded to observe nauvoo and describe its inhab-
itants his language and descriptions as is the case with other
polemic works are filled with bias in relating his first meeting
with the saints he writes

I1 perceived numerous groups of the peasantry of old england their
sturdy forms their clear complexionscompletionscomplex ions and their heavy movements
strongly contrasting with the slight figure the sallow visage and the
elastic step of the american

there too were the bright and innocent looks of little children
who bomborn among the privileges of Englands church baptized with
her consecrated waters and taught to lisp her prayers and repeat her
catechism had now been led into this den of heresy to listen to the
ravings of a false prophet and to imbibe the principles of a semi-
pagan delusion 31

the frequently cited incidents of conflict with deluded mor
mons and comments on their lack of intelligence and honesty
encompass the first twenty pages of the tract at this point in the
text caswall explains the purpose of his taking the medieval
greek psalter with him he writes that on monday april 18 he
crossed over the river from montrose iowa where he was staying
showed his psalter to a member of the church and asked to have
joseph smith look at it he was not able to show the prophet the
psalter until the next day he records that he used the time how-
ever to expose the ignorance of the mormon leaders and con-
found them in their beliefs and that his presence attracted the
attention of the cityscites inhabitants
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on the following morning he again crossed the river with sev-
eral mormonscormonsMormons including a mormon doctor who discussed the mis-
sionary work in england at this point caswall writes 1I observed
that I1 had reason to believe that the conquests of mormonism in
britain had been principally among the illiterate and uneducated
this he partially admitted 1 I32 by this time they had reached the
home of the prophet followed by a crowd of curious mormonscormons who
were hoping to get a glimpse of the mysterious book

he met joseph smith a short distance from his home and was
informed that he could have an interview with him he then gives
a detailed description ofjoseph smith

he is a coarse plebeian person in aspect and his countenance
exhibits a curious mixture of the knave and the clown his hands are
large and fat and on one of his fingers he wears a massive gold ring
upon which I1 saw an inscription his dress was of coarse country
manufacture I1 had not an opportunity of observing his eyes as
he appears deficient in that open straightforward look which char-
acterizesacterizes an honest man 33

caswall then proceeds to recount his visit with the prophet
and how he showed joseph the greek psalter upon seeing the
psalter and hearing caswall explain that he thought it might be
greek the prophet supposedly said

no it aint greek at all except perhaps a few words what aint
greek is egyptian and what aint egyptian is greek this book is
very valuable it is a dictionary of egyptian hieroglyphics them
figures is egyptian hieroglyphics and them which follows is the
interpretation of the hieroglyphics written in the reformed egypt-
ian them characters is like the letters that was engraved on the
golden plates 3431

he claims that joseph wanted to buy this valuable record but
caswall refused his offer after a walk to josephs office to look at
the papyrus and after some penetrating questions by caswall
joseph disappeared he was seen driving quickly away from nau-
voo in a light wagon 3531 caswall and the multitude that had followed
him then engaged in a debate in the middle of the street on doc-
trine and the prophet joseph smith in his own eyes and writings
henry caswall won the debate 36

henry caswallscaswaltsCasCaswallswalTswaitsswails tract was of great importance among anti
mormon writers hugh nibley portrays caswallsCaswalls story of his visit
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to joseph smith and the greek psalter as the most effective single
contribution to anti mormon literature 113737 before henry caswallscaswaltsswallsCasCaswailswalTswallswails
publication english writers had to depend upon the newspaper
articles and other anti mormon materials that they could obtain
however with the publication of caswallsswallsCa tract they had an eng-
lishman who claimed to have personally seen and talked with the
mormon prophet better yet he claimed to have not only visited
the prophet but also proven that he was a fraud for the oppo-
nents of mormonism this was indeed a coup

Caswalls claim of having visited nauvoo is corroborated in
the times and seasons the october 15 1843 edition states

it will be recollected by some that a mr caswell professing to be an
episcopal minister came to this city some twelve or eighteen
months ago he had with him an old manuscriptmunuscriptmunuscript sic professing to
be ignorant of its contents and came to josephsmithJosepjoseph smithhSmith as he said for
the purpose of having it translated mr smith had a little conversa-
tion with him and treated him with civility but as the gentleman
seemed very much afraid of his document he declined having any
thing to do with it 338

caswallsswallsCa account first published in 1842 however has some seri-
ous problems the times and seasons article contradicts caswall
by stating that he introduced himself as an episcopal minister
caswall on the other hand claimed that he had taken off his cleri-
cal clothing to visit the mormonscormonsMormons 3919

second swallscaswahsCasCa swailswaHswans description of joseph smith contradicts
other contemporary descriptions of him which tend to describe
him as a tall handsome muscular man third caswallsswallsCa supposed
quotation by joseph smith wherein he used poor grammar de-
scribing the greek psalter and egyptian hieroglyphics stands in
stark contrast with other examples of the prophets grammar and
speech patterns while joseph smith did not have much of a tradi-
tional education he was well read and articulate as an adult espe-
cially by the nauvoo period these two factors further put into
jeopardy the veracity of the whole story fourth according to the
times and seasons Caswalls nervousness about the greek psalter
discouraged joseph smith from pursuing the matter furtherfarther 4010

thus it is obvious that although henry caswall visited nauvoo
and could very well have met joseph smith the famous interview
with the prophet was not as caswall described it 41
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whether or not the other writers who used CasCaswallswalTswaitsswails story
and those who reviewed his works were aware of this fact will
never be known in all probability they did not know several
reviews applauded henry caswall for his integrity in writing about
mormonism the most extraordinary heresy and of its vile
founder 42 whose recent converts had been directly from eng-
land sound enlightened protestant england 32131113324343

henry caswallsCaswalls influence on numerous anti mormon and
other writers was strong and long lasting As was the practice with
many polemic writings including Caswalls an informal network
passed information and stories to other writers who then incorpo-
rated them into other tracts in 1865 elder william lewis a mis-
sionary in shropshire wrote about clerical anti mormon activity
others are disgusted with the character of that dreadful man

joseph smith a respectable minister henry caswall having writ-
ten a tract to prove him a murderer thief adulterer and every-
thing that is bad 44114314344 some scholars have also used the greek psalter
story in their writing of mormon history As recently as 1979 fawn
brodie repeated caswallsswallsCa story in the second edition of no man
knows my history 45

while henry caswallsCaswalls accusations are presently relatively
unknown the significance of them has not been lost on critics of
mormonism nor have they gone unnoticed by defenders of the
faith such as hugh nibley in his book the mythmakersMythmakers 1961

nibley identifies caswall as an important anti mormon and then
proceeds to attack his account on several points his approach is

to create a hypothetical interview in which he as the unnamed in-
terviewerterviewer engages caswall in a rhetorical joust in Nibleys book
caswall is portrayed as a liar who had falsely portrayed joseph
smith exaggerated and embellished the details of his visit to nau-
voo and modified his story each time it was published while the
hypothetical interview is entertaining and informative pointing
out minor discrepancies in caswallsswallsCa various published versions of
the incident the narrow cross examination approach hampers a

more detailed look at henry caswall and his works also while
nibley claims that there was no mention of Caswalls visit in
contemporary official or personal journals 46 the times and sea-
sons corroborates caswallsswallsCa claims of visiting nauvoo the visit
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including the presence of a greek manuscript was also verified by
john taylor during an 1850 debate in which he participated in
france 4717 therefore while nibley correctly identifies the problems
with Caswalls story such as the ridiculous description of the
prophets physical and grammatical characteristics his defense has
problems that need to be further researched and evaluated

why did henry caswall write against mormonism why did
he devote so much time and energy publishing several books
tracts and articles against joseph smith and the LDS church As is

the case with most other enigmatic individuals the full answer willwin
probably never be known thus the historian must surmise based
upon available facts

henry caswallsswallsCa life could be described as one of intense
devotion great hope disappointment sorrow and failure As a
missionary in america caswall not only suffered from sickness
caused by the rude living conditions of frontier life but also wit-
nessed the early deaths of two of his sons added to the pain of
personal tragedy were the setbacks experienced in the work that
he sincerely believed to be of the lord with the faltering and even-
tual demise of kemper college Caswalls dreams of the growth of
the church he loved as well as the honor and recognition that he
believed he deserved were crushed

added to the gall of failure was the success of joseph smith
and the mormonscormons in the same region viewing joseph as a false
prophet and a usurper caswall aptly expressed his own feelings of
envy over the success of the mormonscormons and frustration for the fail-
ure of his college and the church of Englands lack of success

As a churchman I1 feel almost ashamed for my church when I1

reflect upon the heavy discouragementsdiscouragements which are suffered to afflict
the amiable and patient missionary bishop of missouri iowa and
wisconsin why is kemper college the first and only institution
of the church beyond the mississippi permitted to languish while
the mormon temple and the mormon university offer their delusive
attractions to the rising generation why is the venerable bishop of
illinois permitted to labour almost alone while the missionaries
ofjoseph smith with a zeal worthy of the true church perambulate
his diocese and plant their standard in every villagevillage4848

several years after returning to england henry caswall had to
face yet another personal tragedy which must have filled his mind
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with humiliation and despair his younger brother edward like
others in his prestigious family had become a clergyman how-
ever edward a graduate of oxford university and curate of strat
ford sub castle near salisbury apostatized from the church of
england and converted to catholicism in january 1847 A younger
brother thomas had become a catholic a few months earlier
in the ensuing years edward became an outspoken defender of his
newly found religion 49

the personal anguish that henry must have felt at the apos-
tasy of members from his own family can only be surmised even

so one is able to get just a glimpse of henrys inner turmoil by
reading the conclusion to mormonism and its author 1854

after warning british citizens about the evils of mormonism he
ends his text by stating

and lastly do not suffer yourselves to be led away from the church
even though the church should be called to pass through fiery trials
for her correction and purification rather let it be your endeavour
to understand and appreciate the wonderful system of the church in
which you were baptized the worship of the church of england
is scriptural in its doctrine and in its language and most holy and edi-
fying to those who really join in it with a purpose of devotion if reli-
gious difficulties perplex you if the arguments of false teachers
harass and distract you recollect that under god the minister of
your parish is the person to whom you ought to apply for informa-
tion and instruction 50

henry caswall attempted to fulfill the duties of the office to
which he had been called for caswall these duties included the
defense of the church of england against what he perceived to be
heretics and usurpersusurp ers though he often failed in his efforts henry
caswall became one of the most influential anti mormon writers in
the nineteenth century

craig L foster is a cataloger in the family history department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints and is co executive secretary of the mormon his-
tory association he expresses appreciation to newell G bringhurst chad flake
and the special collections staff of the harold B lee library at brigham young
university suzanne foster nick literski wayne mori andandjamijami peele the special
collections of the olin library at kenyon college the gordon keith chalmers
memorial library at kenyon college and the wiltshire county records office
wiltshire england for their help and suggestions
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NOTES

henryenry caswall mormonism and its author or A statement of the doc-
trines of the latter day saints london society for promoting christian
knowledge 1854201854 20

robert C caswall memoir of the rev henry caswall DD 1 kenyon
archives kenyon college gamblergambier ohio typescript copy in possession ofofcraigcraig L

foster courtesy wayne A mori
rhethe episcopal church began as the american branch of the anglican

church church of england with direct ties to the mother church in england
eventually those ties were broken and the episcopal church became indepen-
dent but its roots remain in the anglican tradition

henry4henryahenry caswall america and the american church 2dad ed london john
and charles mozley 1851 3 8 philander chase 177518521775 1852 was bomborn in new
hampshire and became a minister of the protestant episcopal church after
becoming bishop of ohio he decided to establish a college and seminary which
eventually became known as kenyon college located in gamblergambier ohio founded
in 1824 the college did not receive adequate funding until chase visited england
and persuaded lords kenyon and gamblergambier along with others to finance the insti-
tution frederick N lorey ed history of knox county ohio 1876 1976
mount vemonvernon ohio knox county historical society 1976 332 34344343 44

richard G saloman builders for christ philander chase in ohio new york
the national council 1955 15 18

henry caswall america and the american church 4508456845 68 69 robert C

caswall memoir 2 henry caswall is quoted as stating that in 1830 there were
170 students at kenyon college laura chase smith the life of philander chase
first bishop of ohio and illinois founder of kenyon andjubileeand jubilee colleges new
york E P duttonbutton 1903 214

61 henry caswall america and the american church 159 186 207 and
225 robert C caswall memoir 2

7henryahenryenry caswall to domestic committee january 1 1838 proceedings of
the domestic committee the spirit of missions 3 march 1838 717271 72

henryenry caswall to domestic committee april 1 1838 proceedings of the
domestic committee ebethe spirit of missions 3 june 1838 174 caswallsswallsCa son
was buried on march 6 1838

william9williamawilliam gibson church state and society 1760 1850 new york
st martins press 1994 17172171 72 lorey history of knox county 344

henry caswall to domestic committee july 1 1838 proceedings of the
domestic committee the7 be spirit of missions 3 september 1838 299 the cor-
nerstonenerstone was laid on june 28 1838 by bishop jackson kemper

I1 henry caswall to dr jackson kemper august 2 1838 proceedings of the
domestic committee the spirit ofofmissionsmissions 3 november 1838 351

henry caswall america and the american church 227 23134231 34
13robert C caswall memoir 4
14 robert C caswall memoir 4
15kemper college was situated on 125 acres of land about six miles west of

st louis the school included one large three story brick building a library and
dormitories according to catalogue of the officers and students of kemper
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college for the academic year 184231842 3 domestic the spirit of missions 8
april 1843 100 101 A total of 130 students attended in 1843 due to financial

mismanagement the church lost the college after several years robert C cas-
wall memoir 4

16henry caswall america and the american church 3103 10
henry17henry caswall america and the american church 331051010

18domestic the spirit ofofmissionsmissions 8 june 1843 178
19henryhenry caswall america and the american church 329 it is not known

how successful caswall was at his attempt to collect funds for the college in sep-
tember 1845 bishop kemper announced the closing of kemper college domes-
tic the7 be spirit ofofmissionsmissions 10 september 1845 301

2011robert2011obertobert C caswall memoir 5
21kK H rogers to craig L foster march 6 1989 in possession of craig L

foster robert C caswall memoir 5 A description ofofcaswallCaswallCaswallsswailss appointment to
the curacy and the special act of parliament is also found in the times and sea-
sons 9 october 15 1843 364 65 A curate was an assistant to a rector of a
parish in the church of england A curate was lower than a vicar who in turn
was lower than a rector serving in a parish in the place of a rector a vicar was
given immediate jurisdiction over one parish and received a stipend from the
tithes of only that parish at that time rectors could have jurisdiction over more
than one parish indeed more influential rectors controlled as many as ten
parishes and the tithes that came from them john richardson the local histori-
ans encyclopedia 1986 reprint new barnet eng historical publications
19891891989 189 90

22 G harrod and CO s postal and commercial directory of wiltshire
london thomas danks 1865 359 see also samuel lewis A topographical

guide of england london S lewis 1831 the 1851 census of the parish of
figheldeanFigheldean shows caswall as being forty years old while his wife mary was
forty four years old five children were listed living in their home as well as two
pupils and two maidservantsmaidservants the oldest child a daughter was seventeen years
old public record office census returns for 18518511 county of wiltshire

henry13henry caswall to the parishioners of figheldeanFigheldean january 1 1859 3 this
was a three page letter of activities to the parishioners I1 thank the wiltshire
county record office for providing me with a photocopy of this and other mate-
rials concerning henry caswall and his tenure as vicar of figheldeanFigheldean

julia C emery A century ofendeavorof endeavor 182119211821 1921 A record of the first
hundred years of the domestic and foreign missionary society of the protes-
tant episcopal church in the united states ofofamericaamerica new york department
of missions 1921 137 42 see also proceedings of the board of missions octo-
ber 6 1953 the7 be spirit of missions 18 november 1853 388 89

15william15william wilson manross A history of the american episcopal church
new york morehouse 19351935 248

caswall2caswall memoirs 6 A prebendary was a clergyman who received a
stipend from a cathedral acted as a clergyman or canon within its chapter and
performed or officiated at services within the cathedral

caswall memoirs 7 between 1863 and his death in 1870 henry caswall
suffered from yellow jaundice paralysis two strokes and softening of the brain
in the last years of his life caswall was unable to perform much activity
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times london january 6 18711871 1 caswall memoirs 8
caswalls19caswallsswallsCaswails publications that include this story are america and the amer-

ican church 2dad ed london john and charles mozley 1851 the city of the
mormonscormonsMormons or three days at nauvoo in 1842 london J G F andandjandaJ rivington
1842 2dad ed 1843 mormonism and its author or A statement of the doc-
trines of the latter day saints london society for promoting christian
knowledge 1851 and the prophet of the ninetiethnineteethNine teeth century or the rise
progress and present state of the mormonscormonsMormons or latter day saints london J G F

and J rivington 1843 for a list of other authors who used Caswalls story in
their own publications see note 45

ahenryhenry3henry caswall city of the mormonscormonsMormons 5
31henryhenry caswall city of the mormonscormonsMormons 9

ahenry3henryhenry caswall city of the mormonscormonsMormons 34
henry33henry caswall city of the mormonscormonsMormons 35

34 henry caswall city of the mormonscormonsMormons 35 italics in original
henry35henry caswall city of the mormonscormonsMormons 35

36henry caswall the prophet of the ninetiethnineteethNineteeth century 223 24
hugh nibley the myth makers salt lake city bookcraft 1961 193

reprinted in volume 11 of the collected works of hugh nibley salt lake city
deseret book and FARMS 1992 11304 hereafter cited as CWHN

38 reward38reward of merit times and seasons 4 october 15 1843 364
henry39henry caswall city of the mormonscormonsMormons 5

41forfor a lengthier analysis of henry caswallsCaswalls visit to nauvoo and subsequent
writings see nibley myth makers 193 287 in CWHN 11304 406

snibleynibley4nibley the myth makers 286 in CWHNCWWN 11401 2
41the museum of foreign literature science and art 45 may novem-

ber december 1842 901 the article was originally copied from the irish eccle-
siasticalsiasticaljournalsfassiastical journal

43bookbook reviews the british critic and quarterly theological review
32 october 1842 506

44andrew44andrew jenson journal history of the church june 3 1865 archives
division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city see also correspondence millennial star 27 august 5 1865
494 Caswalls influence on british anti mormon writers was significant among
the writers who used his story in their own publications were F B ashley mor-
monism an exposure of the impositions adopted by the sect called the latter
day saints london john hatchard 1851 A cambridge clergyman mor-
monism or the bible A question for the times cambridge T dixon 1852
R clarke mormonism unmasked or tuethe latter day saints in a fix london
houlston and stoneman 1850 charles day the latter day saints or mor
jonitesmonitesmonites who and what are they london wertheim and macintosh nd
john frere A short history of the mormonitesMormo nites or latter day saints with an
account of the real origin of the book of mormon london joseph masters
1850 W S parrott the veil uplifted or the religious conspirators of the
latter day saints exposed bristol taylor and sons 1865 and W W wood-
househousealormonismmormonism an imimpostureostureostere or the doctrines of the so called latter day
saints proved to be utterly opposed to the word of god ipswichipswitch N panniferjanniferPannifer
andjanda M burton 1853
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15 fawn M brodie no man knows my history the life of ofjosephjoseph smith
the mormon prophet 2dad ed rev and eni new york alfred knopf 1979
290 91

nibley the myth makers 283 in CWHN 11398
17three17 three nights public discussion between the revdsreads C W cleeve james

robertson and philip cater and elderjohnelmerjohnelderEldeeidereide rjohnjohn taylor of the church ofjesus christ of
latter day saints at boulogne sur mer france liverpool john taylor 1850 32

henry caswall city of the cormonsmormonsMormons 57
19lesileleslie19leslie stephen and sidney lee eds dictionary of national biography

22 vols oxford oxford university press 1917 31185 86
ahenryhenry5henry caswall mormonism and its author 21 22



peter and john shortly after dawn

but they had seen him lose like everyone else
seen the wisdom and courage drain out of him in the end onto spikes
and wood just like the ones beside him
others he saved himself
it was what they had expected
so why does she intrude upon their proper grief with indecent stories
has she no respect for the dead
and the town is dangerous for them now
still still

the panting run through the watchful streets
the stooping and entering one hesitating for fear of ghosts
in into the borrowed tomb
suddenly cool and echoing and twilit after the flat morning heat
the catching of breath
the groping for the winding sheet bodiless
the reeling from the pungency of myrrh and aloes scattered

violently joyfully a cockcrow ago

then the realization he was here
the heat of him lingers in the charged and burdened air
but he is gone and this is now a useless place a foolish place
A place for laughing
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what did they do then these new believers
his burial clothes dropping forgotten from their astonished hands
did they fall to their knees groaning
souls suddenly awash with the enormity of their belief
did they shuffle their feet and look away
reluctant to gloat at deaths defeat abrupt and all unlookedunlocked for
or did they throw back their heads
and laugh aloud at their friends victory
and boom hosannashosannahhosannas at the impotent walls
until the vacant tomb trembled with embarrassment

tim slover
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restoration of the aaronic priesthood by tom lovell 1909 oil on can
vas 6126waw x 85 ca 1970 courtesy museum of church history and art

john the baptist returned to the earth to restore the aaronic priest-
hood the event took place on the banks of the susquehanna river in
the spring of 1829 the artist was commissioned by the church public
communications department to create this painting lovell has carefully
painted a strong adult male angel appearing near the river in the spring-
time the gender and maturity of the angel as well as the time and
place of the visionvision have all been respected in this work of art
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priesthood restoration documents
A surprisingly large number of early church documents
impressively record crucial details about the restoration

of both the aaronic and melchizedek priestboodspriesthoodsPriesthoodsboods

brian Q cannon and BYU studies staff

introduction

few events in the history of the restoration are as consequen-
tial as the bestowal of the priesthood upon joseph smith and oliver
cowdery the following excerpts from early church documents
recount all of the known direct statements from the first twenty
years of church history specifically concerning the restoration of the
aaronic and melchizedek priesthoodsPriesthoods in addition to compiling
the descriptions that were written or dictated by joseph smith and
oliver cowdery this collection also includes the accounts by con-
temporaries ofofjosephjoseph and oliver up to the time of cowderysCowderys death
in 1850 reflecting information that was probably gleaned from con-
versations or unrecorded discourses of joseph and oliver a few
of these statements offer details unavailable elsewhere addition-
ally these statements help to reveal early church members under-
standing of the restoration of the priesthood and show how they
described the priesthood restoration to others

long before he received the priesthood joseph smith learned
of it from moroni according to an account of oliver cowdery
published in 1835 moroni appeared to joseph in september of 1823
and informed him when they the golden plates are interpreted
the lord will give the holy priesthood to some and they shall
begin to proclaim this gospel and baptize by water and after that
they shall have power to give the holy ghost by the laying on of
their hands 1 while it is unclear to what extent this retrospective
account may contain details that were actually learned after 1823

BBYUYU studies 35 no 4 1995961995 96 163
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joseph definitely learned more about the priesthood as he trans-
lated the book of mormon in 1829 from the golden plates joseph
learned that power was necessary to perform ordinances including
baptism 3 ne 1122 the sacrament 3 ne 185 and conferring
the holy ghost 3 ne 1837 moro 21 3 that this power was
conferred by the laying on of hands 3 ne 1838 moro 2211 32
that one could be ordained to the calling of disciple or elder who
in turn could ordain priests and teachers moro 3311 and that elders
or disciples unlike priests and teachers could confer the gift of
the holy ghost by the laying on of hands moro 21 2 addition-
ally a passage in alma 13 discussed the calling and ordination of
high priests including melchizedek to the high priesthood of the
holy order of god alma 136 14 18

having learned through the writings of ancient prophets that
baptism by proper authority was necessary joseph smith and oliver
cowdery sought that ordinance in response to their supplication
john the baptist appeared and conferred the priesthood of aaron
upon them at a later date peter james and john appeared and
bestowed what is known today as the melchizedek priesthood 2

the restoration of the aaronic priesthood

the historical record clearly identifies the circumstances sur-
rounding the restoration of the aaronic priesthood including the
date that it occurred and unambiguous evidence links joseph and
olivers quest for that priesthood to knowledge that they gained
while translating the book of mormon an 1829 document in
oliver cowderysCowderys handwriting entitled articles of the church of
christ testified that cowdery had been given power to baptize
of jesus christ document 1 below and cowdery made similar

statements in 1830 documents 20 21

details regarding the restoration of the aaronic priesthood
including john the baptists role in that event were seldom if ever
shared prior to 1832 though owing to a spirit of persecution as

joseph smith indicated in 1838 3 two of joseph and olivers close
associates david whitmer and william mclellinmcclellinMcLellin recalled in the late
1870s or mid 1880s that they first learned of john the baptists
appearance two to four years after the churchschurche organization 4
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in writing joseph smith first referred to this event in 18321852 docu-
ment 5 describing the reception of the holy priesthood by the
ministringministeringministring of aangelsaangelo to adminster the letter of the gospel oliver
cowdery offered the first detailed recorded account of the restora-
tion of the lower priesthood in 18541834 document 22 the following
year cowdery specified the date and location of the restoration of
the aaronic priesthood document 24 joseph smiths fullest
account of the event document 12 corroborated olivers record
and added new details for instance joseph recorded words used
by john regarding the nature of the keys that he bestowed
explained that john had acted under the direction of peter james
and john and indicated that john promised them that later they
would receive power to bestow the gift of the holy ghost in 1844
documents 17 19 joseph smith referred to the preparatory

priesthood as the power ofofeliaseliasellaseilas and indicated that john the bap-
tist the forerunner of the savior was the spirit of elias 2151155

early members read josephs and olivers testimonies regard-
ing the restoration of the aaronic priesthood and used the in-
formation in their missionary work for instance orson hyde
documents 49 50 quoted directly from oliver cowderysCowderys 18541834

account document 22 while reuben miller in an 1847 publica-
tion document 66 relied on joseph smiths accounts of johns vis-
itation documents 12 14 many accounts mention john the
baptist by name documents 4 12 27 5030 65 68 69 others call
him the angel john document 24 the angel of the lord doc-
ument 41 simply the angel documents 10 1513 14 or some
other similar appellation documents 7 12 28 67

despite detailed accounts by joseph and oliver some errors
crept into the record william appleby for instance erroneously
indicated in a tract published in 1844 that the power to baptize
had been restored in 18301850 document 61 additionally ambiguity
and imprecision arose through leaders and members frequent use
of the phrase the holy priesthood to refer to the aaronic priest-
hood on some occasions document 22 to the melchizedek
priesthood on others documents 7 24 57 70 and to the priest-
hood in general on yet other occasions documents 25 29 5737
47 48 58 61 62 still the documentary record demonstrates
that detailed accounts of the restoration of the aaronic priesthood
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were available to members of the church as early as 1834 and that
early members used those accounts in teaching others about the
aaronic priesthoodsPriesthoods restrestorationrestoratiooration

the events of the restoration
of the melchizedek priesthood

the written record regarding the restoration of the mel-
chizedekchizedek priesthood is less complete although repeatedly testify-
ing that peter james and john had appeared to them and restored
this high priesthood authority documents 4 12 15 16 30 or
referring alternatively to apostles document 6 peter docu-
ment 27 angels documents 5 28 or those held in reserve
document 7 neither joseph smith nor oliver cowdery specified

the date of that restoration or reported the words used by peter in
ordaining them to this priesthood beyond declaring themselves
as possessing the keys document 16 see also 40 oliver cow
derys accounts concerning the restoration of the melchizedek
priesthood corroborate the accounts of joseph whereas oliver
cowdery provided the earliest detailed report of the visit of john
the baptist his accounts of the visit of peter james and john sel-
dom add new information

significant evidence suggests that the melchizedek priesthood
may have been restored in connection with the translation of the
book of mormon A revelation dated june 1829 documents 1 3

referred to the apostolic calling of david whitmer and oliver cow-
dery likening their calling to that of paul although the revelation
did not detail the restoration of priesthood authority or any ordina-
tion in connection with that calling additionally david VAwhitmerlitmer
recalled in 1887 that he was baptized confirmed and ordained an
elder in june 1829 and that previous to this joseph smith and
oliver cowdery had baptized confirmedcontirmed and ordained each other
to the office of an elder 6 the book of mormon which was being
translated at that time described the ancient ordination of disciples
known as elders who had power to confer the gift of the holy ghost
3 ne 18 moro 2 3 inasmuch as the translation of 3 nephi 11

had made joseph and oliver sensitive to their lack of power to bap-
tize and impelled them to seek that power it is possible that the
translation of 3 nephi 18 and moroni 2 3 had a similar effect upon
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them motivating them to pray to receive by the laying on of hands
the additional power to bestow the gift of the holy ghost

the first printed reference to josephs and olivers ordination
as apostles appeared in 1831 it indicated that joseph and oliver
were called of god and ordained an apostle of jesus christ doc-
ument 2 in 1833 joseph smith discussed the restoration of apos-
tolic authority in greater detail thereafter most of his and olivers
written accounts expressly mentioned that angels played a role
in the restoration of apostolic authority and of the power to be-
stow the gift of the holy ghost in 1833 document 6 joseph
smith testified that he had seen the apostles and could perform
miracles the following year joseph met with the kirtland stake
high council on february 12 1834 he discussed the dignity of
the office which has been conferred upon me by the ministringministeringministring
of the angel of god document 8 while this might have been a
reference to john the baptist it is also possible that joseph was
referring to peters role in conferring the melchizedek priesthood
upon him five days later he instructed the same group that
anciently the apostle peter was the president of the council and
held the keys of the kingdom of god 1177 in a blessing which oliver
cowdery dated 1833 and recorded in 1835 joseph smith referred
to the reception of the holy priesthood under the hands of those
who received it under the hand of the messiah document 7

in 1835 the original edition of the doctrine and covenants
gave the first precise published account of the appearance of
peter james and john to joseph and oliver 8 this edition indicates
that the three ancient apostles had ordained and confirmed
joseph and oliver as apostles and granted them the keys of your
ministry document 4 in subsequent statements joseph reiter-
ated the role of peter james and john in the restoration of the
priesthood and the keys of the kingdom documents 15 16
and indicated that the angelic ministrantsministrants voices had come to
them in the wilderness between harmony pennsylvania and
colesvillelesvilleCo new york document 16 9 following the prophets
death oliver cowdery testified repeatedly and fervently that he
had received the higher priesthood under the hands of angelic min
istrants documents 27 30 10 in 1846 he mentioned only peters role
in the restoration of the melchizedek priesthood document 27
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but in 1849 he confirmed that james and john had also been pre-
sent document 5030

supplementing josephs and olivers own accounts in several
respects are addison everetts recollections written in 1881issi188118821882
and 1883 of statements he had heard joseph smith make in a con-
versation in 1844 according to everetts longest account joseph
smith indicated that while translating the book of mormon in har-
mony pennsylvania he and oliver had been arrested after escap-
ing from a courtroom they spent the night in the woods eluding
their enemies at daybreak peter james and john appeared to
them and ordained us to the holy apostelshipApostel ship and gave unto us
the keys of the dispensation of the fullness of times 11

the foregoing accounts all seem to describe a single event a

restoration between harmony and colesvillelesvilleCo of what came to be
known as the melchizedek priesthood under the saviors direction
by peter with the assistance of james and john however the draft
and final version of an 18591839 account by byjosephjoseph smith may describe
a separate set of events connected with the restoration of the
melchesidecMelches idec priesthood which holds the authority of the laying
on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost documents 13 14

those documents indicate that after joseph and oliver had prayed
for this authority the word of the lord came to them in a second
location the whitmer home in fayette commanding them to
ordain one another to the office of elder once they had called
together our brethren and had their sanction and then to attend
to the laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost 112I

no single document written by the principals discusses both
the appearance of peter james and john and the revelation
received in the whitmer home specifying the chronological order
of these revelations but the revelation described in documents 13

and 14 was definitely received prior to the organization of the
church since joseph smith carried out its instructions on april 6

1830 joseph smiths history indicates that he and oliver ordained
each other 6 commandment 111313on april according to previous

in their written accounts most of which were produced for
didactic purposes many early members compressed all the events
of priesthood restoration into a general reference to a visitation by
a holy messenger or angel documents 333533 35 39 43 49 51 52



restoration of the melchizedek priesthood by gary E smith 1942
oil on canvas 36 x 421142 1980 courtesy museum of church history
and art
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54 55 59 62 although a published revelation document 4
referring to separate ministrations byjohnby john the baptist and by peter
james and john was widely disseminated and readily available
beginning in 1835 more details were circulated about the restora-
tion of the aaronic priesthood probably because that authority
was more immediately relevant to the issue of conversion and bap-
tism under these circumstances it is possible that some members
regarded the restoration of the authority to baptize as the primary
facet of priesthood restoration and therefore focused on that restora-
tion in their teachings

it is also likely that some writers focused on a single messen-
gers role in the restoration of the priesthood in order to simplify
the restoration for hymns or missionary work particularly when
they desired to draw a parallel between the other angel mentioned
in revelation 146 and the restoration of the gospel charles thomp-
son for instance borrowed heavily from johns prophecy in reve-
lation when he wrote god sent an holy angel from the midst of
heaven with the priesthood and authority ofjesusofjesus christ to preach
the everlasting gospel unto them who dwell on the earth and to
every nation kindred tongue and people document 52

statements by william mclellinmcclellinMcLellin document 67 and david pat-
ten document 41 demonstrate that some members who had stud-
ied doctrine and covenants 27 understood clearly that the aaronic
and melchizedek priesthoodsPriesthoods were restored on separate occasions
similarly other missionaries and leaders including brigham young
document 69 and reuben miller documents 65 66 referred to

two separate appearances in their sermons and writings
the accounts by josephs and olivers contemporaries show

that early members arrived at different conclusions regarding the
timing of the restoration of the melchizedek priesthood in the
1880s everett calculated that it probably occurred in august 1829
although william mclellinmcclellinMcLellin recognized the importance of peter
james and johns visitation document 67 he seems to trace the
reception of the melchizedek priesthood to the ordination of
joseph and oliver as elders on april 6 1830 document 68 hiram
page one of the eight book of mormon witnesses was convinced
that joseph and oliver received the melchizedek priesthood from
peter james and john before the 6thath ofofaprilofarrilapril 1830 document 70
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agreeing with hiram page in 1853 and again in 1874 brigham
young emphasized that joseph smith received apostolic power
from peter james and john prior to the organization of the
church D michael quinns reading of brigham young to the effect
that peter james and john came to him joseph smith in kirt-
land omits key words and contextual information found in that
discussion by president young concerning several revelations
regarding the priesthood 14

modern readers have also arrived at divergent conclusions
regarding the timing of the melchizedek priesthood restoration
and joseph smiths early understanding of the distinction between
the aaronic and melchizedek priesthoodsPriesthoods two recent interpreta-
tions are illustrative larry C porter a professor of church history
and doctrine at brigham young university maintains that the evi-
dence suggests a date near the end of may 1829 and certainly
before the organization of the church on 6 april 1830 3115111515 in sup-
port of this conclusion porter highlights the revelation received
prior to june 14 1829 and first printed in the articles of the
church of christ documents 1 3 that identifies oliver cowdery
and david whitmer as apostles who are called even with that
same calling as paul mine apostle As evidence that this callcancailcali to
the apostleship included priesthood authority porter highlights the
prophets preface to a later publication of this revelation the fol-
lowing commandment will further illustrate the nature of our call-
ing to this priesthood as well as that of others who were yet to be
sought after document 14 porter also notes that joseph and
oliver conferred the gift of the holy ghost upon members of the
church on april 6 1830 and assumes that they used the priest-
hood that they had received from peter james and john to do so
based on joseph smiths later recollections of instructions he had
received in 1829 from john the baptist porter infers that by april
1830 joseph smith recognized the limitations of johns powerpower1616

and thus would not have conferred the holy ghost on members
unless he had already received the power to do so from peter
james and john to support this view porter cites joseph smiths
1844 statement

johns mission was limited to preaching and baptizing but what he
did was legal and when jesus christ came to any ofofjohnsjohns disciples
he baptized them with fire and the holy ghost
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we find the apostles endowed with greater power than
john john did not transcend his bounds but faithfully performed
that part belonging to his office 17

whereas porter identifies the spring of 1829 as the time for
the restoration of the melchizedek priesthood free lance historian
D michael quinn concludes that joseph smith did not receive the
higher priesthood from peterjameserjamesPetpeter james and john until july 1830 18

he acknowledges the 1829 reference to the calling of apostles
documents 1133 but he argues that the revelation merely likens

oliver cowdery and david whitmer to paul then overlooking
pauls assertion in I11 timothy 27 1I1 am ordained a preacher and an
apostle 1jI speak the truth in christ and lie not quinn suggests
that paul may have been an unordained charismatic apostle and
special witnesswitness1919 rather than an ordained apostle citing the LDS

bible dictionary for general support quinn argues that cowdery
and whitmer as witnesses of the book of mormon were called
apostles in that sense prior to 1830 2021 quinn admits that elders
were ordained as early as mid 1829 but he suggests that those
ordinations and all confirmations prior to that time might have
been performed solely on the basis of the revelation received in
june 1829 instructing joseph and oliver to ordain each other doc-
uments 13 14 he suggests further that the ordinations carried
out on april 6 1830 were reordinations 21

quinn looks mainly to documents 9 and 16 and to the 1881
and 1882 addison everett accounts to support his conclusion that
the melchizedek priesthood was formally restored by peter james
and john in july 1830 in document 9 joseph smith mentions the
restoration of the melchizedek priesthood and the pouring out of
the gift of the holy spirit upon the church after referring to the
churchschurche organization quinn infers that this document as wellwenweilweli as

document 16 also found in dacd&c 12820 are a chronological list-
ing of events but document 16 helps quinns case only if one
assumes that one can date to june 1830 the event referred to in
document 16 as the voice of michael on the banks of the susque-
hanna detecting the devil when he appeared as an angel of light 22

while he acknowledges that the date specified by everett for the
restoration of the higher priesthood is 1829 quinn notes that this
date does not match the events that everett described surrounding
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josephs arrest and court trial which occurred in june and july
1830 thus for quinn everetts account seems to confirm the
july 1830 datedate2372131113722323

while porter acknowledges the statements by everett and
believes that addison everett was a man of veracity he is more
skeptical of everetts statements because thirty seven years had
passed between the time that everett heard the prophets state-
ments and the time that he recorded them and because everett
admitted his limitations and lack of technical skills as a historian
porter concludes that portions of his everetts remembrance are
inconsistent enough to warrant some obvious cautions when
attempting to reconstruct the sequence of events surrounding the
restoration process from his citations 24

conclusion

the fact that the historical record can be used to support dif-
ferent interpretations demonstrates how puzzling any fragmentary
record of the past can be because joseph and oliver never identi-
fied a date for the restoration of the melchizedek priesthood they
left room for speculation about the date of that priesthoodspriesthoods
restoration further complicating the task is our inability using
extant documents to determine with certainty joseph smiths full
understanding of the nature of the priesthood at the time of the
churchschurche organization

while the documentary record is fragmentary regarding the
date for the restoration of the melchizedek priesthood the record
is extensive and rich in many other respects it strongly shows that
joseph smith and oliver cowdery repeatedly testified that they
received power from on high to perform ordinances first from
john the baptist and then from peter james and john their testi-
monies began early in church documents and intensified as these
first and second elders drew closer to their own impending deaths
the powerful thrust of these accounts corroborated by numerous
statements from other early members of the church is intellectu-
ally challenging and spiritually invigorating
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the documents
the following collection of historical sources seeks to display

every known statement directly concerning the restoration of the
aaronic or melchizedek priesthoodsPriesthoods that was made during the life-

times ofjoseph smith who died in 1844 or oliver cowdery who
died in 1850 about half of these documents are firsthand declara-
tions by joseph or oliver or secondhand reports of their words
in most other cases joseph or oliver could have known of the
statement the documents are arranged by author or speaker in
chronological order the authors appear in the order of their earli-

est priesthood restoration statement the statements by that
author are then grouped in chronological order A few later or
additional statements appear in the footnotes in a few documents
punctuation has been added for clarity

1 articles of the church of christ 1829

A commandment from god unto oliver how he should build up his
church & the manner thereof I1 command all men every where to
repent & I1 speak unto you even as unto paul mine apostle for ye are
called even with that same calling with which he was called now
therefore whosoever repentethrepenteth & humblethhumbleth himself before me &

desirethdes ireth to be baptized in my name shall ye baptize them and after
this manner did he command me that I1 should baptize them behold
ye shall go down & stand in the water & in my name shall ye baptize
them and now behold these are the words which ye shall say call-
ing them by name saying having authority given me ofjesus christ I1

baptize you 2521

2 doctrine and covenants 20 1830april1830 April 1831

the rise of the church of christ in these last days being 18501830 years
since the coming of our lord and saviour jesus christ in the flesh it
being regularly organized and established agreeable to the laws of
our country by the will and commandments of god in the 4thath
month and on the 6thath day of the same which commandments were
given to joseph smith jun who was called of god and ordained an
apostle of jesus christ an elder of the church and also to oliver
cowdery who was also called of god an apostle of jesus christ an
elder of the church and ordained under his hand and this according
to the grace of god the father and our lord jesus christ to whom
be all glory both now and ever amen 2616
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3 doctrine and covenants 18 mjuneijuneqjune 18291833
and now oliver I1 speak unto you and also unto david by way of
commandment for behold I1 command all men every where to
repent and I1 speak unto you even as unto paul mine apostle for you
are called even with that same calling with which he was called 27

4 doctrine and covenants 27 september 18301835183011835

which john I1 have sent unto you my servants joseph smithsinith jr
and oliver cowdery to ordain you unto this first priesthood which
you have received that you might be called and ordained even as
aaron and also with peter and james and john whom I1 have
sent unto you by whom I1 have ordained you and confirmed you to
be apostles and especial witnesses of my name and bear the keys of
your ministry and of the same things which I1 revealed unto them
unto whom I1 have committed the keys of my kingdom and a dispen-
sation of the gospel for the last times and for the fulnessfalness of times 28

5 joseph smith 1832

A history of the life of joseph smith jr an account of his marvilousmarcilousmarvilous
experience and of all the mighty acts which he doethboeth in the name of
jesus chist the son of the living god of whom he bearethbearett record and
also an account of the rise of the church of christ in the eve of time
according as the lord brought forth and established by his hand firstly
he receiving the testamonytamonytestimonytes from on high seccondlyseccondly the ministering of
angels thirdly the reception of the holy priesthood by the ministeringministringministring
of aangelsaangelo to adminster the letter of the gospel the law and com-
mandmentsmandments as they were given unto him and the ordinencs forthlydorthly
a confirmation and reception of the high priesthood after the holy
order of the son of the living god power and ordinenceordinanceordinence from on high
to preach the gospel in the administration and demonstration of the
spirit the kees of the kingdom of god conferedconfereeconfered upon him and the con-
tinuation of the blessings of god to him &cac 2919

6 joseph smith march 2218331833

the following curious occurrence occurred last week in newburg
about 6 miles from this place cleveland ohio joe smith the great
mormonosityalormonosity was there and held forth and among other things he
told them he had seen jesus christ and the apostles and conversed
with them and that he could perform miracles 3031
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7TJosephjoseph smith december 18 18331183518331835
these blessings shall come upon him according to the blessings of
the prophecy of joseph in ancient days which he said should come
upon the seer of the last days and the scribe that should sit with him
and that should be ordained with him by the hand of the angel in
the bush unto the lesser priesthood and after receive the holy
priesthood under the hands of those who had been held in reserve
for a long season even those who received it under the hand of the
messiah while he should dwell in the flesh upon the earth and
should receive the blessings with him even the seer of the god of
abraham isaac and jacob saith he even joseph of old by his hand
even god and he shall inherit a crown of eternal life at the end and
while in the flesh shall stand up in zion and assist to crown the tribes
ofjacob even so amen 31

8 joseph smith february 12 1834

thursday evening february 12 1834 this evening the high priests
and elders of the church in kirtland at the house of bro joseph
smith jun in council for church business the council was orga-
nized and opened by bro joseph smith jun in prayer bro joseph
then rose and said I1 shall now endeavor to set forth before this coun-
cil the dignity of the office which has been conferred upon me by
the ministeringministringministring of the angel of god by his own will and by the voice
of this church 32

9 joseph smith april 2121183418341854

norton medina co ohio april 21 1834 bro joseph smith
jun then gave a relation of obtaining and translating the book of
mormon the revelation of the priesthood of aaron the organization
of the church in the year 1830 the revelation of the high priest-
hood and the gift of the holy spirit poured out upon the church
&cac take away the book of mormon and the revelations and where
is our religion we have none 33

10 joseph smith december 5 1834

the reader may further understand that the reason why high coun-
sellor cowdery was not previously ordained to the presidency was
in consequence of his necessary attendance in zion to assist wm W
phelps in conducting the printing business but that this promise
was made by the angel while in company with president smith at
the time they received the office of the lesser priesthood 3431
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11 joseph smith march 27 1836

joseph smith jun testified of the angel of the lords appearing unto
him to call him to the work of the lord & also of being ordained
under the hands of the angel of of sic the covenant 35

12 joseph smith 1839

while we were thus employed praying and calling upon the lord a
messenger from heaven descended in a cloud of light and having
laid his hands upon us he ordained us saying unto us upon you
my fellow servants in the name of messiah I1 confer the priesthood of
aaron which holds the keys of the ministeringministringministring of angels and of the
gospel of repentance and of baptism by immersion for the remission
of sins and this shall never be taken again from the earth untill the
sons of levi do offer again an offering unto the lord in righteous-
ness he said this aaronic priesthood had not the power of laying
on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost but that this should be
conferred on us hereafter and he commanded us to go and be bap-
tized and gave us directions that I1 should baptize oliver cowdery
and afterward that he should baptize me

accordingly we went and were baptized I1 baptized him first
and afterwards he baptized me after which I1 laid my hands upon his
head and ordained him to the aaronickronickadronickAa priesthood and afterward he
laid his hands on me and ordained me to the same priesthood for so
we were commanded the messenger who visited us on this occa-
sion and conferred this priesthood upon us said that his name was
john the same that is called john the baptist in the new testament
and that he acted under the direction of peter james and john who
held the keys of the priesthood of melchisedeck which priesthood
he said should in due time be conferred on us we were forced to
keep secret the circumstances of our having been baptized and hav-
ing received the priesthood owing to a spirit of persecution which
had already manifested itself in the neighborhood 36

13 joseph smith 1839 draft
we now became anxious to have that promise realized to us which
the angel that conferred upon us the aaronickronickadronickAa priesthood had given
us viz that provided we continued faithful we should also have the
melchesidecMelchesidec priesthood which holds the authority of the laying on
of hands for the gift of the holy ghost we had for some time made
this matter a subject of humble prayer and at length we got together
in the chamber of mr whitmerswhittersWhitmers house in order more particularly to
seek of the lord information and if possible obtain what we now so
earnestly desired after some time spent in solemn and fervent
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prayer the word of the lord came unto us in the chamber com-
manding us that I1 should ordain oliver cowdery to be an elder in
the church of jesus christ and that he also should ordain me to the
same office and that after having been thus ordained we should pro-
ceed to ordain others to the same office according as it should be
made known unto us from time to time also commanding us that as
soon as practicable we should call together all those who had already
been baptized by us to bless bread and break it with them also to
take wine bless it and drink it with them doing all these things in
the name of the lord but to defer our own ordination untiluntill we had
called together our brethren and had their sanction and been
accepted by them as their teachers after which we were com-
manded to proceed to ordain each other and call out such men as
the spirit should dictate unto us and ordain them and then attend
to the laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost

the following commandment doctrine and covenants 18
will further illustrate the nature of our calling to this priesthood as
well as others who were yet to be sought after 37

14 joseph smith 1839

we now became anxious to have that promise realized to us which
the angel that conferred upon us the Aaronick priesthood had given
us viz that provided we continued faithful we should also have the
melchesidecMelches idec priesthood which holds the authority of the laying on
of hands for the gift of the holy ghost we had for some time made
this matter a subject of humble prayer and at length we got together
in the chamber of mr whitmersvvhitmerswhittersWhitmers house in order more particularly to
seek of the lord what we now so earnestly desired and here to our
unspeakable satisfaction did we realize the truth of the savioursSaviours
promise ask and you shall recievecieverelievere seek and you shall find knock
and it shall be opened unto you for we had not long been engaged
in solemn and fervent prayer when the word of the lord came unto
us in the chamber commanding us that I1 should ordain oliver cow-
dery to be an elder in the church of jesus christ and that he also
should ordain me to the same office iteeoraccordindaftdift and then to ordain
others as it should be made known unto us from time to time we
were however commanded to defer this our ordination untill such
times as it should be practicable to have our brethren who had
been and who should be baptized assembled together when we
must have their sanction to our thus proceeding to ordain each
other and have them decide by vote whether they were willing to
accept us as spiritual teachers or not when also we were com-
manded to bless bread and break it with them and to take wine
bless it and drink it with them afterward proceed to ordain each
other according to commandment then call out such men as the
spirit should dictate and ordain them and then attend to the laying
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on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost upon all those whom we
had previously baptized doing all things in the name of the lord

the following commandment doctrine and covenants 18
will further illustrate the nature of our calling to this priesthood as
well as that of others who were yet to be sought after 38

15 joseph smith 1839

the priesthood is everlasting the savior moses & elias gave the
keys to peter james & john on the mount when they were transfixtransfig
uredared before him the priesthood is everlasting without beginning of
days or end of years without father mother &cac

if there is no change of ordinances there is no change of priest-
hood wherever the ordinances of the gospel are administered there
is the priesthood how have we come at the priesthood in the last
days they it sic came down down in regular succession peter
james ajohn had it given to them & they gave it up 39

16 joseph smith september 6 1842

and again what do we hear glad tidings from cumorah moroni an
angel from heaven declaring the fulfilmentfulfillment of the prophets the
book to be revealed A voice of the lord in the wilderness of fayette
seneca county declaring the three witnesses to bear record of the
book the voice of michael on the banks of the susquehanna detect-
ing the devil when he appeared as an angel of light the voice of
peter james and john in the wilderness between harmony susque-
hanna county and Co lesville broom county on the susquehanna
river declaring themselves as possessing the keys of the kingdom
and of the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times and again the voice of
god in the chamber of old father whitmer in fayette seneca county
and at sundry times and in divers places through all the travels and
tribulation of this church of jesus christ of latter day saints and the
voice of michael the archangel the voice of gabriel and of raphael
and of divers angels from michael or adam down to the present time
all declaring their dispensation their rights their keys their honors
their majesty and glory and the power of their priesthood 40

17 joseph smith march 10 1844

showing the difference between the spirit of elias elijah and the mes-
siah J smith prophet of the spirit of elias I1 must go back to the time
at susquehannahSusquehannah river when I1 retired in the woods pouring out my
soul in prayer to almighty god an angel came down from heaven and
laid his hands upon me and ordained me to the power of elias and that
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authorizedauthorised me to babtisebabtist with water unto repentance it is a power or
a preparatory work for something greater you have not power to lay
on hands for the gift of the holy ghost but you shall have power given
you hereafter that is the power of the aronickadronick preisthoodpreisthood 4111

18 joseph smith march 10 1844

on sunday march 10 joseph the priest delivered the following con
cemincernin the spirits & powers ofofeliaseliasellaseilas elijah & of4 messiah the power of
elias is not the power of elijah related the vision of his ordination to
the priesthood of aaron on the susquehannahSusquehannah river to preach the
preparatory gospel this said the angel is the spirit of elias 4241

19 joseph smith march 10 1844

1I went into the woods to inquire of the lord by prayer his will con-
cerning me & I1 saw an angel & he laid his hands upon my head &
ordained me to be a priest after the order ofaaron & to hold the keys
of this priesthood which office was to preach repentance & baptism
for the remission of sins & also to baptise but was informed that this
office did not extend to the laying on of hands for the giving of the
holy ghost that that office was a greater work & was to be given
afterwards but that my ordination was a preparetorypreparatoryprepare tory work or a going
before which was the spirit of elias for the spirit of elias was a go-
ing before to prepare the way for the greater which was the case
with john the baptist 43

20 oliver cowdery november 16 1830

about two weeks since some persons came along here with the
book one of whom pretends to have seen angels and assisted in
translating the plates he proclaims destruction upon the world
within a few years holds forth that the ordinances of the gospel
have not been regularly administered since the days of the apostles
till the said smith and himself commenced the work the name
of the person here who pretends to have a divine mission and to
have seen and conversed with angels is cowdray 44

2211 oliver cowdery december 7 1830

mr oliver cowdry has his commission directly from the god of
heaven and that he has credentials written and signed by the hand
of jesus christ with whom he has personally conversed and as
such said cowdry claims that he and his associates are the only per-
sons on earth who are qualified to administer in his name by this
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authority they proclaim to the world that all who do not believe
their testimony and be baptisedbaptizedbapti sed by them for the remission of
sins must be forever miserable 4515

22 oliver cowdery 1834

from his joseph smiths hand I1 received baptism by the direction of
the angel of god the first received into this church in this day
on a sudden as from the midst of eternity the voice of the redeemer
spake peace to us while the vail was parted and the angel of god
came down clothed with glory and delivered the anxiously looked for
message and the keys of the gospel of repentance ourour eyes
beheld our ears heard we listened we gazed we admired
twas the voice of the angel from glory we were rapt in the vision
of the Ahalmightynighty weme received under the angels hand the holy
priesthood as he said upon you my fellow servants in the name of
messiah I1 confer this priesthood and this authority which shall remain
upon earth that the sons of levi may yet offer an offering unto the
lord in righteousness the assurance that we were in the pres-
ence of an angel the certainty that we heard the voice of jesus and
the truth unsullied as it flowed from a pure personage dictated by the
will of god is to me past description 46

23 oliver cowdery february 21 1835

brethren you have your duty presented in this revelation you have
been ordained to the holy priesthood you have received it from
those who had their power and authority from an angel you are to
preach the gospel to every nation 47

24 oliver cowdery october 2218352185518351855

the following blessings by the spirit of prophecy were pronounced
by josephbyjoseph smith jr the first elder and first patriarch of the church
for although his father laid hands upon and blessed the fatherless
thereby securing the blessings of the lord unto them and their pos-
terity he was not the first elder because god called upon his son
joseph and ordained him to this power and delivered to him the keys
of the kingdom that is of authority and spiritual blessings upon the
church and through him the lord revealed his will to the church
he joseph smith was ministered unto by the angel and by his
direction he obtained the records of the nephitesNephites and translated by
the gift and power of god he was ordained by the angeljohnengeljohnangel john unto the
lesser or aaronic priesthood in company with myself in the town of
harmony susquehannahSusquehannah county pennsylvania on fryday the 15th
day of may 1829 after which we repaired to the water even to the
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susquehannahSusquehannah river and were baptized he first ministering unto me
and after I1 to him but before baptism our souls were drawn out in
mighty prayer to know how we might obtain the blessings of bap-
tism and of the holy spirit according to the order of god and we
diligently sought for the right of the fathers and the authority of the
holy priesthood and the power to administer in the same for we
desired to be followers of righteousness and the possessors of
greater knowledge even the knowledge of the mysteries of the king-
dom of god therefore we repaired to the woods even as our father
joseph said we should that is to the bush and called upon the name
of the lord and he answered us out of the heavens and while we
were in the heavenly vision the angel came down and bestowed
upon us this priesthood and then as I1 have said we repaired to the
water and were baptized after this we received the high and holy
priesthood but an account of this will be given elsewhere or in
another place let it suffice that others had authority to bless but
after these blessings were given of which I1 am about to write
joseph smith sen was ordained a president and patriarch under the
hands of his son joseph myself sidney rigdon and frederick G

williams presidents of the church these blessings were given by
vision and the spirit of prophecy on the 18th of december 1833
and written by my own hand at the time and I1 know them to be cor-
rect and according to the mind of the lord 48

25 oliver cowdery october 1835 relating moronis
instructions to joseph smith on september 22 1823

when they the gold plates are interpreted the lord will give the
holy priesthood to some and they shall begin to proclaim this gospel
and baptize by water and after that they shall have power to give the
holy ghost by the laying on of their hands 4919

26 oliver cowdery april 1836

the least among us values more highly his profession and holds too
sacredly that heavenly communication bestowed by the laying on of
the hands of those who were clothed with authority than allanaliail that
frail worse than threadbarethread bare hypocritical pretentionprementionpretention which came
down through the mother of abominations of which himself a rev-
erend and all others of his profession can boast 50

27 oliver cowdery march 232318461846

1I have cherished a hope and that one of my fondest that I1 might
leave such a character as those who might believe in my testimony
after I1 shall be called hence might do so not only for the sake of the
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truth but might not blush for the private character of the man who
bore that testimony I1 have been sensitive on this subject I1 admit
but I1 ought to be so you would be under the circumstances had
you stood in the presence of john with our departed brother
joseph to receive the lesser priesthood and in the presence of
peter to receive the greater and look down through time and wit-
ness the effects these two must produce 51

28 oliver cowdery october 21 1848

the priesthood is here I1 was present with joseph when an holy angle
from god came down from heaven and conferedconfereeconfered or restored the aronic
priesthood and said at the same time that it should remain upon the
earth while the earth stands I1 was also present with joseph when
the melchesideckMelchesideck priesthood was conferedconfereeconfered by the holy angles of god
this was the more necessary in order that which we then confirmed on
each other by the will and commandment of god this priesthood is
also to remain upon the earth until the last remnant of time 52

29 oliver cowdery as reported by george A smith
october 31 1848

oliver cowdery who had just arrived from wisconsin with his fam-
ily on being invited addressed the meeting he bore testimony in
the most positive terms of the truth of the book of mormon the
restoration of the priesthood to the earth and the mission of joseph
smith as the prophet of the last days and told the people if they
wanted to follow the right path to keep the main channel of the
stream where the body of the church goes there is the authority
and all these lo10 heres and lo10 theres have no authority but this peo-
ple have the true and holy priesthood for the angel said unto
joseph smith jr in my hearing that this priesthood shall remain on
earth unto the end his oliver cowderysCowderys testimony produced
quite a sensation among the gentlemen present who did not belong
to the church and it was gratefully received by all the saints 53

30 oliver cowdery january 13184913 1849

while darkness covered the earth and gross darkness the people
long after the authority to administer in holy things had been taken
away the lord opened the heavens and sent forth his word for the
salvation of israel in fulfillmentfulfilment of the sacred scripture the everlast-
ing gospel was proclaimed by the mighty angel moroni who
clothed with the authority of his mission gave glory to god in the high-
est this gospel is the stone taken from the mountain without hands
john the baptist holding the keys of the aaronic priesthood peter
james and john holding the keys of the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek priesthood
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have also ministered for those who shall be heirs of salvation and
with these ministrations ordained men to the same priesthoodsPriesthoods
these priesthoodsPriesthoods with their authority are now and must continue
to be in the body of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
blessed is the elder who has received the same and thrice blessed
and holy is he who shall endure to the end accept assurances dear
brother of the unfeigned prayer of him who in connection with
joseph the seer was blessed with the above ministrations and who
earnestly and devoutly hopes to meet you in the celestial glory54glory51

31 gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph december 7 1830

those who are the friends and advocates of this wonderful book
book of mormon state that mr oliver cowdry has his commission

directly from the god of heaven and that he has credentials written
and signed by the hand ofjesus christ with whom he has personally
conversed and as such said cowdry claims that he and his associ-
ates are the only persons on earth who are qualified to administer in
his name by this authority they proclaim to the world that all who
do not believe their testimony and be baptisedbaptizedbaptised by them for the
remission of sins and come under the imposition of their hands for
the gift of the holy ghost must be forever miserable 5515

32 the reflector 1831

they missionaries then proclaimed that there had been no religion
in the world for 1500 years that no one had been authorized to
preach &cac for that period that jo smith had now received a com-
mission from god for that purpose smith they affirmed had
seen god frequently and personally cowdery and his friends
had frequent interviews with angels 56

33 william W phelps december 25183425185425 18341854

the next item I1 shall notice is a glorious one when the angel con-
ferred the priesthood upon you his fellow servants that was an
august meeting of men and angels and brought again upon earth
the keys of the mysteries of the kingdom of god 57

34 LDSIDS hymnal 1835

hymn 26 PM

and an angel surely then
for a blessing unto men
brought the priesthood back again
in its ancient purity 58
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35 parley P pratt 1835

SONG III111illililii long metre

the opening of the dispensation
of the fulnessfalness of times

A voice commissioned from on high
hark hark it is the angels cry
descending from the throne of light
his garments shining clear and white

he comes the gospel to reveal
in fulnessfalnessfulness to the sons of men
lo10 from cumorahsCumorahs lonely hill
there comes a record of gods will

translated by the power of god
his voice bears record to his word
again an angel did appear
As witnesses do record bear

restored the priesthood long since lost
in truth and power as at the first
thus men commissioned from on high
came forth and did repentance cry 59

36 parley P pratt 18401840184o

THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF IATTERLATTER DAY SAINTS was first organized in
the state of new york in the year of our lord one thousand eight
hundred and thirty on the sixth day of april at its first organization
it consisted of six members the first instruments of its organization
were joseph smith jun and oliver cowdery who profess to have
received their authority and priesthood or apostleship by direct rev-
elation from god by the voice of god by the ministering of
angels and by the holy ghost 60

37 parley P pratt januaryuanuary 1842

some of those who held the holy priesthood in ancient times the
priesthood which is after the power of an endless life without begin-
ning of days or end of years some of those I1 say being raised from
the dead and others translated still hold the apostleship and priest-
hood and it has pleased god to send them as holy angels to earth to
reintroduce the pure gospel and to commission and ordain the first
instruments of the latter day saints 61



restoration of the aaronic priesthood by C C A christensen 1831

1912 lithograph print 18 x 14 1887 printed by F E bording
copenhagen denmark courtesy museum of church history and
art john the baptist appears as a mature adult with a physical body
note for example the drapery on johns right knee the artist had
this image printed in copenhagen while he was on his fourth and
final mission to his native scandinavia he sent fifteen hundred
copies of this print back to his families inin utah so his wives could
sell them and help support themselves while he was away
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38 orson pratt june 26 1836

june 26th 1856183618361 being the sabbath preached in antwerp village in
the forenoon and also in the afternoon upon the faith once delivered
to the saints the falling away of the church the losing of the author-
ity of the priesthood the restoration of the church by ministering
of an angel rev lathl4th14th chap in the afternoon at 5 oclock the
members of the church with several others that were favorable met
together the sacrament was administered and also confirmation
was administered to three 6261

39 orson pratt 1840

also in the year 1829 mr smith and mr cowdery having learned
the correct mode of baptism from the teachings of the saviour to the
ancient nephitesNephites as recorded in the book of mormon had a desire
to be baptized but knowing that no one had authority to administer
that sacred ordinance in any denomination they were at a loss to
know how the authority was to be restored and while calling upon
the lord with a desire to be informed on the subject a holy angel
appeared and stood before them and laid his hands upon their
heads and ordained them and commanded them to baptize each
other which they accordingly did in the foregoing we have
related the most important facts concerning the visions and the min-
istry of the angel to mr smith the discovery of the records their
translation into the english language and the witnesses raised up to
bear testimony of the same we have also given an account of the
restoration of the authority in these days to administer in the ordi-
nances of the gospel and of the time of the organization of the
church and of the blessings poured out upon tthehe same while yet
in its infancy 63

40 orson pratt september 30 1848

A revelation and restoration to the earth of the everlasting gospel
through the angel moroni would be of no benefit to the nations
unless some one should be ordained with authority to preach it and
administer its ordinances but why not confer authority by ordi-
nation as well as reveal the everlasting gospel refering to moroni
because in all probability he had not the right so to do how then
did mr smith obtain the office of an apostle if moroni had no
authority to ordain him to such office mr smith testifies that peter
james and john came to him in the capacity of ministering angels
and by the laying on of hands ordained him an apostle and com-
manded him to preach baptize lay on hands for the gift of the holy
ghost and administer all other ordinances of the gospel as they
themselves did in ancient days if mr smith had pretended that
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he received the apostleship by the revelation of the holy ghost
without an ordination under the hands of an apostle we should at
once know that his pretensions were vain and that he was a

deceiver did john predict the restoration of the gospel by an
angel it is included in mr smiths system can any man show
that the gospel will not be restored by an angel64angel 64

41 david W patten july 1838

referring to rev 14614677 previously mentioned in the text the
authority connected with the ordinances renders the time very
desirable to the man of god and renders him happy amidst all his
trials and afflictions to such an one through the grace of god we
are indebted for this dispensation as given by the angel of the lord

and they who sin against this authority given to him the
before mentioned man of god sins not against him only but
against moroni who holds the keys of the stick of ephraim and also
with elias who holds the keys of bringing to pass the restitution of
all things or the restoration of all things and also john the son
of zacharias which zacharias elias visited and give promise that he
should have a son and his name should be john and he should be
filled with the spirit of elias which john I1 have sent unto you my
servants joseph smith jr and oliver cowdery to ordain you to this
first priesthood even as aaron and also peter and james and
john whom I1 have sent unto you by whom I1 have ordained you
and confirmed you to be apostles and especial witnesses of my
name and bear the keys of your ministry and of the same things I1

revealed unto them unto whom I1 have committed the keys of my
kingdom and a dispensation of the gospel for the last time and for
the fulnessfalness of times 65

42 oliver granger september 10183910 1839

br oliver granger occupied the fore part of the day and gave a

very interesting account of his life of the administration of angels
who testified of the work of god in the world a vision of the book of
mormon the means by which he was brought into the church and
then bore testimony to the restoration of the priesthood 66

43 john taylor february 11 1840

11 february 1840 tuesday mr bradshaw said he could tell if a

man had the holy ghost yet could not tell how we shewdshawd him a
man might have the gift of wisdom etc and he not see it told him
he did not know what the holy ghost was mr matthews
asked bro ijohn taylor where he got his authority ans by prophecy
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and laying on of hands of those who had authority etc this came by
the ministration of an holy angel bro T aylor then asked where he
got his ans from the bishop of lincoln and that was as good as his
angel and you have no more power than I1 have and if you have let
us see it I1 say if you have any power shew it either from heaven or
hell I1 dont fear you I1 say if you have any power from heaven
or hell shew it we said we were sent not to shew signs but to call
on all to repent priests and people 6717

44 erastus snow december 1840

erastus snow to benjamin winchester letter december 1840
philadelphia little more than ten years has passed since the organi-
zation of the church of christ in these last days since the angel of the
lord said to our much esteemed brother J smith and his faithful
companion 0 cowdery to you my fellow servants am I1 sent to
confer this priesthoodpristhoodpristhood that through you it may be conferred upon
others the morning that heavenly messenger executed this impor-
tant mission is one long to be remembered by all the saints 68

45 erastus snow and benjamin winchester 1841

we also believe and testify that the lord has renewed the gospel dis-
pensationpensation and in fulfillmentfulfilment of numerous predictions of the prophets
and apostles sent his holy angel to commission men to preach the
fulnessftilnessfalness of the everlasting gospel to all nations 69

46 benjamin winchester february 15 1841

god does not send his angels to act as priests on earth but to bear
his messages to men also to make known his covenants to them it is
not said that this angel in person should preach the gospel to allanailali
nations referring to the angel prophesied of in rev 146 7 but that
he should come with it or have it to preach to all nations it is the
work of the servants of god to preach the gospel to all nations
indeed in consequence of apostacyapostasyapostacy the lord has taken the priest-
hood or authority from the church therefore this angel was to be
sent to restore this authority or commission men to preach the
gospel to all nations 7071

47 benjamin winchester april 1 1841

As soon as the book of mormon was translated the lord sent his
holy angel with the holy priesthood which was conferred upon
men thus fulfilling the saying of john 1 I saw another angel fly in the
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midst of heaven having the everlasting gospel to preach unto them
that dwell on the earth &cac the book of mormon has come forth
on this land and the lord has sent his angel to confer the holy priest-
hood upon his servants once more or renewed the gospel dispensa-
tion and organized his kingdom &cac the lord has sent forth the
book of mormon also his angel to confer the holy priesthood and
organized his church 71

48 benjamin winchester 1843

soon after this book was discovered the lord sent his angel with the
holy priesthood which was conferred upon mr smith and 0 cow-
dery who as a scribe assisted in the work of translation they imme-
diately baptized each other and also others that believed the work 7271

49 orson hyde june 151518411841

1I began with the priesthood and showed that the saints were not
under the necessity of tracing back the dark and bloody stream of
papal superstition to find their authority neither were they com-
pelled to seek for it among the floating and trancient notions of
protestant reformers but god has sent his holy angel directly from
heaven with this seal and authority and conferred it upon men with
his own hands quoting the letter and testimony of 0 cowdery 73

50 orson hyde 1842

while calling upon the lord with a desire to be informed on the sub-
ject a holy angel appeared stood before them and laid his hands
upon their heads and ordained them then he commanded these
two men to baptize each other which they did accordingly hyde
then gives oliver cowderysCowderys 1834 messenger and advocate account
of the aaronic priesthood restorationrestoration7474

51 heber C kimballkhnbahkimbail and wilford woodruff
september 15184115 1841

the lord sent a holy angel who hath committed the everlasting
gospel and restored the priesthood 75

52 charles thompson 1841

immediately after it was translated god sent an holy angel from the
midst of heaven with the priesthood and authority of jesus christ to
preach the everlasting gospel unto them who dwell on the earth and
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to every nation kindred tongue and people saying with a loud voice
fear god and give glory to him for the hour of his judgment is come
and worship him that made heaven and earth and the sea and the
fountains of water and this priesthood and authority has been con-
ferred upon many men and will be conferred upon many more who
have escaped the corruptionscorruptions that are in the world through lustjust 76

53 george J adams 1841

the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints was first organized in
the state of new york in the year of our lord one thousand eight
hundred and thirty on the sixth day of april at its first organiza-
tion it consisted of six members the first instruments of its organi-
zation were joseph smith jun and oliver cowdery who received
their authority and priesthood or apostleship by direct revelation
from god by the voice of god by the ministering of angels and
by the holy ghost 77

54 george J adams 1849

joseph smith and oliver cowdery were at a loss to know how the
authority was to be restored and while calling upon the lord with a
desire to be informed upon the subject a holy angel appeared
stood before them laid his hands upon their heads ordained
them and commanded them to baptize each other which they
accordingly did 7871

55 ebenezer robinson january 1 1842

these preachers profess no authority from antiquity to administer
gospel ordinances but say that an angel has come down from the
midst of heaven and conferred on them the priesthood and author-
ity to preach and administer the everlasting gospel unto them that
dwell on the earth 79

56 alfred cordon april 181818421842

monday 18th april 1842 as soon has sic I1 got home I1 discov-
ered that mr brabazon ellis incumbent of st pauls church burslem
had sent desiring to hold a little conversation with one or more of
the latter day saints immediately I1 went elder wm lloyd accompa-
nied me we found another minister with him and after the usual
compliments he said let us pray we kneeled down and he prayed
that the lord would enlighten both our hearts that we might be
blessdblesse with wisdom and intelligence and I1 felt in my heart to say
amen after prayer he asked me who ordained me in the church
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of latter day saints I1 told him wm clayton I1 then said and sir who
ordained you he answered the bishop he then asked me who or-
dained wm clayton I1 answered heber C kimball I1 then asked him
who ordained the bishop he answered another bishop he then
asked me who ordained heber C kimball I1 answered joseph smith
and said 1I joseph smith was ordained by holy angels that were sent
by commandment from the most high god 80

57 warren foote august 292918421842

29th august 1842 we returned home satisfied with sectarian non-
sense and feeling thankful to the lord for the revelation of his
gospel through his servant joseph smith on whom he bestowed his
holy priesthood through the laying on of hands of the ancient apos-
tles peter james and john thereby opening up the way whereby
mankind can be saved and exalted in his celestial kingdom through
repentance and baptism and the laying on of hands for the reception
of the holy ghost by those ordained into this holy priesthood 81

58 moses martin 1842

1I now as a living witness of god feel it my indispensable duty to
declare to all men who may chance to peruse this little work that
the angel of god has committed the everlasting gospel with the
holy priesthood unto man in fulfillmentfulfilment of johns prediction that
god has now a church on earth organized after the apostolic order
with all the gifts and graces which belong to it 8281

59 james henry flanigan april 141418441844

sunday 14 april 184411844 mr fishers 21 & 22 verses of 28 cptr of
isa book of mormon gathering of israel 2ndand coming
of christ restoration of reserectionreselectionReserection of I1 mileniummilenius
& the manner & means will make use of bringing
about for by giving sending his angel with
priesthood up a prophet sending fishers & hunters to gather
sons of irael & build up zion &cac &cac 8313

60 lorenzo snow 1844

I1 now bear testimony having the highest assurance by revelation
from god that this prophecy rev 1461146 has already been fulfilled
that an angel from god has visited man in these last days and
restored that which has long been lost even the priesthood the
keys of the kingdom the fulnessfalness of the everlasting gospel 84
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61 william 1I appleby 1844

in the year 1830 after the book was translated and published the
angel of god according to promise conferred the holy priesthood
upon mr smith and gave unto him commandments to baptize with
water in the name of jesus and build up the church of christ which
accordingly was organized april 6thath AD 1830 with six members 8515

62 william 1I appleby december 301848
he oliver cowdery was one of the first apostles in this church and
baptisedbaptizedbaptised br joseph the prophet at first and then br joseph adminis-
tered to him the same ordinance after they had both received the
holy priesthood from under the hands of the angel of godgod86

6363jedediahjedediah M grant 1844

after he had obtained and translated the ancient american records
commonly called the book of mormon and had received authority

from the legates of heaven delegated and sent unto him by the lord
to ordain him to the holy priesthood giving him the right to ordain
others that the gospel might be preached in all the world for a wit-
ness unto all nations 87

64 quorum of the twelve april 6618451845

the great elohim jehovah had been pleased once more to speak
from the heavens and also to commune with man upon the earth by
means of open visions and by the ministration of HOLY messengers

by this means the great and eternal high priesthood after the
order of his son even the apostleship has been restored or
returned to the earth

this high priesthood or apostleship holds the keys of the
kingdom of god with power to bind on earth that which shall be
bound in heaven and to loose on earth that which shall be loosed in
heaven and in fine to do and to administer in all things pertaining
to the ordinances organization government and direction of the
kingdom of god 88

65 reuben miller september 1846

who was joseph smith A man appointed of god to lay the founda-
tion of this the dispensation of the fullness of times he was
ordained to the aaronic priesthood byjohnby john the baptist and received
the keys of the kingdom and the keys of the dispensation of the
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fulnessfalness of times from peter james and john and the restoring
power of the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek priesthood from elias and the sealing and
binding powers of the same from elijah 89

66 reuben miller 1847

miller briefly retellsrebells joseph smiths account of the aaronic priest-
hood restoration as given in the times and seasons then now
when I1 speak of the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchi sedek priesthood I1 wish so to be under-
stood and when I1 speak of the aaronic I1 do not wish the reader to
understand that I1 hold its jurisdiction or authority as being over that
of the greater or melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek they are two priesthoodspriesthoods and when
restored to earth through joseph by different angels and at different
times he joseph smith received from john the baptist accord-
ing to promise the priesthood after the order of aaron on the 15th
day of may 1829 in the manner and form as I1 have already shown
and a short time after the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek priesthood from peter
james and john the ancient apostles 90

67 william E mclellinmclelfinmcclellinMcLMcLellinelfin march and april 1847

the church very soon increased in numbers and branches of it
were organized and established in various places by the labors and
through the instrumentality of its first ministers who had received
their authority direct from heaven from the great head of the
church even christ the lord as did men in days of old by
the ministrations of holy angels and by the direct commandments
of god from heaven joseph was first called by an holy angel
strang was first called by joseph not a like here again when the
holy angel visited and ordained joseph oliver was with him that it
might be as the lord had said in the mouth of TWO or three wit-
nesses shall every word be established 2 cor 131311 who was with
strang when he was ordained no person not alike here and also
with peter and james and john whom I1 have sent unto you joseph
and oliveroliverj by whom I1 have ordained you and confirmed you to be
apostles and especial witnesses of my name 91

68 william E mclellinmclelfinmcclellinMcMcLLellinelfin march 1848

we hold thatthatjosephJOSEPH SMITHsmiTsmithandsmithardHandand OLIVER COWDERY in may 1829 received
the authority of the lesser priesthood and the keys of it by the visi-
tation and the administration of the angel john the baptist and that
on the 6thath day of april 1830 the day on which the church was orga-
nized they by a revelation from jesus christ by the unanimous con-
sent and vote of those whom they had baptisedbaptizedbaptised and by the laying on
of hands oliver cowdery and joseph smith were ordained to the
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office of elder in the high priesthood and that on the same day
JOSEPH SMITH was ordained under the hands of 0 cowdery to the
offices in the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek priesthood 9291

69 brigham young august 15 1847

when brother joseph received the preisthoodPreisthood he did not recieverelieve all

at once but he was A prophet seer & revelator before he recievedrelievedrecieved
the fulnessfalness of the priesthood & keys of the kingdom

he first recievedrelievedrecieved the aronickadronick priesthood and keys from under
the hands ofjohn the baptist he then had not power to lay on hands
to confirm the church but afterwards he recievedrelievedrecieved the patriarchal or
melchisedickmelchisedeckMelchisedick priesthood from under the hands of peter james &

john who were of the twelve apostles & were the presidency when
the other apostles were absent from those apostles joseph smith
recievedrelievedrecieved every key power blessing & privilege of the highest au-
thority of the melchezedickMelchezedick priesthood ever committed to man on
the earth which they held 93

70 hiram page march 4 1848

in the beginning we find the first ordinations were by peter james
and john they ordained joseph and oliver to what priesthood were
they ordained the answer must be to the holy priesthood on the
office of an elder or an apostle which is an additional grace added to
the office of an elder these offices oliver received from those holy
messengers before the 6thath of april 1830 994

brian Q cannon is assistant professor of history at brigham young university and
historical documents editor of BYU studies john W welch professor of law
and editor in chief of BYU studies and several editorial interns at BYU studies
particularly trevor packer assisted in preparing the introduction and these mate-
rials for publication BYU studies expresses appreciation to members of the staff at
the archives division of the LDS church historical department for their valuable
assistance in locating and verifying these priesthood restoration documents

NOTES

Alessenger and advocate october 1835 199 further words given by
moroni at that time now found in doctrine and covenants 2 were provided
by joseph smith in 1838 behold I1 will reveal unto you the priesthood by the
hand of elijah dacd&c 2211
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Ass gregory prince has observed the earliest occurrences of the word
priesthood in written mormon sources outside the book of mormon begin in
1831 27 moreover although priesthood authority had been restored prior to
that time the terms aaronic priesthood and melchizedek priesthood were not
adopted until 183185183518555 14 gregory A prince having authority the origins and
development of priesthood during the ministry of joseph smith indepen-
dence mo independence press 1993 william E mclellinsMcLellins journal entry for
october 25 1831 speaks of the high priesthood and the lesser priesthoodpriest hood
jan shipps and john W welch eds thethejournalsjournals of william E mcclellinmclellinMcLellin provo
utah BYU studies 1994 45 283

yosephjoseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971
143 hereafter cited as history of the church

while4whileawhile remaining true to his testimony as a witness to the book of mormon
david whitmer rejected any aspect of the restoration that recognized or pro-
moted central church authority in 1885 whitmer stated

I1 moved joseph smith and oliver cowdery to my fathers house in
fayette seneca county new york from harmony penn in the year
1829 on our way I1 conversed freely with them upon this great
work they were bringing about and oliver stated to me in josephs
presence that they had baptized each other seeking by that to fulfill
the command and after our arrival at fathers sometime in june
1829 joseph ordained oliver cowdery to be an elder and oliver
ordained joseph to be an elder in the church of christ and during
that year joseph both baptized and ordained me an elder in the
church of christ I1 never heard that an angel had ordained
joseph and oliver to the aaronic priesthood until the year 1834 5

or 6 in ohio

notwithstanding numerous attestationsattestations to the contrary by joseph smith and
oliver cowdery david whitmer in 1885 maintained 1 I do not believe that john
the baptist ever ordained joseph and oliver as stated and believed by some
zenas H gurley interview january 14 1885 gurley collection archives divi-
sion historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives quoted in lyndon W cook
ed david whitmer interviews A restoration witness orem utah grandin
book 1991 15455154 55 earlier whitmer had been very impressed however by
oliver cowderysCowderys testimony regarding the visitation of peter james and john see
note 10 below

in 1878 william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin wrote

in 1831 1I heard joseph tell his experience about angel visits many
times and about finding the plates and their contents comcominging to
lightfighthight but I1 never heard one word of john the baptist or of peter
james and johns visit and ordination till I1 was told some year or twetwo
afterward that is in 1832 in ohio

william E mclellinmcleffinmcclellinMcLellinLeffinlemmin statement 10 numbered item 28 quoted in D michael
quinn the mormon hierarchy origins of power salt lake city signature
books in association with smith research associates 1994 19
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part of a revelation dated august and september 1830 dacd&c 27 and pub-
lished for the first time in 1835 stated that elias had informed the father of john
the baptist that john would be filled with the spirit of elias dacd&c 277

avldaviddavid whitmer an address to all believers in christ by a witness to the
divine authenticity of the book of mormon richmond mo by the author
1887321887521887 32

artlandrtland high council minutes february 17 1834 LDS church archives
these verses did not appear in the earlier text of the revelation printed in

the book of commandments 1833 joseph smith recalled in 1839 that all of sec-
tion 27 was received as a revelation in august 1830 but that most of the revelation
including these words was not recorded until september 1830 dean C jessee
ed ydethe papers of ofjosepbjoseph smith 2 vols salt lake city deseret book 1989
132013202121 hereafter cited as PJS

9thisathis passage mentions the voice of peter james and john but does not
discuss a physical ordination the reason is that this is part of a response to the
preceding question what do we beurbearbeuf italic added

1 david10david H cannon reported an 1861 visit with david whitmer during which
whitmer allegedly recalled yet another testimony given by cowdery regarding
the appearance of peter james and john

the thing which impressed me most of all was as we stood beside
the grave of oliver cowdery the other witness who had come back
into the church before his death and in describing olivers action
when bearing his testimony said to the people in his room placing
his hands like this upon his head saying 1 I know the gospel to be
true and upon this head has peter james and john laid their hands
and confcenteredered the holy melchesdicMelchesdic priesthoodpriestoodPriestood the manner in which
this tall grey headed man went through the exhibition of what oliver
had done was prophetic I1 shall never forget the impression that the
testimony of david whitmer made upon me

david H cannon autobiography march 13 1917 5 photocopy of holograph in
possession of richard L anderson quoted in larry C porter the restoration of
the priesthood religious studies center newsletter 9 no 3 may 3 1995 10

addison everett wrote

A few days before br joseph & hiram ware calid to carthage by gov
ford I1 wus passing the mansheonMansheon house I1 observed bro joseph &

hiram & some five or six brethren in earnest conversation before the
door of the house I1 opened the gate and stepedseeped in br joseph
expresedexpressedEx presed greatecreate simpathysympathysimpathy for br oliver saying poor bosyjboyjboyboyd poor

bosyjboyjboyboyd casting his eyes to the ground and then said as they ware
translating the book of mormon at his father in laws in
susquhanah county penny they ware thretned by a mob and
in the same time father knights came down from colesvillecolesvfflelesvilleCo

broombroome e county new york and desired them to go home with him
and preach to them in his neighbourhoodNeighbourhood and on account of the
mob spirit prevailing they concluded to goe and they ware
teaching and preaching the gospelegospeler they ware taken with a
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writ and before a judge as false prophets and the prossecuting
atorny had conceived in his own mind that A few simple
questions would convince the court by the answers bro joseph
would give to that the charge was correct so he calls out jo
which was the first merical jesus raught why said brjosephbrjosephsrjoseph we
read he created the worlds and what he done previous to that I1

have not as yet learned this answer completlycomplexly confounded the
prossicutingProssicuting atomy that he requested the judge to dismisbismis the case
and went out to organize the mob that was on the out side at
about this time a lawyer by the name of reede I1 think was his name
came in to the court and stated he was mr smiths atorneyatomeyattorney and
wished to see him in a private room and was put in to a
back room and when in he hoisted a window and told br joseph &

oliver to flee in to the forest which was close at hand and they wan-
dered in a dense forest all night and often times in mud and water
up to thare knees and brother oliver got quite exausted in the after
part of the night and brother joseph had to put his arm arroundaground him
and allmostellmost carry him and just as the day broke in the east brother
oliver gave out entirely and he Br josephJosephjjosephd leaned him against an
oake tree just out side a field fencfencee br oliver crying out how long
0 lord 0 how long br joseph have we got to suffer these things
just this moment peter james & johnajohn came to us and ordained teusouseus
to the holy apostelshipApostelship and gave unto us the keys of the
dispensation of the fullness of times and we had some 16 or 17
miles to goe to reach our place of residence and brother oliver could
travel as well as I1 could after the endowmentsendowment now as to time and
place I1 heard the name of the banks of the susquehanah river spo-
ken of but whare it was placed I1 cannot till no doubt the oake
tree and the field fence was ajacentadjacent to the river As to time I1 cannot
be very explsitexposit but as the mob spirit had not abated when they
returned they had to remove to father whitmoresWhitmores at fayette
seneca co to finish the translation I1 should judge it to be
the latter part of august

now beloved brother I1 am not writing as wone of the lords
historians but as your friend reproducing the last words I1 heard
our beloved and gods holy prophet speake before his departuredepart ure
into the eternal heavens to dwell with the holy & eternal gods for-
ever & ever

addison everett to joseph F smith january 16 1882 joseph F smith collection
personal papers LDS church archives underlining in the original quoted in
porter restoration 8 angle brackets designate material inserted by everett
above the line see also addison everett to oliver B huntington february 17
18811881 recorded in oliver boardman huntington journal no 14 under backdatebackdate
ofjanuary 31 18811881 and oliver boardman huntington journal no 15 entry for
february 18 1883 archives and manuscripts harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU archives quoted in
porter restoration 7 the 1881 entry reads as follows
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joseph went on to state that at coalvilleCoalville he & oliver were under
arrest on charge of deceiving the people & in court he stated that
the first miracle done was to create this earth about that time his
attorney told the court that he wanted to see mr smith alone a few
moments when alone mr reid said that there was a mob in front of
the house & hoiholho i sting the window joseph & oliver went to the
woods in a few rods it being night and they traveled until oliver
was exhausted & joseph&josephajoseph almost carried him through mud and water
they traveled all night and just at the break of day olive r gave out
entirely and exclaimed 00 lord how longbrotherlongiong brother joseph have we
got to endure this thing

brother joseph said that at that very time peter james & john
came to them and ordained them to the apostleship

they had 16 or 17 miles to travel to get back to mr hales his
father in law and oliver did not complain anymore of fatigue

compare these comments with the early history of joseph smith by joseph
knight joseph knights recollection of early mormon history ed deandeanjesseejessee
byustudiesBYU Studies 17 autumn 1976 37 38

the first ordinations to the office of elder occurred in 1829 on april 6
1830 joseph and oliver reordained one another as first and second elder and
then laid our hands on each individual member of the church present that they
might receive the gift of the holy ghost and be confirmed members of the
church of christ history of the church 178 both joseph and oliver were
elders prior to this time see porter restoration 3

13 13historyhistory odtheoftheof rhethe church 177 78
on april 6 18518533 president young said 1 I know that joseph received his

apostleship from peter james and john before a revelation on the subject was
printed and he never had a right to organize a church before he was an apostle
brigham young and others journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D

richards 1855 86 1137 hereafter cited asasdaadJD on june 23 1874 brigham
young indicated

ljosephjoseph smith received the aaronic priesthood and then he
received the keys of the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek priesthood and organized the
church he first received the power to baptise and still did not
know that he was to receive any more until the lord told him there
was more for him then he received the keys of the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek
priesthood and had power to confirm after he had baptized which
he had not before he would have stood precisely as john the baptist
stood had not the lord sent his other messengers peter james and
john to ordain joseph to the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek priesthood JDID 18240

in 1861 in a discourse on the priesthood president young said

how came these apostles these seventies these high priests
and all this organization we now enjoy it came by revelation father
cahoon who lately died in your neighbourhoodneighbour hood was one of the first
men ordained to the office of high priest in this kingdom in the year
1831 the prophet joseph went to ohio he left the state of new york
on the last of april if my memory serves me and arrived in kirtland
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sometime in may they held a general conference which was the
first general conference ever called or held in ohio joseph then
received a revelation and ordained high priests you read in the book
of doctrine and covenants how he received the priesthood in the
first place it is there stated how joseph received the aaronic priest-
hood john the baptist came to joseph smith and oliver cowdery
when a person passes behind the vail he can only officiate in the
spirit world but when he is resurrected he officiates as a resurrected
being and not as a mortal being you read in the revelation that
joseph was ordained as it is written when he received the mel
chisedekchisedecchisedek priesthood he had another revelation peter james and
john came to him you can read the revelation at your leisure when he
received this revelation in kirtland the lord revealed to him that
he should begin and ordain high priests and he then ordained quite a
number all whose names I1 do not now recollect but lyman wight
was one fathers cahoon and morley john murdock sidney rigdon
and others were also then ordained these were the first that were
ordained to this office in the church I1 relate this to show you how
joseph proceeded step by step in organizing the church at that time
there were no seventies nor twelve apostles JD 98889988 89

readers may judge for themselves if the kirtland revelation referred to here was
the visit of peter james and john or the revelation instructing joseph smith to
begin ordaining high priests likewise when brigham young said that joseph
smith was taken in the spirit to the 3dad heavens & all this with the aronic priest-
hood quinn mormon hierarchy 26 before he was ordained an apostle
brigham need not have been referring to the vision of the three degrees of glory
received by joseph smith and sidney rigdon in february 1832 as quinn argues
it was common for people to use the phrase third heaven from 2 corinthians
122 in connection with pauls gift of vision in general as in history of the
church 530 but this phrase is ambiguous

15porter restoration 3 676 7
16porter16porter restoration 3

joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1976 336 quoted in porter restoration 3

quinn mormon hierarchy 22
19 quinn mormon hierarchy 10
21 quinn mormon hierarchy 10 apostle in LDS bible dictionary

quinn mormon hierarchy 10 27 30 quinn argues that joseph and
oliver could have felt justified in ordaining elders using the authority that they
received from john the baptist because they did not at that time associate the
office of elder exclusively with the melchizedek priesthood in support of this
position quinn indicates that joseph smith conferred the melchizedek priest-
hood upon several who had previously been ordained elders in june 18311831 at the
october 1831 conference in kirtland the authority of the melchizedek priest-
hood was manifested and conferred for the first time upon several of the elders
history of the church 1175 76 A september 1832 revelation specified that
elder and bishop are necessary appendages belonging unto the high priesthood

dacd&c 8429
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22 quinn dates this event only by indirect association with two other events
quinn mormon hierarchy 23

23 quinn23quinn mormon hierarchy 25 quinn also cites a discourse by erastus
snow in 1882

in due course of time as we read in the history which he has left
peter james and john appeared to him it was at a period when
they were being pursued by their enemies and they had to travel all
night and in the dawn of the coming day when they were weary and
worn who should appear to them but peter james and john for the
purpose of conferring upon them the apostleship the keys of which
they themselves had held while upon the earth which had been
bestowed upon them by the savior this priesthood conferred upon
them by those three messengers embraces within it all offices of the
priesthood from the highest to the lowest JDUD 23183
21ponterponnerporter restoration 8 9
250210oliver210liverliverilver cowderysCowderys 1829 manuscript A commandment from god or

articles of the church of christ LDS church archives quoted in robertjrobertirobert J
woodford the historical development of the doctrine and covenants 3 vols
phd diss brigham young university 1974 1288 this document ends with

the declaration behold I1 am oliver I1 am an apostle ofjesus christ by the will of
god the father & the lord jesus christ

all manuscript sources unless otherwise attributed are found in the archives
division church historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city LDS church archives and are used with permission

the mormon creed gainesvillepainesvillePainesville ohio telegraph april 19 1831 4

the same text with minor changes was also published in the evening and morn-
ing star 1 june 1832 1 and book of commandments 1833 ch 24 ppap
474847 48 for a listing of early paintingsprintingsprintings of this text see woodford the historical
development of the doctrine and covenants 1296 97 in addition to changes
in punctuation the book of commandments and the evening and morning star
versions contain the following differences from the telegraph printing both later
renditions spell out the dates instead of using numbers and write sixth day of the
month instead of sixth day of the same in these versions the last names
smith and cowdery are omitted and the repeated phrase is elder of this

church instead of elder of the church they do not contain the words god
the father but read lord and savior instead of just lord they close with the
word forever as opposed to the ever of the earlier version furthermore the book
of commandments rendition opens with a lowercase church of christ and the
evening and morning star capitalizes elder apostle and amen

27 book of commandments 1833 ch 15 p 35
doctrine and covenants of the church of the latter day saints comp

joseph smith and others kirtland ohio F G williams 1835 180 see also even-
ing and morning star march 1833 78 may 1836 155 times and seasons 4

march 1 1843 122 millennial star 4 february 1844 151 these verses did
not appear in the earlier text of the revelation printed in the book of command-
ments 1833 joseph smith recalled in 1839 that all of section 27 was received as
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a revelation in august of 1830 but that most of the revelation including these
verses was not recorded until september of 1830

early in the month of august newel knight and his wife paid us a
visit at my place in harmony neither his wife nor mine had been as
yet confirmed it was proposed that we should confirm them and
partake together of the sacrament before he and his wife should
leave us in order to prepare for this I1 set out to procure some wine
for the occasion but had gone only a short distance when I1 was met
by a heavenly messenger and received the following revelation the
first paragraph of which was written at this time and the remainder
in the september following PJS 1320 21

no manuscript copy of these verses dating from before the publication of the
doctrine and covenants in 1835 has been identified see woodford the histor-
ical development of the doctrine and covenants 1395 97

2929josephjoseph smith history dated by dean C jessee between july 20 and
november 27 1832 ininpjspysPJS 1133

3011everendreverend3011everend richmond taggart to reverend jonathon goings cleveland
ohio march 2 1833 in jonathon goings collection american baptist historical
society rochester new york

3patriarchalpatriarchal blessings book 1 185518352183518357 12 the end of this blessing contains
this information about its origin oliver cowdery clerk and recorder given
december 18th 1833 and recorded in this book october 218352 183 5 this particular
blessing was evidently given for oliver cowdery but the name specifying the
recipient has been omitted this passage comes from the last sixth of the blessing

32 kirtland high council minutes february 12 1834 27 compare the fur-
ther report by orson hyde of the following testimony by joseph smith

brother joseph observed to bishop that he knew he had lied
before he confessed it that his declarations were not only false in
themselves but they involved a false principle an angel said
joseph may administer the word of the lord unto men and bring
intelligence to them from heaven upon various subjects but no true
angel from god will ever come to ordain any man because they have
once been sent to establish the priesthood by ordaining me there-
unto and the priesthood being once established on earth with
power to ordain others no heavenly messenger will ever come to
interfere with that power by ordaining any more he referred to the
angel that came to cornelius and told cornelius to send for peter but
if there had been no peter with keys and power to administer the
angel might have done it himself but as there was the angel would
not interfere saul was directed to go to ananias for instruction and
to be administered to by him but if there had been no ananias with
power and authority on the earth to administer in the name of
christ the lord might have done it himself you may therefore
know from this time forward that if any man comes to you profess-
ing to be ordained by an angel he is either a liar or has been imposed
upon in consequence of transgression by an angel of the devil for
this priesthood shall never be taken away from this church
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this testimony was delivered in an upper room in the south-
west comer of the white store and dwelling house formerly occu-
pied by whitney and gilbert situate on kirtland flats millennial
sturstarstars8 november 20 1846 139

33 33kirtlandkirtland high council minutes april 21 1834 434443 44
34joseph34joseph smith history 1834 1836 in PJS 121
35stephen35stephen post journal stephen post papers march 27 1836 micromicrofilmnamfAm
36joseph36joseph smith history 1839 in PJS 1290 91 also published with minor

changes in spelling punctuation and capitalization in times and seasons 3

august 1 1842 865 66
37joseph37joseph smith history 1839 draft mijsmpjsin pysPJS 1238391238 39
31joseph31joseph smith history 1839 in PJS 1299 300 reprinted with only slight

changes in spelling capitalization and punctuation in times and seasons 3 sep-
tember 15 1842 915

39joseph39joseph smith sermon ca 1839 willard richards pocket companion in
the words of ofjosepbjoseph smith comp andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook provo

utah religious studies center brigham young university 1980 9 also james
burgess apparently had access to and copied this passage into his own journal
around 18418411 james burgess journals 184118481841 1848 see also history of the church
3387 on march 22 1839 joseph smith had affirmed in a letter from liberty jail
to isaac galland the following related general principle we believe that no man
can administer salvation through the gospel to the souls of men in the name of
jesus christ except he is authorized from god by revelation or by being
ordained by some one whom god hath sent by revelation dean C jessee comp
and ed the personal writings of ofjosephjoseph smith salt lake city deseret book
19844211984 421

joseph smith to the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints septem-
ber 6 1842 nauvoo illinois in times and seasons 3 october 1 1842 935 36
doctrine and covenants 128202112820 21

joseph smith sermon march 10 1844 recorded by james burgess in his
notebook in ehat and cook words of ofjosepbjoseph smith 33233332 33 for an 1870 recol-
lection of these words of joseph smith see biography of david osbomeosbore
senior typescript BYU archives 63 64

he spoke of adam enoch noah moses the patriarchs and some of
the prophets telling what keys each one held and the work he
accomplished in his day down to jesus and the apostles now says
he having told you so much about these ancient men of god I1 will
proceed to tell you something of myself he told us that peter
james and john having held the keys of the kingdom in their day
had come and confcenteredered the same upon him and his brethren
12joseph smith sermon march 10 1844 in franklin D richards scrip-

tural items in ehat and cook words ofjosephofjoseph smith 334
13joseph smith sermon march 10 1844 recorded by wilford woodruff in

his journal in ehat and cook words of josephofjoseph smith 327
the golden bible gainesvillepainesvillePainesville ohio telegraph november 16 1830 3

gainesvillepainesville15painesvillePainesville ohio telegraph december 7 1830
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oliver cowdery to W W phelps september 7 1834 norton ohio in
messenger and advocate 1 october 1834 141614 16

47kirtland high council minutes february 21 1835 the occasion was the
blessing of several new members of the twelve apostles following their bless-
ings oliver cowdery gave them this charge

patriarchal blessings book 1 1835 8 9 the end of this blessing con-
tains this information about its origin oliver cowdery clerk and recorder
given in kirtland december 18 1833 and recorded september 1835

19messenger19messenger and advocate october 1835 199
500510oliverliverilver cowdery the atlas article messenger and advocate 2 april

183630318361856 303305505
510oliver510fiverfiverhiver cowdery to phineas young march 23 1846 tiffin seneca county

ohio quoted in stanley R gunn oliver cowdery second elder and scribe salt
lake city bookcraft 1962 161igligi

reuben5reubenrreuben miller journal october 21 1848 14 report of conference held
on misquetoMisqueto creek council bluffs october 21st 21st may have been added
later as it was written in a different color ink 1848

53 george A smith to orson pratt october 20 and 31 1848 carboncacarboniaCarbonca
council bluffs iowa photocopy of typescript reprinted with a few minor dif-
ferencesferences in manuscript history of brigham young october 31 1848 77 78

54 oliver cowdery to elder samuel W richards january 13 1849 in deseret
evening news 17 march 22 1884 2 the location of the original letter is
unknown but scholars find little reason to doubt the authenticity of this piece
and its 1849 date

gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph december 7 1830
56the reflector palmyra N YJY february 14 1831 102

william57williarn W phelps letter no 4 messenger and advocate I11 february
1835 66

aemma5emmaemma smith A collection of sacred hymnsforhymns for the church of the latter
day saints kirtland ohio F G williams 1835 33 also published in A collec-
tion of sacred hymnsforhymns fortor the church of the latter day saints selected and pub-
lished by david W rogers new york C vinten 1838 12 and in benjamin C

elsworth A collection of sacred hymns for the church of christ of the latter
day saints apnp benjamin C elsworth 1839 13 see also LDS hymnal 1835
hymn 72 the keys which peter did receive to rear a kingdom god to please
have once more been conferdconfeldconferd to man to bring about jehovahsJehovahs plan and LDS

hymnal 1835 hymn 76 such blessings to the human race once more are ten
derd by gods grace the priesthood is again restord for this let god be long
adordabord see further A collection of sacred hymns for the use of all saints
selected by a committee in a branch of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints austin new era office 1847 77 hymn 55 the chosen of god and the
friend of men he joseph smith brought the priesthood back again

59parley59parley P pratt tuethe millennium a poem boston parley P pratt 1835
38 also published without the title and with several minor punctuation changes
in rogers collection of sacred hymns 104 and in elsworth collection of
sacredhymnssacred hymns 105 6

6oparleyparley P pratt late persecution of ebetheeue church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter
day saints new york J W harrison 1840 iii
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61 61parleyparley P pratt dialogue between a latter day saint and an enquirer after
truth millennial star 2 january 1842 131 also published as a pamphlet by
the author in manchester england 1842

eidengeldenbeldenelden6elden jay watson comp the orson prattjournalspratt journals salt lake city wat-
son 1975 84 85

630rsonorson pratt interesting account of several remarkable visions edin-
burgh ballantyne and hughes 1840 252423242523 24

640rsonorson pratt divine authority or the question waswasjosepbjoseph sent of god
liverpool R james september 30 1848 1851 4 5 7 an almost exact dupli-

cate of this is in tuethe frontier guardian 1 february 7 1849 1

david65david W patten to the saints scattered abroad eldersjournalElders Journal of the
church of christ of latter day saints 1 july 1838 41 42 this passage includes
a quotation from what was at that time section L in the doctrine and covenants

john P greene to D C smith and E robinson september 101018391839 mon-
mouth county NNJJ in times and seasons 1 december 1839 28

joseph fielding diary typescript BYU archives 55
17thebe gospel reflector 1 january 1 1841 22
19erastus19erastus snow and benjamin winchester an address to the citizens of

salem and vicinity photocopy of original BYU archives apnp 184111841 5
711bethe gospel reflector 1 february 15 1841 89
71 the gospelreflectorgospel reflector 1 april 1 1841 177 183 187
72benjamin winchester A history of the priestboodfrompriesthood from the beginning of

the world to the present time philadelphia brown bicking and guilbert
184314718431845 147

orson730rson hyde to president josephuosephdoseph smith times and seasons 2 october
1 1841 551

74orson hyde ein kugrufeugrudausrufausansaus der liistewilstewiiste eine stimme aus dem schoose der
erde A cry from the wilderness a voice from the dust of the earth frankfurt
0 hyde 1842 typescript 27 translated from the german by justus ernst

75heber C kimball and wilford woodruff the word of the lord to the
citizens of london of every sect and denomination and to every individual into
whose hands it may fall times and seasons 2 september 15 1841 538

76charles thompson evidence in proof of the book of mormon being a
divinely inspired record batavia NY D D waite 1841 144 45 similarly
benjamin winchester held that revelation 147 relates to the renewal of the
gospel covenant the restoration of the priesthood the gospel reflector I11 feb-
ruary 15 1841 86

77george J adams A few plain facts siewingshewingsbewing the folly wickedness and
imposition of the rev timothy R matthews also a short sketch of the rise
faith and doctrine of the church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day saints bedford
england C B merry 1841 12 reprinted in times and seasons 4 march 15

184314118431845 141
78george J adams A true history of the rise of theebe church ofjesusof fesusjesus

christ of latter day saints of the restoration of the holy priesthood and
of the late discovery of ancient american records baltimore hoffman
184918491 27

79 ebenezer79ebenezer robinson ed evidences in the proof of the book of mormon
times and seasons 3 january 1 1842 644
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alfred cordon reminiscences and journals april 18 1842 micro-
film 77 79

warren foote autobiography and journals august 29 1842 typescript
BYU archives 53 because this diary appears to be a combination of reminis-
cences and other texts copied from a journal that was kept earlier it is difficult to
ascertain whether this is a reflection or a contemporary observation

moses martin A treatise on the fulnessfalness of the everlasting gospel new
york J W harrison 1842 54 55

james henry flanigan diaries april 14 1844 105 much of this section is

in a form of shorthand and undecipherable to this writer blank linesfinesiineshines have been
inserted in those areas that cannot be read

14lorenzo snow the only way to be saved london F shephard
1844 11 12

william 1I appleby A dissertation on nebuchadnezzars dream
together with a synopsis of the origin and faith of the church of latter day
saints philadelphia brown bicking and guilbert 1844 23

86william86william 1I appleby biography and journal december 30 1848 micro-
film 247

jedediah M grant collection of facts relative to the course taken by
elder sidney rigdon philadelphia brown bicking and guilbert 1844 1

88 proclamation88proclamation of the twelve apostles of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints to all the kings of the world to the president of the united
states ofofamericaamerica to the governors of the several states and to the rulers and
people of all nations liverpool wilford woodruff dated april 6 1845 1 2

written by parley P pratt from new york
19reuben19reuben miller jamesjJ strungstrongstrang weighed in the balance of truth and

found wanting his claims as first president of the Melchimelcbisedekmelchisedekmelchisedecsedek priesthood
refuted burlington wis npap september 1846 12 13

reuben9reubenrreuben miller truth shall prevail A short reply to an article published
in the voree herald reveille bybyjJ C bennett and the willful falsehoods off
JJ strongstrang burlington wis npap 1847 7 9

917bethe ensign of libertyofliberty of the church of christ 1 march and april 1847 223125131
92 the ensign of liberty of the church of christ 1 march 1848 67
93 kenney ed wilford woodruffewoodruffswoodruffsjournaltournaijournal 3257
94hiram page to william letter march 4 1848 fishing river photocopy of

original archives reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints inde-
pendencependence mo



daughter in april

today rain washing at the surface
of things you come in after your two mile run
with the blonde grace
of your solitude
memories stay like separate
rooms no hallway to connect where you are now
A fishers vest you wore at five hoarding old keys
acorns and bottlecapsbottle caps
the path your running made on the backyard slope
the times you walked and walked
going nowhere
when weather turned you indoors

how you regretted school
and your sleeps fidelity turned
to something else
your jaw squared itself
into what came years ofofasXs
of nightmares working out in any sport
coaches begging at the door
you turning them away
for time alone

sometimes I1 think you have grown
like bamboo something secret to keep you
straight becoming polished without reaching out
so many times it has felt like this
little I1 can do except
iron these tall sized shirts with the pockets
you love add vegetables to soup
study your vigilant silence

dixie partridge

208
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H MICHAEL MARQUARDT and WESLEY PR WALTERS inventing
mormonism tradition and the historical record salt lake city
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it had to come two well known sleuths of early mormon his-
tory have written what might be called their final testament the
end result of two and one half decades tedious research into mor-
mon origins presbyterian pastor wesley walters had been research-
ing early mormon history since the late 1960s lapsed mormon
michael marquardtsmarquardtspMarquardts interest in mormon beginnings and joseph
smith stretches back at least half that long when walters died in
1990 marquardt finished the book and dedicated it to him

regardless of what agenda motivated this volume it merits a

careful reading by students of latter day saint history the text is com-
parativelyparatively brief but highly detailed almost tediously so in places
the accompanying notes and appendixes are useful and the biblio-
graphical essay is especially helpful it is apparent the authors have
paid their research dues having painstakingly combed through
sundry archives searching for obscure tax and assessment records
and censuses to supplement the often familiar statements by con-
temporaries who remembered the joseph smith family much of the
authors information and many of their arguments are familiar some
dating as far back as the late 1960s but in this culminating study
they have added some new wrinkles tightened their prose and in
their minds further buttressed their basic arguments

they have also made every effort to defuse the polemics wal-
ters and marquardt deservedly or not are sometimes categorized
as anti mormon writers their earlier monographs and articles on

209
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latter day saint history sought to expose and disprove mormon-
ism but inventing mormonism has a slightly different ring to it
the authors possibly this is the influence of marquardt at least
make a pretense of extricating themselves from their formerly
rigid and dogmatic methodology and strive to approach their sub-
ject with more historical sophistication I1 was both surprised and
pleased when I1 read the following among the authors conclu-
sions little is to be gained from promoting a prophet fraud
dichotomy 197 joseph honestly believed he spoke with super-
natural beings and the young prophet was an important figure in
the development of western religious history

this book can be divided into three parts the first part and
potentially the one most challenging to orthodox conceptions
consisting of chapters one and two maintains that the familiar
chronology of the early history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints is flawed that the smiths did not move to man-
chester from palmyra until after 1820 that there was no major
revival that could have motivated joseph in 1820 in palmyra and
therefore that joseph could not have had the vision he claimed he
had in 1820 the second section chapters three through six and
chapter eight examines the social cultural and religious milieu in
which the smiths functioned and endeavors to assign them their
proper role in palmyra manchester society the third part chapter
seven maintains that the church was organized in manchester not
fayette and postulates that the change of location sites in 1834
was part of a larger strategy by church leaders to evade creditors

when did the smiths move to manchester

the authors begin by dissecting a fundamental text in mor-
monism joseph smiths 1838 account of the first vision the
chronological challenges in this account are obvious to any careful
reader joseph talks of the move to palmyra presumably around
1816 notes that the smiths moved to manchester in about four
years JSUS H 13 and then dates the revival which led to the
first vision in the second year after our removal to manchester
JS H 15 yet traditional accounts maintain that the first vision
occurred in 1820 marquardt and walters propose a new chrono-
logical scheme to solve this apparent contradiction first they
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maintain the smiths likely moved to manchester as late as 1822
second they claim that there was no major revival in palmyra in
1820 and that the revival which joseph describes in his 18381858
account could refer only to the great revival of 1824 25

historians have typically and admittedly somewhat superfi-
ciallycially dealt with the apparent palmyra manchester discrepancy by
suggesting that the smiths moved to manchester in 1818 not
1820 but marquardt and walters claim that the relocation to man-
chester can be established with reasonable certainty 2 by exam-
ining certain contemporary documents including road tax records
and assessment rolls such documents they maintain do not sup-
port an 1818 move to the manchester farm but rather compel a

date of 1822
the date of the revival that motivated joseph to seek god has

been controversial since walters first raised the issue in 1967 mar-
quardt and walters insist that only the revival of 1824 25 a tumul-
tuous and well documented season of religious fervor in palmyra
and adjoining communities satisfies josephs 1838 description of
14 unusual14unusual excitement when great multitudes united themselves
to the different religious parties JS H 15 they point out that
mainline churches in palmyra all showed significant growth in
1824 25 but that contemporary records reveal no appreciable
church growth resulting from a presumed revival in palmyra in
1820 indeed they claim there is no indication of any 1820 revival
in palmyra deflecting or blunting historian milton backmansbackmannBackmans argu-
ment that josephs reference to religious excitement encompassed
a larger regional area than just palmyra 1 the authors suggest that
joseph could have referred to only palmyra when he mentioned
excitement in the place where we lived that pastors lane and
stockton who supposedly played a role in the revival were not
around in 1820 and that both joseph and his mother lucy mack
smith made statements that imply a close to home location

while the chronological framework established by the au-
thors both with regard to the move to manchester and the dating
of the revival is based on solid research and cannot be arbitrarily
dismissed there are alternative ways of interpreting the evidence
neither of the two basic accounts joseph smiths nor his moth-
ers precisely identify when the smiths first moved to western
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new york and when they moved from palmyra to manchester
joseph said in his 1838 history that his family went to the palmyra
region in his tenth year or thereabouts JS H 1513 that could
have been when he was nine years old which would have been in
1815 he added that they moved to manchester in about four
years that could place the move in or about 1819 moreover lucy
mack smith noted in her history that the family moved to man-
chester two years after their arrival in palmyra 2 we know that lucy
and the children arrived in palmyra some months after joseph sr
assuming that joseph sr came in late summer or early fall of 1816
an assessment held by many historians lucy probably arrived in

late 1816 or possibly early 1817 if indeed she did arrive in palmyra
in 1817 and the family moved to manchester about two years later
as indicated in her account that move could have taken place in
1819 thus one can argue admittedly somewhat tentatively but
contrary to the marquardt walters thesis that both josephs and
lucysbucys accounts allow for a move to manchester by at least 1819

one can augment this 1819 thesis with additional sources
the federal census record of 1820 places the smiths in farmington
manchester and various statements of contemporaries indicate

that they moved to manchester well before 1820 for example pom-

eroy tucker local historian editor of the wayne sentinel and
mormon critic claimed to be well acquainted with joe smith
the first mormon prophet and with his father and all the smith
family since their removal to palmyra from vermont in 1816 and
during their continuance there and in the adjoining town of man-
chester tucker maintained that the smiths lived in palmyra for
two and a half years before moving to manchester in 1818

there he added they remained some twelve years occupy-
ing as their dwelling place a small one story smoky log house
which they had built prior to removing there 3 another con-
temporary critic of joseph smith manchester resident orsamus
turner recalled that the smiths occupied their rude log house as
early as 18181919 4

and finally one can further supplement the earlyearny move to
manchester thesis by putting a different twist on lucysbucys statement
regarding the third harvest in her narrative lucy mentioned that
the smiths enjoyed their third harvest on the farm 1155 by tying in
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lucysbucys statements with events in 1823 marquardt and walters
correctly conclude lucy had reference to the harvest of 1823
therefore they insist the first harvest could not have been earlier
than 1821 but lucysbucys statement could also be used to argue for an
earlier move don enders a student of mormon origins in new
york told me that many farmers in western new york in the early
nineteenth century planted winter wheat 6 if indeed the smiths
planted winter wheat that would push planting to the fall of 1820
in addition they would have needed a year to clear the land before
they planted possibly moving the timetable to 1819 indeed enders
has argued cogently that of necessity the burning of trees would
predate any tilling and that clearing the land would predate tree
burning and therefore the smiths could not have moved to the
palmyra manchester town line any later than mid 1819 if they were
to have a third harvest on the farm in the fall of 1823 2171177

A key issue of course has to do with when the smiths actu-
ally started to work the land enders referring to the research of
early nineteenth century western new york historian william siles
remarked that in this era verbal arrangements and agreements were
sometimes entered into months before actual contracts were signed 8

marquardt and walters observe that until july 1820 land agent
zachariah seymour did not have power of attorney to grant per-
mission for the smiths to work the land however in an age when
contractual agreements were often casual it is possible that sey-
mour or whoever the agent might have been knowing that his
clients were desirous of selling their land might have worked out
a verbal agreement with the smiths that granted them permission
to work the land as early as 1818 or 1819

and is the revival of 1824 25 the only one that could satisfy
the requirements ofjosephs account not quite opponents of the
marquardt walters thesis note that the 1838 account does not men-
tion the word revival but rather religious excitement JS H 15
21 various meetings associated with the annual methodist gene-
see conference of 1819 or 1820 could have sparked josephs reli-
gious interest orsamus turner remembered that joseph caught
a spark of methodism in the camp meeting somewhere along the

vienna road I1 9 or quite possibly methodist stirrings in the spring
of 1820 around palmyrapahnyra itself could have motivated him walter
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nortonsNortons doctoral dissertation on contemporary newspaper cover-
age of early mormonism and other religions notes that palmyra
newspaperman timothy C strong reported in the spring of 1820
that there was a methodist camp ground near palmyra where
camp meetings were frequently held 10 it is important to under-
stand as both backman and especially norton have observed that
often local revivals did not receive newspaper coverage I1 am satis-
fied that the actual revival or rush of religious excitement that
stirred joseph indeed could have taken place sometime in 1820

but I1 am also persuaded that marquardt and walters have a
strong case in claiming that the 1824 25 revival satisfies all of the
elements of josephs 1838 history more adequately than any other
account certainly the effects of the revival fit more comfortably
into an 1824 25 context historian marvin hill some years ago rec-
onciled the seemingly contradictory evidence presented by wal-
ters to some however hills reconciliation and accommodation
required giving up some sacred space hill noted that the earlier
1832 account of josephs religious experience is likely more accu-
rate than the streamlined 1838 account A revival in 1824 he
noted causes problems for the 1838 account but not for the ear-
lier one hill allows that joseph writing so many years after the
event could have unintentionally ascribed elements of the later
revival into an earlier time frame when he fashioned his history in
1838 11ll most historians aware of the perils of memory lapses have
little difficulty with this notion even walters and marquardt admit
that memory at times conflatedconflatesconflates events 32

but what are the implications of all of this the authors claim
that the issues they introduce are fundamental if the move to man-
chester was as late as 1822 and if the revival motivating joseph
smith took place in 1824 how does one deal they ask with the
annual visits joseph claimed he had with moroni at the hill
cumorah luke wilson of gospel truths ministries goes a step fur-
ther concluding that the issues raised in inventing mormonism
could affect the faith of some mormonscormons as it allegedly provides
1 I airtight and inescapable evidence of smiths dishonesty 12

clearly such confidence on the part of all three is unwarranted
and wilsonsvilsonsWilsons statement can only be regarded as so much twaddle
the interesting and even plausible claims of marquardt and walters
have little potential for wave making ultimately the only real issue
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for most church members is whether or not joseph did indeed see
god As larry foster noted some years ago whether or not an
error was made in dating precisely when a vision occurred has no
necessary connection with whether it occurred or what specif-
ically occurred 13

what was the social and cultural standing
of the smiths in the 1820s

the second division of inventing mormonism comprising
those chapters that deal with the social cultural and religious
world of the smiths requires less comment from fawn brodies
time on apologists and opponents have debated the poverty of the
smiths their progressive nature or lack thereof their penchant for
treasure hunting and so on marquardt and walters note or imply
that the smiths had limited educations generally hired themselves
out to others as laborers and by and large were never able to make
a decent living they provide evidence that the family was poor
that they sometimes ran into financial complications and occasion-
ally had problems paying off debts especially joseph sr and hy-
rum that at least some members of the family drank cider and
that perhaps joseph smith sr had a drinking problem

despite the seemingly neutral tone of these chapters I1 de-
tected what I1 felt was a not so subtle agenda there were after all

palmyra and manchester neighbors who actually had good things
to say about the family of joseph and lucy why were they not
quoted don enders has argued persuasively I1 think that the
smiths were thrifty industrious and at the middle of their socioe-
conomic scale 14 the impression one gathers from inventing mor-
monism is of a dull shiftless family never able to cut a swath in
respectable society

not surprisingly the major focus of these middle chapters is
on the involvement of the smiths in the religious magical world
that existed among certain social classes in upstate new york the
authors conclude that all of this world of treasure hunting and
magic a world in which the smiths were involved was played
down by joseph in his official history informed students of mor-
mon history will likely find little new here clearly the smiths did
hunt treasure when joseph was in his teens and early twenties
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joseph did use a seerstoneerstonese his initial interest in the gold plates was
at least in part motivated by material concerns and quite possibly
loyal friends like the knights were first drawn to joseph because of
their interest in money digging marquardt and walters overplay their
hand however exaggerating both lucy mack smiths and joseph
knights fascination with treasure hunting I1 also remain uncon-
vinced by the authors claims that joseph was preoccupied with
treasure hunting without a seerstoneerstonese after 1827

was the church organized in fayette or in manchester

I1 personally found the third section of the book to be the
most engaging perhaps because the arguments are of more recent
vintage here marquardt claims that the bulk of early evidence indi-
cates that the church was actually organized in the smith log
home in manchester new york 15 his corollary is that the shift to
the fayette location 25 miles east of manchester was somehow
part of a concerted attempt in 1834 to confuse creditors and
thereby avoid paying off debts

undeniably there is fair evidence for a manchester location
see the accompanying chart pages 222 25 below prepared by the

staff at BYU studies marquardt notes that the six revelations in
the book of commandments given to six individuals who were
in attendance at the organization meetings on april 6 1830 were re-
ceived according to their headings at manchester he points out
that all references in the evening and the morning star before
1834 refer to manchester as the location he suggests the likeli-
hood based on circumstantial evidence that hyrum smith was in
the vicinity of manchester on april 6 and notes that the descrip-
tion of the site of an early baptism associated with the organization
meeting fits hathaway creek in manchester to soften the fact that
david whitmer who was present at the organization meeting on
april 6 later located it at fayette marquardt gives at least plausible
evidence that whitmer who made the observation at least three
times but over forty years removed from the actual event could
have confused organizational details with later church confer-
ences held at fayette in june and september 1830

unfortunately there is little likelihood this issue willwin ever be
settled to the satisfaction of most historians no new york certificate
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of incorporation for the church exists and we must largely rely on
memoirs and remembrances with the advantage of hindsight we
can understand the pivotal importance of the meeting to organize
the church likely saints in new york in 1830 did not view the
event in watershed terms they clearly saw little need to document
it regrettably in those early years mormonscormons were not in the habit
of documenting most events but from the records that do exist
we can assume that something of importance occurred at man-
chester on the same day the church was organized seemingly
elderjohnelmerjohnelderEldeeidereide rjohnjohn carmack recognized manchestersManchesters importance when he
suggested that the reference to manchester as a place of birth for
the church may have merely been a recognition that manchester
played a key role as a meeting place where details for the formal
church organization were woworkedrkedaked out 16

proponents of fayette as the site of the formal organization of
the church of course have reliable witnesses and sources of their
own joseph smith and david whitmer two principals who were
there ultimately identify fayette as the location possibly joseph in
kirtland was not in a position to correct the proofs of the early reve-
lations listing manchester as they came from W W phelpssPhelpphelphsss press in
independence in 1833 and fayette was listed as the organization
location in the minutes of a meeting held in may 1834 as recorded in
the evening and morning star in the various editions of remark-
able visions orson pratt eventually shifted the organization site from
manchester to fayette see marquardt and walters 159 60 elder
carmack is quite correct that the trend in both official and unofficial
sources has been to accept fayette as the official location 17

seeking for an explanation of this confusion between man-
chester and fayette marquardt suggests that joseph and possibly
other leaders shifted locations in 1834 as part of a strategy to frus-
trate creditors marquardt sees implications in the may 1834 meet-
ing at which fayette for the first time was listed as the site of the
churchschurche organization in attendance at the meeting were leading
elders including all members of the united firm just weeks previ-
ous the bankrupt united firm had dissolved and separated into two
firms at this may meeting the elders decided to change the name
of the church from the church of christ to the church of the latter
day saints by obscuring the identities of united firm members by
changing both the name of the church and the location of its
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organization church leaders hoped to somehow according to mar-
quardt frustrate the efforts of creditors to collect monies owed
them it is not clear however how such an open and public change
of name would deter or if it ever did impede the efforts of any
creditors to collect their money until marquardt can come up with
more evidence a need he himself readily acknowledges the notion
must be regarded as an essentially dubious speculation

I1 say dubious for good reasons while I1 agree with marquardt
that the burden of debt was an ominous one I1 am not persuaded that
at this point joseph smith and other church leaders were as desper-
ate as the author would have one believe moreover josephs divine
marching orders in regard to debt were quite clear pay them doc-
trine and covenants 104 received in april 1834 counseled joseph to
11 pay all your debts dacd&c 10478 and promised deliverance from
bondage if he were faithful if indeed joseph deviously schemed to
avoid paying debtors he was pursuing a course contrary to revealed
instruction there is also the distinct possibility that practical consid-
erationserations more particularly the commonality of the name church of
christ played a role in the name change

perhaps an even more compelling reason for the name
change has to do with sidney rigdonsRigdons influence in the early
church richard van wagoner suggests that sidney persuaded
joseph smith and the high council to change the name of the
church in order to place greater emphasis on the nearness of
the millennium 18 finally I1 am curious how the debt creditor prob-
lem escaped being picked up by at least some of the dissidents who
left the church in the 1830s and more especially how it escaped
the critical eye of E D howe whose mormonism unavailedunvailedunvailed9
included every possible designing and devilish charge against
joseph in particular and mormonism in general in short we must
take marquardt at his word that at present the evidence is too
sketchy to reach a decisive conclusion 165

of all ofofmarquardtsmarquardtsmarquardtspMarquardts arguments his contention that manches-
ter played a primary role as the actual organization site merits most
consideration As indicated elder carmack modestly allows for the
possibility that manchester could have been the location of an
organizational planning meeting but it could well have played a
more significant role manchester could have served as one part of
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a two part organizational scheme or even more likely the organi-
zation could have taken place in one location in the morning and
been repeated later in the day at the other

clearly manchester cannot be routinely dismissed as a possi-
ble organizational site in my estimation key points in marquardtsmarquardtspMarquardts
argument have to do with the likelihood that a baptismal service
was held the same day the church was organized that the ser-
vice might well have taken place in manchester and that some
who participated in or witnessed the baptism were also in atten-
dance at the organization lucy mack smith indicates the bap-
tismal service was held in the morning but joseph smith and
joseph knight suggest it took place after the organizational meet-
ing which would make it late afternoon or evening As marquardt
points out manchester neighbors C R stafford and benjamin
saunders recalled seeing joseph sr and others baptized into the
church granted it is possible a small group of believers could
have held a baptismal service in the morning in manchester
assuming that lucy was correct and then either walked or trav-

eled by wagon the twentyfivetwenty five miles to fayette for the organiza-
tional meeting but that is hardly the most likely scenario of those
who later penned an account of the organization none mentioned
a trip from manchester to new york

but even if marquardt is right or partly right about manches-
ter the implications are far from life threatening except for those
who are inextricably bound to tradition the adjustment could be
made with little anguish both sites are significant to the LDS tradi-
tion and if manchester played a role however large or small in
church organization so be it

I1 conclude with two very different observations 20 first I1 recall
years ago hearing the late T edgar lyon lament that the dart throw
ing of reverend walters and others was required to move mormon
students and scholars with some notable exceptions out of their
easy chairs and into the archives to learn of their own origins
while clearly much has been done during the past twentyfivetwenty five
years to deepen our knowledge of the new york period in church
history we may stillstiff have done more talking than walking what-
ever the motivation of marquardt and walters we must admit they
have searched and scoured through obscure but occasionally
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important records in musty basements and nondescript court-
houses with more diligence and thoroughness than most of our
own LDS historians

second I1 like to think I1 could take many of the evidences
contained in this volume but come up with different conclusions
I1 would not title the volume inventing mormonism an unfortu-
nate title because it implies that joseph literally manufactured his
religious experiences a notion that most serious historians reject
instead I1 would portray joseph as a developing growing human
being who in his lifetime spent as much time on earth as he did in
heaven and who throughout his life had occasion to modify his
behavior and repent sometimes the lord even dictated that he do
so I1 would allow for the fact that he grew up in a poor family that
some members of his family and maybe joseph himself occasion-
ally drank cider what person did not drink cider in upstate new
york in the 1820s and that in his early years along with other
family members he did pursue treasure with the use of seerstonesseerstones
I1 would allow for the possibility that when he walked out of the
sacred grove as a mere youth his knowledge of the precise nature
of the godhead was incomplete I1 would allow for joseph to move
beyond some aspects of his culture to realize in his mature years
that some of his activities fifteen or twenty years earlier while not
malicious were frivolous and less than ennobling and then realiz-
ing their insignificance to underplay them in his official history
written over a decade later in short I1 would allow joseph smith
the luxury of personal growth and development and the opportu-
nity for doctrinal expansion for those willing to allow joseph
such accommodation this volume will not only be informative but
will cause little discomfiture
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where manchester
meeting was
held

who was oliver cowdery
present hyrum smith

joseph smith jr
christian whitmer
david whitmer
john whitmer
about 405040 50 present

date and april 6 1830 april 6 1830 april 6 1830 about noon
time of
meeting

events of j some were ordained
meeting k some preached

1 many repented and
were baptized

ii had visions
h prophesied
0 cast out devils
p healed the sick

name church ofjesusof jesus christ
attributed to of latter day saintssamts
the church

who was mr smith
baptized martin harrishamshags

when and morning
where
baptisms
were
performed

who per-
formed

joseph stood on shore
while his father was

baptisms baptized
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10 11 12 13

david whitmer ben saunders david wlwhitmerwiltmeritmeratmer C R stafford
june 1881 manchester january 1887 manchester

resident 1884 resident
january 1888

seneca county peter whitmerswhittersWhitmers
fayette fayette

oliver cowdery oliver cowdery
martin harrishamshaas hyrum smith
hyrum smith joseph smith jr
joseph smith jr david whitmer
david whitmer john whitmer
john whitmer peter whitmervhitmer
peter whitmer plus about 50 other
70 members members about 20 from

colesvilleCo lesville 15 from
manchester about 20
from fayette

april 6 1830 aprilapnl618306 1830

k exhorted to q believed martin harrishamshaas
teach nothing was ordained an elder
except the old
and new
testaments and
the book of
mormon

the church of
christ

old brother smith old jo smith
old mrs rockwell his wife

mrs rockwell

oliver cowdery joseph smith
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source data for table

note numbers 1 13 correspond to columns 1 13

A book of commandments for the government of the church of christ
organized according to law on the ath6th of april 1830 zion independence
mo W W phelps 1833 chapters 172217 22

evening and morning star I11 march 1833 76 and april 1833 84
deveningevening3evening and morning star 2 may 1834 160

deanean C jessee ed the papers ofjosepbof joseph smith 2 vols salt lake city
deseretdeseretbookbook 1989 92 1241441241 44

tesseelessee papers of josephofjoseph smith 1302 4 this history was first published
in times and seasons 3 october 15 1842 944 45 and then in joseph smith jr
the history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints ed BH roberts
2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 176 80

deanean C jessee joseph knights recollection of early mormon history
BYU studies 17 autumn 1976 37 see also william G hartley they are my

friends A history of the joseph knight family 182518501825 1850 provo utah
grandin book 1986 43 original in archives division church historical depart-
ment the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter
cited as LDS church archives

7tmestimes and seasons 3 march 1 1842 708
acylucyucy mack smith biographical sketches ofofjosephjoseph smith the prophet and

his progenitorsprogenitorsfor rorforrof many generations liverpool S W richards 1853 151
9davidavldcdavidavid whitmerVAlitmer interview by edward stevenson december 222322 23 1877

richmond mo journal history LDS church archives in david whitmer inter-
views A restoration witness ed lyndon W cook orem utah grandin book
1991161991iggi 16 17

david whitmer interview by kansas city journal reporter june 1

1881 richmond mo kansas city journal june 5 1881 in david whitmer
interviews 65 see also david whitmer interview by zenas H gurley january 14

1885 richmond mo gurley collection LDS church archives in david whit-
mer interviews 154 55 information not included on chart april 6 1830 six
elders 50 60 members

interview of benjamin saunders 1884 p 19 library and archives of the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mo
quoted in H michael marquardt an appraisal of manchester as location for the
organization of the church sunstone 16 february 1992 50

david whitmer interview by edward stevenson january 2 1887 rich-
mond mo diary of edward stevenson LDS church archives in david whitmer
interviews 214 see also david whitmer an address to all believers in christ
richmond mo david whitmer 1887 33

13 highly13highly important facts about mormonism naked truths about mor-
monism 1 january 1888 3 original publication in the yale university library
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notes

lAnotheanother instance of revising the site occurred in a pamphlet by orson
pratt the 1840 edition of the pamphlet designated manchester as the place
where the church was organized orson pratt interesting account of several
remarkable visions and the late discovery of ancient american records
edinburgh ballantyne and hughes 1840 23 24 the 1848 edition of the pam-

phlet listed fayette as the place of organization orson pratt remarkable
visonsbisons in writings of an apostle salt lake city mormon heritage publishers
1976 12 in addition william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin in 1847 recounted the events of the
organization and noted manchester as the place where the meeting was held

the church of christ was organized on the 6thath day of april
1830 in the township of manchester and the state of new york
with only six members viz joseph smith sen lucy smith his wife
joseph smith jr oliver cowdery david whitmer and martin harris
the ensign ofoflibertyliberty of the church of christ 1 march 184711847 2

aa2a marginal note by james mulholland says father smith martin harris
baptized this evening 6thath april mother smith and sister rockwell 2 or 3 days
afterward jessee papers of ofjosephjoseph smith 243



KENT W HUFEHUFF yosephjoseph smiths united order A communalnoncommunalnon
cisticistic interpretation springvilleSpringville utah by the author distributed by
cedar fort 1988 ix 372 ppap tables figures index 159515.951595

KENT W HUFEHUFF brigham youngs united order A contextual
interpretation provo utah by the author distributed by theolog-
ical thinktankThink tank available by special order through deseret book
1994 xviii 647 ppap tables charts appendix 159515.951595

reviewed by wamerwarner woodworth professor of organizational behavior at
brigham young university

these two volumes contain wide ranging perspectives on the
economic history of mormonism both are authored by kent W
huff an attorney and computer consultant who has worked for
several agencies of the united states government and the saudi
arabian ministry of finance

the earlier book joseph smiths united order attempts to
explicate the economic ideas and practices of the church ofjesus
christ of latter day saints at kirtland missouri and nauvoo huff
traces the united order firms creation financial transactions and
eventual replacement by a new business unit a corporate trustee
intrustin trust that centralized the collection and distribution of church
funds the implication is that the original structure of the united
order which was essentially a partnership evolved into a corpo-
rate model for managing the business affairs of the early church

believing that many latter day saints lack a solid understand-
ing of joseph smiths economic ideas and methods huff intends
this book to correct public assumptions and delineate a structural
and operational overview 2 of methods by which early leaders
managed business dealings obtained supplies launched businesses
and purchased and sold land for thousands of new converts

while the bulk of the book emphasizes facets of the united
order approximately the last third traces the origins and history of
the principle of tithing in contrast to the oft heard view that tithing
was instituted later as a substitute when members ceased to live the
united order huff argues the opposite that the saints material
donations from 1830 on were actually tithes large amounts of
personal resources were devoted to gospel projects chiefly in

228
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the missionary and gathering process and building the kirtland
temple the use of funds for those activities was designated by the
lord as tithing 293

another unusual argument is that josephs united order was a
great success in its day not a failed experiment as is widely held in
mormon lore huff claims the united order was a practical strategy
for solving the relevant problems of the early church and thereby
succeeded admirably

the 1994 volume brigham youngs united order gives an
extensive treatment of the utah period perhaps in response to the
recent emergence of splinter groups in manti utah and other areas
of the united states the book is a bit defensive at the outset huff
begins the preface by declaring himself to be an LDS member in
good standing orthodox in all the things that matter vii there
follows an extensive review of the economic history of united
orders in st george brigham city ordervilledervilleOr and salt lake city
utah in contrast to arringtonsArring tons classic study great basin king-
dom huff emphasizes the doctrinal concepts which gave rise to
the united order drawing primarily on thethejournaljournal of discourses
huge sections of material now available electronically are cited with
key points underlined the result is a bulky voluminous manuscript
of well over six hundred pages broken up into sixty chapters

unfortunately I1 suspect that most readers will be put off not
only by the intimidating length of the book but also by the wide
range of subjects it addresses these include chapters on a hodge-
podge of diffuse topics that will likely confuse readers who seek a
clear portrayal of the utah era united order despite its title
brigham youngs united order also includes eleven chapters on
other LDS pioneer leadersviewsleaders views on the ideal economic system for
latter day saints readers may feel they have lumbered through a
gigantic maze

nevertheless both books address a critical challenge facing
the church indeed the whole world namely the problem of
economic injustice according to the doctrine and covenants it
is not given that one man should possess that which is above
another wherefore the world lieth in sin dacd&c 4920 such
injustice is not a troubling problem only for joseph smiths day or
for early utah it is an increasingly important dilemma for the
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contemporary church as it expands into the impoverished nations
of the world one is strongly inclined however to take exception
to certain of huffsbuffs historical interpretations perhaps the most
troubling is his assertion that brigham youngs model for the utah
united orders focused too much on communalism and on attempts
to rectify economic inequality thus huff implies that while the
prophet josephs ideas were non communalistic in the 1830s
and 40s brother brighamsBrighams bordered on sociasocialismsocialissocialeslisilsm huff hypothe-
sizes several reasons for this difference first brigham was a later
convert to the church missing some of the kirtland era utopian
proposals of alexander campbell sidney rigdon and the family
a group of believers who had all things common in harmony with
christians described in the book of acts nor was brigham present
when joseph refuted communism and debated the socialists who
visited nauvoo

the implication for huff is that this skewing of experience
may account for some of the differences in doctrines taught during
the two periods marked by the presidenciespresidencies of joseph smith and
brigham young joseph smiths united order 42 further huff
claims there are indicators of a substantial loss of data and expe-
rience in the transition from the administrators of joseph smiths
time to the twelve who carried on afterward there is little rea-
son to wonder then at the doctrinal drift that seems to have
occurred on matters affecting economics joseph smiths united
order 42 see also 22 30 40 45

accusing brigham young of being out of touch and naive or
in other ways lacking the doctrinal insights of the prophet joseph
seems extreme in this respect huffsbuffs books are similar to the
small volume by lyndon cook joseph smith and the law of con-
secrationsecration both books present an extremely narrow view ofjoseph
smiths economic values recoiling at anything which parallels the
broad egalitarian ideals of most utopians whether socialists or
otherwise 2 by distancing oneself from socialism so completely
one tends to overlook the comprehensiveness of gods united
order and to impose modern political categories on the analysis of
the temporal teachings of pioneer prophets it would be more con-
structivestructive to portray what the united order is in its fullness rather
than to primarily point out what it is not
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mormonismsMormonisms nineteenth century leaders as well as those of
recent decades have clearly understood the essential contrasts
between state run communism and gospel teachings about tempo-
ral matters the brethren have always been in general harmony
with the big picture of the united order its values and its pur-
poses and methods for creating jobs lifting the group avoiding
materialism benefiting the poor and dignifyingsignifyingdignifying ones labors to dis-
card such a comprehensive system in favor of a narrow form of
individual capitalism and imply it to be gods complete will
ignores themes from that stretch from gordon B hinckley and
ezra taft benson back to the zion of enoch

NOTES

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the
latter day saints 1830 1900 lincoln university of nebraska press 1958

foror a more balanced discussion of both the law of consecration and the
united orders see leonard J arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may build-
ing the city of god community and cooperation among the cormonsmormons
urbana university of illinois press 1992



ROGER D IAUNIUSLAUNIUS and LINDA THATCHER eds differing visions
dissenters in mormon history urbana university of illinois press

1994 xi 402 ppap notes contributors index 3250525032.503250

reviewed by lynn D wardle professor of law J reuben clarkdarkoark law school
brigham young university

differing visions is a collection of biographical and analytical
essays about dissenters from various branches of mormonism and
about the phenomenon of dissent in latter day saint religious his-
tory the core of the book consists of seventeen biographical chap-
ters by different authors succinctly describing the experiences of
seventeen dissenters from the church ofjesus christ of latter day
saints LDS as well as a leading contemporary dissenter from
the reorganized church ofjesus christ of latter day saints RLDS

the foreword by leonard arrington and the introduction by roger
launius and linda thatcher paint with broader brushes analyz-
ing mormon dissent as a general social phenomenon occurring in a

particular religious context
technically the book is well done the biographical chapters

are basically arranged in chronological order and for the most
part are capably written and edited the chapters are adequately
researched some are very well researched an effort to be bal-
anced and fair to the individual subjects is evident though some
chapters seem more sympathetic to the subjects than scholarly
generally however the tone is respectful and professional

Sunsummaryunary of contents

ronald romig begins with the tale of david whitmer what
stands out in this account is whitmerswhittersWhitmers apparent resentment of
what he perceived to be the prophet joseph smiths ambition
when the grand scope of the restoration began to be realized
As the restored church grew much larger than many first imag-
ined whitmer apparently feared losing control of or his promi-
nent position in a good small thing

the focus of kenneth winns chapter is summarized in the title
such republicanism as this john Corcorrillscomltscorrallsrills rejection of prophetic

rule elected a missouri legislator by the saints corrill apparently

232
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cherished the checks and balances of the political government and
thought that the churchschurche government needed such a system he re-

sented the alleged abuse of mormon dissenters by zealotszealous such as the
danitescanites and so opposed the communal principles of the law of con-
secrationse that he became a bitter missouri opponent of the prophet
and wrote a vindictive history of the church

richard howard chronicles the poignant odyssey of william
mclellinmcclellinMcLellin in one of the better chronological partial histories in the vol-

ume A talented if erratic leader mclellinmcleffinmcclellinMcLellinLeffinlemmin moved through a variety of
alternative mormon groups until he had become a crank 97 and
died alienated from all with whom he had tried to associate 1

richard saunderss chapter on francis gladden bishop de-
scribes how a charismatic evangelical converts allegiance to the
restored gospel was crowded aside by the importance of his per-
sonal experiences with divinity 104 what resulted was a sur-
prisinglyprisingly larlargege number of failed followings bishop began 111

before he immigrated to utah and to the main body of the LDS

church just months before his death
in james colin brewster the boy prophet who challenged

mormon authority dan vogel outlines the fascinating religious
career of perhaps the most prolific of the would be prophets to
leave the mormon fold during joseph smith jr s lifetime 120

brewster was only ten when he reported receiving revelations in
1836 at age eleven he proposed to the kirtland high council a

plan for the better organization of the church in temporal affairs

which he said an angel had delivered to him 121 at least five

years later after publishing a number of the books of esdras an
ancient israelite prophet whose writings brewster claimed to re-
ceive in vision brewster was excommunicated for the next eigh-

teen years brewster preached and published his millennialisticmillennia listic

revelations led followers from missouri to new mexico and possi-
bly reached california before he became lost to history vogel
attributes brewstersBrewsters initial success to joseph smiths ultimate
failure to satisfy the yearnings of some of the early mormon con-
verts for adequate millenarian leadership 134

william B smith the prophets brother is described by paul

edwards as a man who was always vocal sometimes belligerent
frequently in confrontation against existing authority 140 and
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who saw himself as part of a smith family royalty 141141 As an
apostle and patriarch to the whole church 144 williams re-
fusal to subordinate his roles to the leadership of the quorum of
twelve threatened church unity and led to his excommunication
his career as a church leader thereafter foundered in several other
branches of mormonism

alpheus cutler participated in laying the foundation for the
far west temple and served on the nauvoo high council danny
jorgensen identifies cutlersbutlersCutlers distraction as an apparent emphasis
on a mystical lamanism and his refusal to gather to salt lake
with the main body of latter day saints 164 65 jorgensen briefly
recounts the futile efforts ofofbrighambrigham young to keep cutler and his
followers in the church

one of the most analytical essays is guy bishops chapter on
stephen post which traces the spiritualism millennialism and op-
position to polygamy that attracted post to rigdonismRigdonism after the
death of joseph smith post investigated a number of new orders
of mormonism and became convinced that sidney rigdon was the
true shepherd 187 post succeeded rigdon in 1876 as the leader

of the church of jesus christ of the children of zion a group that
fell apart upon posts death

richard holzapfelsHolzapfels well written chapter the flight of the
doves from utah mormonism to california morrisitism the saga
of james and george dove describes a group of english converts
caught up in the mormon reformation of the 1850s who followed
joseph morris another british convert in establishing a significant
schismatic organization in south weber utah during a violent
confrontation with lawmen resulting from the morrisitesMorrisites forcible
detention of dissenters from their own group joseph morris was
killed the morrisitesMorrisites scattered throughout the west and eventu-
ally the doves succeeded morris as leaders of the movement orga-
nizing the church of the firstbornFirstborn in san francisco in 1865 they
preached throughout the western states frequently in utah but by
1910 their church disintegrated

another utah schismatic movement is traced in john mccor-
mick andandjandaJ R sillitossillitoeSillitos essay on henry W lawrence an orthodox utah
mormon church leader successful businessman respected politi-
cian and polygamist lawrence joined the dissenting godbeitesGodbeites in
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1869 rankled by brigham youngs vision of a united zion the tem-
poral activities of the church and what he saw as a lack of freedom
of expression 223 lawrence spent thirty years in anti mormon
politics this very interesting chapter presents lawrence as an ideal-
ist committed to a particular brand of late nineteenth century phi-
losophy libertarian egalitarianism that led him out of the ILDSIDS
church and into a succession of political associations including the
liberal party the populist party and the socialist party how a suc-
cessful entrepreneur of that era who rejected communitarian co-
operative principles could advocate such proletarian politics is a
curiosity that deserves further exploration

kenneth godfrey suggests that the key to frank J cannons
dissent was psycho familial for this son of george Q cannon of the
first presidency seeking parental approval became almost an ob-
session he was a highly emotional often insecure man who
seemed to never have believed that he could live up to his fathers
expectations and who seemed always in the shadow of his apos-
tle brother abraham H cannon 243243245 although he could apply
his talents very effectively to building and defending the church
for instance he allegedly ghostwroteghostwriteghostwrote the history of josephofjoseph smith
the prophet for his father and he successfully assisted in lobbying
for utah statehood his weaknesses for alcohol sexual immorality
and positions of honor plagued him throughout his life he was one
of utahs first two senators but after he was denied reelection can-
non turned his intense anger against the church and its leaders
he eventually moved to denver and wrote numerous anti mormon
books and articles until his death in 1933

martha sonntag bradley examines the life of joseph W mus-
ser a second generation mormon polygamist who came of age when
the LDS church was in the process of abandoning plural marriage
musser claimed that several years after the manifesto lorenzo
snow selected him to take more wives and help keep the law of
celestial marriage alive among the saints 265 and that in 1915
an unnamed apostle conferred upon him the sealing power of eli-
jah with instructions to see that plural marriage shall not die out
266 musser became a leader in the fundamentalist movement

and appointed his physician and fellow fundamentalist rulon
allredauredailred to succeed him which caused his followers to split into
two rival factions
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newell bringhurst describes fawn mckay brodie as an intel-
lectual who felt liberated from the constraints of faith and culture
that defined the mormon society in which she grew up when she
went to the university of chicago the confining aspects of the
mormon religion dropped off within a few weeks the sense of
liberation I1 had at the university was enormously exhilarating
I1 felt very quickly that I1 could never go back to the old life and I1

never did 283 however the church apparently was indispens-
able to brodies identity for the rest of her career she constantly
defined herself against or in contrast to mormonism and thrived on
criticizing church programs leaders and theology

jessie embry contributes an exacting short study of maurine
whipple whose career resembles brodies in many ways both were
members of what has been called mormondomsMormondoms lost generation
of intellectual and literary figures in their fledgling years of higher
education both brodie and whipple experienced or at least ex-
pressed the exhilarating sensation of self perceived intellectual
superiority when whipple left st george to attend the university
of utah she like brodie was dazzled by the glamour of a non
mormon lifestyle they seemed to have more money and all

pledged the best sororities the boys also had better manners
303 4 indeed whipple recalled that the high point of my

college career was the night of my gentile date 304 whipplewhippie
was a talented writer whose book about mormon polygamy the
giantjoshuagiant joshua won the houghton mifflin literary prize in 1938
although the book was unpopular in utah because it focused on
some negative aspects of polygamist family life whipple forever
complained about slights perceived injuries lack of appreciation
and financial stress in fact her church related comments seem
not so much those of a dissenter on principle but of a chronic com-
plainer perfectionist and pessimist yet whipplewhippie like brodie could
not sever her ties to the LDS community of faith unlike brodie
however whipplewhippie reportedly was never even disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped
and she acknowledged that we come back because zion is worth
occasional discomfort we come back because zion is the most
unpredictable exciting satisfying place in the world to livefivehive 315

readers who might be unfamiliar with trends in the reorga-
nized church ofjesus christ of latter day saints will be interested
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in william russells enlightening chapter on richard price lead-
ing publicist of the reorganized churchschurche schismatics price is

described as the most effective leader of a group of fundamentalist
dissidents who believe that since 1958 RLDS leadership has been
compromising its beliefs in exchange for liberal protestant the-
ology and yearning for protestant acceptance the reorganized
church moved very cautiously against the dissidents but eventu-
ally richard price was formally expelled he continues to enun-
ciate his beliefs and to serve as the chief spokesperson for the
fundamentalist cause 337

jerald and sandra tanner prolific anti mormon publishers were
both raised in LDS families and both converted to protestantism
laurence foster describes the tanners as career apostates 355
rather than dissenters and the label makes sense he candidly notes
some of the inconsistency of principle in the tanners work they
always assume the worst possible motives in assessing the actions
of mormon leaders 350 they take an ends justifies means ap-
proach 351 to criticizing LDS church leaders and actions and
they violate the same principles they criticize mormon leaders for
having violated furthermore the techniques by which their ma-
terials have been acquired appear to leave much to be desired eth-
ically speaking 352 nevertheless foster summarily asserts that
through their one sided attacks on mormonism the tanners have
sometimes played a positive role in challenging mormonscormons to

study their history and live up to their ideals 358
the final chapter by alice allred pottmyer is about sonia john-

son the ERA battle and johnsons eventual excommunication
this rendering ofofthejohnsonthe johnson story gives the reader very little new
information perhaps because the incidents are so recent the
heavy slant of this journalistic chapter is very apparent

analysis

the foreword and introduction of differing visions present
an analysis of dissent in mormon history in his brief foreword
leonard arrington observes that dissent has been a neglected
phase of the mormon churchschurche history ix and he commends
the recovery of little known information about the lives of the
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people profiled x he identifies several common themes re-
flected in the historical biographies including the rich variety of
potential interpretations of the work of joseph smith the motiva-
tion of conscience rather than self service that generally character-
ized the dissent of the individuals studied and the inability of the
dissenters to ever fully reject the latter day saint movement
once having been associated with it xi arringtonsArringtons short over-
view would have nicely introduced the seventeen biographical chap-
ters of the book however it is separated from the historical text
by the editors long introduction

roger launius and linda thatchers introduction mormon-
ism and the dynamics of dissent attempts to connect mormon dis-
senters to the great dissenters of christian history thus the story
ofofanneojanneanne hutchinsonshutchinsonbHutchinsons early american religious dissent is compared
with the phenomenon of mormon dissent the editors desire to
offer an honest assessment about the dissenting tendency in

mormonism 15 is identified as the goal of the book joseph smith
they claim started his career as a religious dissenter bound to tor-
ment society and they suggest that the irony of the tormentor
becoming the tormented within mormonism is too rich to be
ignored 4 one of several debatable but undeveloped observa-
tions in this chapter

the editors note that more than a hundred known schis-
matic movements have emerged from mormonism since 1830
6 and they sympathize with the honest searchers for truth

who found themselves outside the acceptable bounds of the
church 7 though the biographical chapters repeatedly de-
scribe deliberate decisions and intentional choices not the mere
happenstance of people who woke up one morning and found
themselves outside the fold the editors assert that fear of author-
itarianismit and concern over what they thought was the develop-
ment of a tyranny in the church have been alienating concerns of
many dissenters 8 9 and they see most mormon dissenters as
highly principled individuals on the other hand they claim the
mormon community has a low tolerance of dissent and a penchant
for character assassination of those who do not conform the in-
troductiontro suggests that dissent is inherently neutral and that it has
made positive contributions to mormonism
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the identification of modern mormonism with brigham
youngs interpretation of joseph smiths work rather than that of
william smith or any other nineteenth century dissenter is com-
pared to the identification of modern christianity with pauls inter-
pretationpretation of jesus teachings rather than the gnosticsagnostics either side
could have won and it was only over the years that the cur-
rently orthodox position prevailed 16 while much of this book
is thoughtfully written I1 was mildly disappointed with the intro-
duction it seemed to me to evade hard questions too often and to
settle for giving standard simplistic apologies for dissent

although the introduction contains some broad reflections
that deserve full and fuller consideration I1 thought it read much
better the second time after I1 had read the main biographical
chapters it should serve as a concluding chapter rather than an
introduction moreover it sets a tone that is somewhat disjunctive
from rather than conjunctive with what follows it is general and
analytical while the chapters that follow are specific and descrip-
tive it emphasizes psychological nonfaultnonfault assessment while some
of the chapters lay bare some personal flaws and tragic decisions
obviously not unrelated to the paths of dissent

the biographical chapters suggest that a focal issue for many
dissenters was power some apparently had felt or witnessed the
sting of abuse of power in their lives and their fears about the po-
tential for abuse of power led them to fight against the kingdom
of god comingcormcorncomm ing with power mark 91 in many cases the dis-
senters had other grievances often there were personality conflicts
with church leaders or there had been some mistake committed
by a person holding church office or the dissenter was aware of
some hardship caused by church policies or programs there was
legitimate cause for some dissatisfaction and frustration such is
life among mortal human beings forgiveness and patience would
seem to have been the appropriate remedies in most cases but the
wounds festered the injuries were harbored immediate justice
was expected and things that matter most were sacrificed for
things that in the long run matter least

it is a very serious thing to our father in heaven to offend
one of these little ones which believe in me and cause them to leave
the kingdom wherein salvation is to be found matthew 186
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the diligent efforts of brigham young and others to keep william
smith and alpheus cutler in the church are examples of the kind
of extra effort that can be made to reach out and bring back the
dissenters to strengthen support and bear with them

curiously polygamy did not figure as a more significant cause
of dissent polygamy appears to have been a focal point for many
dissenters grievances a rallying point upon which many could
find common ground to criticize or persecute the church or justify
leaving and persuade others to leave seldom however does the
practice of polygamy appear to have been the motivating cause for
dissenters to leave the church it seems to have been an excuse or
last straw occasion for leaving rather than the underlying reason
for doing so

regrettably some chapters are marred by literary drive by
shootings taking gratuitous passing shots at joseph smith other
LDS prophets LDS church policies and church structure these
detracted from the scholarly quality of the book but overall the
historical chapters achieve a fair level of balance

the editors and several of the authors make an effort to show
that dissenters have built the kingdom and contributed to the
improvement of zion but there are two problems with those
generic claims first specific examples are not usually identified or
documented second even where it is demonstrated that dissenters
advocated a change that was later adopted as church policy proof
of causation is lacking mere association is not necessarily causa-
tion it could be argued at least as plausibly that criticism of a church
policy by impatient critics actually impedes the improvement of
zion untimely reform can confuse offend or alienate many pre-
cious sons and daughters of god unduly enhance the stature of
some misguided self vaunting agitator or mislead members about
the process by which revelation comes comparing it to pressure
politics or the persons through whom it comes certainly if a
high degree of unity in the church is necessary before sensitive
kingdom building revelation can be received criticism and dissent
can hardly be said to contribute positively to the revelation and
establishment of zion

some of the harder questions about dissent that might be asked
are how does a group of disciples become of one heart and one
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mind moses 718 A of F 10 in a world that prizes individual
liberty especially the radical individualism ofamerica at the end of
the twentieth century how can any group of people realistically
aspire to come in the unity of the faith eph 413 to be one
john 1711 21 that they may be of one heart and of one soul
acts 432452432452 perfectly joined together 1 cor 1liollo11010 of one spirit

with one mind striving together and of one accord philip 127
22 what is the relationship of dissent to apostasy how do those
two conceptsactivitiesconcepts activities differ when the savior and his apostles
foretold latter day apostasy matt 244 5 10 13 23 24 2 thes
2211 11 2 tim 31 5 2 pet 21 22 rev 136 7 did they refer to
some activities of dissenters what do the scriptures say and sug-
gest about dissent how should apprentice disciples of the lord
respond to dissenters in the church how are mosiah 26 and doc-
trine and covenants 42 relevant to contemporary LDS dissent

from the parable of the sower luke 85 15 we know there
will be people who fall away there always have been and will be
dying leaves on the green branch the parable teaches that there is
a real adversary who taketh away the word from some that oth-
ers have no root and in time of temptation fall away and
others are choked with cares and riches and pleasures of this life

there are a multitude of ways in which spiritual seeds can wither
in an individuals life as the seventeen biographical chapters of
differing visions illustrate

perhaps the main obstacle to united discipleship and the main
cause of dissent are contained in one word submission king
benjamin said that the follower of christ must become as a child
submissive meek humble patient full of love willing to submit
to all things which the lord seeth fit to inflict upon him even as a
child doth submit to his father mosiah 319 in our day teaching
the importance of submission may seem utterly foolish to a gen-
eration that celebrates empowerment self made independent
adults are not attracted to the counsel to become like a little child
and a fatherless generation separated socially if not physically
from their fathers weaned on antipatriarchal ideology may not
relate to the counsel to submit as a child doth submit to his
father the part of king benjamins testimony that causes me to
tremble most is willing to submit to all things which the lord
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seeth fit to inflict upon him the word inflict suggests suffering
and pain king benjamin seems to be saying that suffering and en-
during real pain are unavoidable as we struggle to submit to all that
the lord will inflict upon his disciples many will balk and some
will turn away when that painful process of refinement begins
Is not the trial of submission the main wellspring of dissent

so the question remains how is a growing dynamic world-
wide church to develop the unity necessary to be worthy of reve-
lation from the advent of and personal association with jesus
christ the creator savior and redeemer of the world what is the
role of dissent in that unity creating process Is dissent a cleansing
process Is it a self selecting departure to make the remainder more
united process or is dissent a cry for help from those who need
an extra measure of patience tolerance love and encouragement
without whose return to the fold the flock will not be one
worthy of the acceptance of the shepherd who has atoned for us
all I1 hope that the study and discussion begun in different visions
will continue until these troubling questions have been fully and
appropriately considered

NOTE

foror a more complete biography of william E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin see larry C porter
the odyssey of william earl mclellinmcclellinMcLellin man of diversity 1806 83 in thethejourjour-

nals of william E mcclellinmclellinMcLellin 1831 1836 ed jan shipps and john W welch
provo utah BYU studies urbana university of illinois press 1994 291



brief notices

the story ofoftleoftbethe book of abra-
ham

for everyone the overall presenta-
tionmummies manuscripts is balanced and engaging peter-
sonand mormonism bybyhH donl creates a work that explains

peterson deseret book 1995 past discoveries and points the
way for further exploration

like a wagon train scout of the david K geilman
american west H donl peterson
has gone before us and done much
of the work in tracing the history of plain and precious truthsthe book of abraham in the story

restored the doctrinal and his-
toricalof the book ofabrahamof abraham he has pro-

vided
significance of ththe ejosephjoseph

a guidebook for those who fol-
low smith translation edited by

writing for both the first time robert L millet and robertjrobertirobert Jtraveler and the seasoned veteran matthews bookcraft 1995peterson gives the general lay of
the land as well as indicates points in this collection of papers pre-

sentedof for new territorydeparture at the 1995 BYU sympo-
siumwith an open and candid style As translated correctly

he includes informa-
tion

background participants emphasize the value
ancient near eastern cul-

ture
on of the joseph smith translation
copious notes and precise JST and its relationship to the

details of his research he also adds standard works much of this infor-
mationmany of his personal insights opin-

ions
will be new to most readers

questions and stories about elder dallin H oaks warns
the book of abraham the story against the spiritual dangers of
ofoftbeoftlethe book ofabrahamof abraham reads like ignoring or neglecting the pro-

phetica personal notebook that not only teachings in the JST and
allows us to leamlearn what the explorer advocates its use in personal scrip-

turehas learned but also lets us see the study church teaching and
man behind the work H donl scholarship 4
petersons love of the gospel the larry E dahl shows that 50 per-

centscriptures and his research area of the revelations in the doc-
trinecan be felt throughout the book and covenants came as a

at times the details may be a bit direct result of the bible transla-
tionoverwhelming for the general read-

er
this relationship is displayed

and the background might seem in a detailed chronology
elementary to those acquainted thomas E sherry contrasts the
with the field but these elements LDS and RLDS views of the JST
work together to produce a book while the RLDS church has moved
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away from foundational beliefs nothing however gerhard may
regarding the JST the LDS church also emphasizes the interplay be-

tweenhas become progressively more ideas about creation and
committed to them many early other facets of theology the key
LDS church members saw the players in the debates are philoso-

phersinspired version as a divinely theologians and clerics
guided yet unauthorized publi-
cation

in the second century AD
mainly because of its in-

completeness
many christian doctrines were

however since the unsettled even gods omnipo-
tence1950s scholars primarily robert J and the question of whether

matthews have compared the pub-
lished

he existed alone or in company
inspired version with the with other gods were debated

manuscripts and verified its in-
tegrity

was the creator the supreme god
tegrity furthermore the LDS edi-
tion

or a lesser god would an omni-
potentof the bible the standard god create evil similar

bible of the church includes JST debates concerned the nature of
references and excerpts creation are man and the cosmos

robert J matthews discusses evil or good could matter be eter-
nalthe eternal worth of the JST as well without itself possessing god-
hoodas its role in the restoration he if matter is eternal isnt

answers questions regarding the god merely an artist each of
use completion and translation of these issues impacted on the doc-

trinethe JST matthews asserts that a of creation
knowledge of the JST will increase christian gnosticsagnostics under the
the perception of the nature of leadership of basilides advanced
scripture of the nature of revela-
tion

the concept of creation out of noth-
ingand of the value of reading in a form that closely resem-
bledscripture to obtain revelation from the doctrine later adopted

god 5838 by the mainline church gnostic
ideas about creation however con-
tained

michelyn lyster
other elements that were

offensive to a majority of church
leaders shortly before AD 200 an

creaticcreatio ex nichilonihilo the doctrine orthodox approach to creatiocreatic ex
of creation out of nothing in nihilonichilo was initiated by theophilus
early christian thoughtTbought by ger-
hard

of antioch and was expanded
may T & T clarkdarkoark 1994 upon by bishop irenaeus of lyons

irenaeus refuted gnostic philoso-
phythe original german text of this with clear simple statements

book appeared in 1978 with the title about god and his powers but
scheirSchopScheipscoopschopfungscheipfungrungfungrune aus dem lichtsnichts die joined theophilus and the gnos
entstehungentstebung der lebrelehre von der cre ticsbics to proclaim that god created
atio ex nichilonihilo only minor changes earth and the cosmos out of noth-

ingoccur in the english text the thesis with the blessing of ortho-
doxyfocuses on the origin and roots the doctrine spread quickly

of the doctrine of creation out of throughout the church
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although gerhard mays style is parents repairing wounds from
scholarly any interested reader childhood teaching teenagers to
can gain much from this volume keep the sabbath and dealing with
the topic remains central to LDS the struggles of being overworked
studies of the doctrinal changes young mothers and fathers
that occurred in early christianity still these heroes are not larger

R grant athay than life a bishop begins with arro-
gance in his new calling a father is
at least initially full of self pity and
quick to anger a girl is a self

hearts short storiesturning on absorbed teenager these are au-
thenticfamily life edited by orson scott stories the events the

card and david dollahite situations the people while some-
timesbookcraft 1994 a little contrived or one
dimensional for the most part

this collection of stories written ring true by turning the hearts of
by LDS authors provides readers readers these stories give hope for
with ideas about how healthy fami-
lies

i

family life
function and how parents and stefaneestefineeStefinee pinnegar

children can resolve problems in
positive ways to strengthen indi-
vidualsviduals heal schismsschismaschisms and bind
families together it is also a collec-
tion of stories about adults acting
in adult roles

these are in many ways faith
promoting stories the protago-
nists come away with new insights
about their livesfivesilvesbives parents and chil-
dren face intergenerational mis-
understandings widowed adults
find a second opportunity to love
fathers and sons as well as mothers
and daughters are forced to exam-
ine their relationships a young
african american convert struggles
to find her place both at church
and within her family

instead of ending in divorce
court sexual infidelity family dis-
solution or abandonment these
stories end with healing repaired
misunderstandings and new ways
to interpret difficult family situa-
tions they offer patterns for liv-
ing fulfilling obligations to aging
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id read accounts of custer
how he had courage
but no other noticeable virtues
it made a moral tale
A proper comeuppance
for white mans arrogance

and I1 traced the route he took
As close as blacktop would allow
from fort abraham lincoln in dakota
on his punitive expedition
to make the black hills safe
for proper gold seekers

I1 came to the hills above
the little bighorn before daylight
on a clear summer morning
and passed the scattered stones
that mark where armstrong
As george was called by family
and his younger brother tom
A hero in his own right
with two medals of honor
and the others went down
outnumbered outgunnedoutgunned
and outgeneraled too
shot and then butchered
by squawssquads skinning knives

on the hill beyond reno and bentine
with other companies of the seventh
waited that hot june afternoon
they saw dust and heard shots and knew
they were too late and too few
to mount a saving charge
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and fearing for their own hair
dug rifle pits around the hilltop
and waited for the dark

the dark was safe because
indians who died in the dark
went to a dark hunting ground
or so it was said but you never knew
so the night was long
I1 too waited for sunup looking down
on little bighorn coulee
the willows along the winding creek
the only green against the pale grass

there are washes and draws
leading up from the river
A thousand places of concealment
just out of rifle range
and the memory of shots and dust
and distant yells yesterday afternoon

and five thousand sioux and crow
and cheyenne led by sitting bull
crazy horse and gaul waiting
for just the right moment and
trapdoor springfieldsSpringfields reload slow
the light came late

its a fearsome place to be
alone at summer dawn

john sterling harris

this poem is selected from second crop a book of john sterling harriss poetry
published by BYU studies
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